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Abstract  

Many factors are linked to developing osteoporosis; however, the inadequate 

accumulation of peak bone mass prior to skeletal maturity is considered an important 

factor. As peak bone mass is often achieved by the end of the third decade, young 

adulthood provides an important and possibly final opportunity for its augmentation. 

Physical activity has been proposed as one of the most effective strategies to improve 

bone mass, however, the bone response to physical activity is highly dependent on the 

nature of the loads imposed. The most osteogenic loads are those that induce high 

magnitude bone strains at high loading rates. As most mechanical forces acting on the 

skeleton are generated through either gravitational-derived loads or muscle-derived 

loads, debate exists as to the predominant source of the adaptive stimulus. Despite this, 

few direct comparisons of the effect of gravitationally-derived (impact) loading and 

muscle-derived (resistance training) loading on bone have been undertaken, with none 

examined under true high-intensity training conditions. Consequently, the primary goal 

of the current work was to compare the bone response to two known osteogenic loading 

methods, impact loading exercise versus resistance training exercise in young women 

with below average bone mass. 

The thesis comprises six manuscripts, presented as three published papers, two 

under review and one submitted. The first paper (Chapter 3) details the protocol for the 

Osteoporosis Prevention Through Impact and Muscle-loading Approaches to Exercise 

(OPTIMA-Ex) trial. Therein, the methods of the three-arm randomised controlled trial, 

comparing the bone responses of 10-month, twice-weekly, either supervised high-

intensity impact training, high-intensity resistance training, or unsupervised home-based 

low intensity exercise (active control) in young adult women with lower than average 

bone mass have been described. The two subsequent papers describe the outcomes of 
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methodological studies related to the measurement of forces associated with the 

exercise interventions, specifically the impact training intervention. The first study 

(Chapter 4), determined the validity and reliability of a Gym-aware linear positional 

transducer to track the progression of the novel punching exercise of the impact training 

arm of the OPTIMA-Ex trial. The second (Chapter 5) quantified the intensity of 

mechanical loading associated with the lower limb exercises of the impact training 

exercise program. We found that vertical ground reaction forces generated were greater 

than four times body weight for all seven training stages and increased over time, 

suggesting that the impact intervention arm of the OPTIMA-Ex trial achieved its goal of 

being both high-intensity and progressive in nature.  

The fourth manuscript (Chapter 6) comprises the overall findings of the 

between-group comparisons of the OPTIMA-Ex trial. We found that high-intensity 

resistance training may provide a broader osteogenic loading stimulus than high-

intensity impact training for young adult women with lower than average bone mass, 

although findings were site-specific. More specifically, high-intensity resistance 

training had a greater osteogenic effect for cortical bone than impact training, while 

impact training provided a greater stimulus for trabecular bone. Furthermore, resistance 

training evoked greater improvements in both body composition and physical 

performance measures. Manuscript five (Chapter 7), presents a comparison of upper and 

lower limb responses to high-intensity impact training and high-intensity resistance 

training on indices of bone strength. Only those who completed the intervention arms of 

the OPTIMA-Ex trial were included in this analysis. Similar site-specific responses 

were observed from these analyses, irrespective of upper or lower extremity. Resistance 

training elicited greater effects at the proximal femur and along the shaft of long bones, 
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while the effects of impact training were greater in the distal segments of long bones 

nearest to the points of impact. 

The final manuscript (Chapter 8) describes a mixed-methods study to explore 

participant experiences during the OPTIMA-Ex trial, determine enjoyment and 

acceptability of each exercise mode, and identify barriers and facilitators to bone-

targeted exercise in young adult women. Overall, the program was well received, with 

all groups demonstrating an improvement in the ‘mental health’ domain of the quality 

of life measure, however, the two supervised exercise groups reported greater levels of 

physical activity enjoyment. Qualitative analysis revealed the impact and resistance 

training groups had ‘richer’ exercise experiences than controls, through perceived 

improvements in emotional and mental well-being along with the an overall sense of 

achievement through progression and skill acquisition. Furthermore, clear group 

differences were observed in terms of willingness to recommend their training mode to 

a friend and intention to continue the program after the trial period, with resistance 

training participants appearing most positive for both outcomes.  

Overall, the current work demonstrates site-specific effects of high-intensity 

impact training and high-intensity resistance training in young adult women with lower 

than average bone mass. Within the limits of the modest sample size, we conclude that 

both impact training and resistance training have important beneficial effects on bone in 

the participant demographic and are safe, enjoyable and well received. High-intensity 

resistance training, however, may have a slightly broader effect on bone outcomes than 

impact training, as well as on body composition, strength and acceptability in young 

adult women.  
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1.1 Overview 

 Bone health is an often overlooked and disregarded facet of overall health and 

wellbeing. This, in part, may be due to the fact that poor bone health does not 

necessarily present with pain or disability until it is too late. The diagnosis of 

osteoporosis in many cases occurs when a fragility fracture has already occurred, and 

thus, focus is often on management rather than cure. In Australia, osteoporosis affects 

approximately one in four women aged over 50 and one in two women aged over 80 

[1]. In light of Australia’s ageing population, such proportions are only likely to 

increase. Therefore, osteoporosis presents a serious public health issue that has both a 

large associated economic and personal cost.  

Many factors increase the risk of developing osteoporosis. Although many are non-

modifiable, several modifiable risk factors exist that can be readily addressed. Physical 

activity, for instance, is considered a useful approach to combating numerous chronic 

diseases and conditions, and is recognised as one of the most effective modifiable 

lifestyle strategies to maximise peak bone mass during growth [2]. Given that 

inadequate accumulation of peak bone mass is a known risk factor of osteoporosis, and 

that attainment of peak bone mass occurs by the end of the third decade, young 

adulthood may present a unique and timely opportunity for its augmentation. Moreover, 

pronounced lifestyle changes can occur in the period of young adulthood, particularly 

with negative effects on physical activity, sports and exercise participation [3]. Given 

that a 10% higher peak bone mass can reduce the risk of fracture by 50% [4], it is 

imperative that modifiable determinants of bone health, such as physical activity prior 

to skeletal maturity, are addressed in order to maximise peak bone mass and thus protect 

against fractures. 
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While exercise is generally considered to be beneficial as a method of skeletal 

loading for the betterment of bone health, there remains a lot of controversy regarding 

the most beneficial type of exercise loading. Specifically, debate has occurred as to the 

predominant source of the bone adaptive stimulus – muscle forces or gravity-derived 

impact loads [5]. Therefore, the determination of the most effective source of loading 

would provide grounds for optimal exercise prescription for bone health and further 

assist in improving preventative strategies in the young adult population. 

 

1.2 General aims 

 The overarching goal of this doctoral work was to compare the bone response to 

two known osteogenic loading methods, predominantly gravitational-derived loading 

exercise (impact training) versus predominantly muscle-derived loading exercise 

(resistance training) in young women with lower than average bone mass. The 

OPTIMA-Ex program was designed to facilitate a valid comparison of the two high-

intensity loading strategies against a low load active control and determine the 

acceptability of each approach, such to assist in providing optimal exercise prescription 

for osteogenic exercise and its translation to wider practice. 

 

1.3 Specific aims 

The specific aims of the thesis are to: 

1. Validate the methods used to track and monitor the intensity of the novel upper 

extremity loading exercise and to determine the mechanical loads experienced 

during the impact training intervention of the OPTIMA-Ex trial. 
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2. Compare the effects of high-intensity impact training with high-intensity 

resistance training on indices of musculoskeletal health in sedentary but 

otherwise healthy young women with below average bone mass. 

3. Determine satisfaction and acceptability of high-intensity impact and high-

intensity resistance training modalities as well as barriers and facilitators to 

bone-targeted exercise in sedentary otherwise healthy young women with below 

average bone mass. 

 

1.4 Approach 

To address the first aim, we developed and validated a novel approach to 

measuring upper limb exercise loading and quantified the impact load intensities of the 

impact exercises undertaken during the training program. To address the second aim, 

we conducted a 10-month, randomised controlled, exercise intervention. Participants 

were randomised to one of three groups, a high-intensity impact training intervention, a 

high-intensity resistance training intervention, and a low intensity active control group. 

To address the third aim, we surveyed participants on exercise enjoyment and quality of 

life pre- and post-intervention and conducted semi-structured interviews upon 

completion of the intervention period to determine satisfaction and acceptability of the 

exercise programs. 

The following work includes a comprehensive literature review, six manuscripts 

generated from the work, and a discussion and conclusion to synthesise the findings of 

all aspects of the project. 
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2.1 Bone  

2.1.1 Osteoporosis  

Osteoporosis is a progressive metabolic bone condition characterised by the loss 

of bone mineral density (BMD) and compromised bone strength predisposing to an 

increased susceptibility to fracture. The World Health Organisation defines osteoporosis 

as a BMD T-score of more than 2.5 standard deviations below the young (20 year old) 

healthy sex-matched average at the hip [6], while osteopenia is defined as a BMD T-

score between -1.0 and -2.5 standard deviations below the mean. BMD can also be 

classified on the basis of Z-scores that facilitate comparison of BMD measures to 

population averages on the basis of age and sex. Those with a Z-score below -2.0 should 

be categorised as having BMD below the expected range for that age, while those above 

-2.0 are to be considered to be within the expected range for a given age [7]. 

Osteoporosis affects 1.2 million Australians [1], while a further 6.3 million 

Australians have osteopenia [1]. In fact, approximately one in four women aged over 50 

and one in two women aged over 80 are osteoporotic [1]. A recent Burden of Disease 

analysis concluded that the total direct cost of osteoporosis, osteopenia, and associated 

fractures in Australia for 2017 alone was estimated to be $3.44 billion [8]. The most 

common sites of osteoporotic fracture are the hip, spine and wrist. While hip and spine 

fractures account for the greatest morbidity and mortality and occur most often in older 

people, wrist fractures tend to occur earlier in life and carry a lifetime risk of 15% in 

women [9]. Further, it has been reported that prior wrist fracture strongly predicts three-

year risk of any future osteoporotic fracture for both older and younger postmenopausal 

women [10]. 
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Development of osteoporosis is variably attributed to either inadequate 

accumulation of peak bone mass prior to skeletal maturity [11] or to excessive rate of 

bone loss during ageing [12]. Assuming a constant age-associated rate of bone loss, 

individuals with inadequate peak bone mass will reach osteoporotic bone density earlier 

than individuals who have accumulated a greater peak bone mass [13]. Therefore, it is 

imperative to address modifiable determinants of bone strength, such as physical 

activity prior to skeletal maturity, in order to maximise peak bone mass and protect 

against future bone loss. 

 

2.1.2  Bone physiology and function 

Bone serves many vital functions, which can be categorized as either metabolic or 

mechanical. Metabolic functions include the storage of minerals such as calcium and 

phosphorous, maintenance of acid-base balance and mineral homeostasis, acting as a 

reservoir for growth factors and cytokines, and serving as an environment for blood cell 

production within marrow. Mechanical functions include allowing movement through 

leverage and muscle attachments, providing structural support, and protecting the 

bodies vital organs [14].  

Bone tissue consists of two main structural components; trabecular and cortical 

bone. Trabecular bone (a.k.a. spongy or cancellous bone) is constructed from a lattice-

like network of rods and plates. Conversely, cortical bone (a.k.a. compact bone) forms 

the dense outer layer that surrounds the marrow space and the inner honeycomb-like 

trabecular bone. Cortical bone is made up of cylindrically-shaped structural units called 

osteons or Haversian systems. These cylindrically-shaped units arise as a result of the 

remodeling process. Both osteons and trabecular bone are formed in a lamellar pattern, 

with collagen laid down in alternating orientations to enhance the strength of the 
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structure in each adjacent layer [15, 16]. These components are not uniformly 

distributed, with cortical bone reportedly comprising 80% of the human skeleton and 

trabecular bone making up the remaining 20% [17], however, these ratios are dependent 

on both the bone and site.  

Two primary cell lineages exist within bone. Osteoclasts are large, multinucleated 

cells of monocyte/macrophage lineage and act to resorb bone [18] by binding to the 

bone matrix and secreting acids and enzymes to dissolve the mineral component [19]. 

Conversely, osteoblasts, when differentiated, form bone through the synthesis of the 

organic components of the bone matrix (a.k.a. osteoid) [20]. Precursor cells known as 

bone lining cells or osteoprogenitor cells found on the mineralised surface of bone are 

derived from mesenchymal stem cells in the bone marrow [21], and give rise to 

osteoblasts. If osteoblasts become encased in the osteoid matrix they are subsequently 

known as osteocytes. Communication between osteocytes occurs via dendritic processes 

that pass through small channels in the matrix called canaliculi [22]. It is thought that 

communication via fluid shifts in the canaliculi is pivotal in the process of 

mechanotransduction to direct osteoclasts to sites of resorption and osteoblasts to sites 

of deposition [23]. 

2.1.3 Determinants of bone mass 

The skeleton grows and develops during the first two to three decades before 

reaching peak bone mass [24] (Figure 1). The timing of peak bone mass attainment, 

however, differs according to skeletal site. For instance, longitudinal data demonstrates 

that peak bone mass is achieved at 16-19 years of age at the femoral neck and 33-40 

years of age at the lumbar spine in women [25]. Epidemiological studies suggest that a 

10% higher peak bone mass will reduce the risk of fracture by 50% [4], thus 
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highlighting the importance of maximising peak bone mass. Several interconnected 

factors are known to influence bone mass. The physiological determinants include 

hereditary and hormonal influences, ethnicity, nutritional and dietary influences as well 

as mechanical influences such as physical activity. 

 

 

Figure 1: Bone mass over a lifetime. Adapted from Troy et al. [26]. 

 

(The above figure has been adapted from Troy KL, Mancuso ME, Butler TA, Johnson 

JE. Exercise early and often: effects of physical activity and exercise on women’s bone 

health. International journal of environmental research and public health. 2018 May; 

15 (5): 878. The figure is published is an open access article distributed under the 

Creative Commons Attribution License 

(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/legalcode) which permits unrestricted 

use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium.)  
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2.1.3.1 Genetics and hormones 

Genetics play a pivotal but complex role in determining factors such as bone 

density, mass, size and strength. In fact, it is thought that genetic potential accounts for 

around 50-80% of the variance in bone mass [27, 28], and up to 75% of the variance in 

bone size [29]. Furthermore, the genetic variance associated with both cortical and 

trabecular bone differ, thus highlighting the complexity of the role of genetics in bone 

health [30]. Along with genetic influences, changes in levels of growth hormone (GH), 

insulin-like growth factor (IGF-1) and sex hormones play crucial roles in affecting bone 

modeling, bone maturation and bone mass accumulation and consolidation [31].  

Both GH and IGF-1 stimulate tissue growth with integrated functions. Broadly, 

GH increases tissue formation while IGF-1 is a critical mediator of bone growth. GH 

has two different mechanisms of action, either directly by acting on GH receptors on 

target cells, such as osteoblasts, stimulating cell proliferation and differentiation [32, 

33], or indirectly, through stimulation of the liver to produce IGF-1 [34]. IGF-1 is 

considered essential for longitudinal bone growth, skeletal maturation, and bone mass 

acquisition as well as maintenance of bone throughout the lifespan [35]. It is thought to 

influence bone turnover and BMD by reducing osteoblast apoptosis and promoting 

osteoblastogenesis [36].  

Estrogen, however, is the major hormonal regulator of bone metabolism [37], 

and has the greatest effect on bone mineral accumulation compared to other hormones 

[38]. Estrogen can have direct effects on the key cells involved in bone metabolism, 

leading to inhibition of bone remodeling, a decrease in bone resorption, and the 

maintenance of bone formation [37]. Specifically, estrogen induces osteoclast apoptosis 

and suppresses cell differentiation [39, 40]. Conversely, in osteoblasts estrogen inhibits 

apoptosis [41], thus increasing cell lifespan and improving functional capacity. Indeed, 
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the marked decrease in estrogen at menopause is strongly associated with rapid bone 

loss through an increased rate of bone remodeling leading to an imbalance between 

resorption and formation [42].  

 

2.1.3.2 Contraception 

Certain medications can have an effect on sex hormone levels, particularly 

contraceptives including combined oral contraceptives (OC), injectables and implants. 

The OC pill is the most commonly used contraceptive in Australia with 50-80% of 

women using it at some stage during their reproductive lives [43]. As OC’s alter the 

physiology of the hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal axis, and thus the regulation of 

female sex hormones, it could be assumed that this subsequent effect on estrogen 

production would have an influence on bone density. Nevertheless, it has been 

suggested that OC therapy does not appear to exert any clinically significant effect on 

BMD in the general population [44-46]. This lack of overall clinical effect, however, is 

likely due to the mixed results reported. Some studies have demonstrated no difference 

or even beneficial effects of OC on bone mass compared to non-users [47-50], while 

others suggest that OC use exhibits deleterious effects on bone mass [51-53]. The 

complex associations between age of initiation, duration of exposure as well as dosage 

and constituents, as different brands contain varying types of estrogen and can be 

biphasic or triphasic in nature, likely further complicate the interpretation of the overall 

effect of OC therapy on bone health. It has however, been suggested that in the context 

of the ascertainment of peak bone mass, the effects of OC therapy may have a negative 

influence on bone mass in adolescents [54], particularly in individuals that commence 

OC therapy within the first three years after menarche [46]. Other contraceptive 

methods such as progesterone-only based injectables, particularly depot 
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medroxyprogesterone acetate produces a hypo-estrogenic state in women and have been 

associated with a decrease in BMD [45]. Whereas, other low-dose progestogen-only 

contraceptives such as implants and the levonorgestrel-releasing intrauterine device do 

not appear to have a negative effect on BMD, although data for these methods are 

limited [44]. 

 

2.1.3.3 Nutrition 

Calcium and vitamin D are considered the most important dietary factors for 

bone [55]. Numerous other nutrients and dietary components, however, can influence 

bone health, ranging from inorganic minerals and vitamins to macronutrients such as 

protein and fatty acids [56]. The relationship between calcium and vitamin D is tightly 

coupled as adequate levels of vitamin D are necessary for calcium to be absorbed across 

the intestinal wall [57]. Although normal bone development is reliant on nutritional 

factors such as adequate calcium intake [58], it has been suggested that only a small 

percentage of the variance in bone gain and peak bone mass attainment are explained by 

calcium consumption (around 5%) [59]. Both calcium and vitamin D are considered 

threshold nutrients for bone health and the requirements of these dietary factors vary, 

depending on age and gender. Intake recommendations for calcium and vitamin D are 

normally divided into recommended dietary allowance (RDA), the average daily level 

of intake sufficient to meet the nutrient requirements of nearly all healthy individuals, 

and estimated average requirement (EAR), the average daily level of intake estimated to 

meet the requirements of 50% of healthy individuals. For calcium, the RDA is 1000 

mg/day for adult women aged 19 – 30 years, while the EAR is 800 mg/day [60]. For 

vitamin D, the RDA is 15 μg/day and the EAR is 10 μg/day for 19 – 30 year old adult 

women [60]. Despite these widely accepted recommended daily intakes, women are 
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often considered to be an at-risk group for insufficient calcium intake [61], with 67% of 

Australian women aged 19 – 30 do not reach the EAR for calcium intake [62]. 

Furthermore, it has been suggested that sufficient calcium intake and the bones response 

to physical activity are tightly coupled in adults, with positive effects of physical 

activity only occurring at calcium intakes greater than 1000 mg/day and the benefit of 

high calcium consumption on bone health only appearing in the presence of physical 

activity [63]. 

 

2.1.3.4 Physical activity 

Physical activity is recognised as one of the most effective lifestyle strategies to 

maximise peak bone mass during growth [2]. Since bone adapts to the mechanical loads 

placed on it [17, 64], physical activity participation is a critical factor in the 

development and maintenance of bone mass and strength [65]. Activities that induce 

high strains in bone at high rates are considered to be the most osteogenic [66]. It has 

also been suggested that pronounced lifestyle changes occur in the period of young 

adulthood, particularly with negative effects on physical activity, sports and exercise 

participation [3]. As the attainment of peak bone mass occurs by the end of the third 

decade [25, 67], young adulthood represents the final opportunity for the optimisation 

of peak bone mass [68]. 

 

2.1.4 Bone response to loading 

Bone is known to respond and adapt to chronic mechanical loading [64]. This 

phenomenon is commonly referred to as Wolff’s law [69]. Bone adaptions take place 

through the processes of remodeling and modeling. Remodeling is a process that 

continually takes place throughout life without producing any notable net increase in 
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bone. This process involves the coupled resorption of bone by osteoclasts and the 

formation of new bone by osteoblasts [70]. It is thought that remodelling occurs to 

allow maintenance of bone mass and mineral homeostasis as well as prevent the 

accumulation of fatigue damage on bone [71]. Conversely, modeling is a process where 

bone formation and resorption are uncoupled, and as a result, produces changes in bone 

geometry (i.e. size and shape). Although this process is considered most active during 

growing years, it also occurs in the presence of increases or decreases in mechanical 

loading. A contemporary interpretation of Wolff’s law, known as the mechanostat 

theory [72], proposes that strain-adaptive remodeling behaves like a thermostat. When 

strains occur above or below a physiological set point, adaptive responses are turned 

‘on’, while strains that are considered within a physiological range turn ‘off’ these 

adaptive responses [73]. Thus, changes in levels of mechanical loading outside of what 

is deemed habitual can trigger an adpative process [74].  

The process of mechanotransduction involves the conversion of mechanical 

loads into cellular responses [75]. This process has been described according to four 

fundamental stages: (1) mechano-coupling: the transduction of physiological loads into 

local mechanical signals perceived by bone cells; (2) biochemical coupling: the 

conversion of local mechanical signals into biochemical responses; (3) signal 

transmission: signaling from the sensor cell to the effector cell; and (4) effector cell 

response: the cellular outcome that causes a response at tissue level [76]. The cellular 

and molecular processes are not yet fully understood, however, the most widely 

accepted theory as to how mechanical loads bring about biochemical signals is fluid 

flow [77]. It is proposed that when bone is loaded, skeletal tissue deformation induces 

the movement of interstitial fluid along pressure gradients from the bone matrix into the 

Haversian systems [78]. The movement of fluid imparts shear stress upon the cell 
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membranes of osteocytes, thereby triggering a cascade of signalling events. In vivo 

studies have indicated that such fluid flow enhances the expression of phenotypic 

markers of osteoblastic cells [79, 80], increases osteoblast cell proliferation [81], and 

induces the release of paracrine factors [82, 83], all of which are suggested to promote 

bone gain and inhibit bone loss. 

 

2.1.4.1 Dynamic versus static loading  

From these aforementioned theories of bone loading it is not hard to 

conceptualise that bone adaption is driven by dynamic rather than static loading [84, 

85]. Indeed, dynamic loads are required to enhance geometric parameters of bone [86]. 

Moreover, not only has dynamic loading been shown to improve bone formation, static 

loading over the same duration elicits an inhibitory effect [87].  

 

2.1.4.2 Site-specificity of bone response  

The adaptation of bone to loading are not typically systemic, but rather occur on 

a site-specific basis [88]. Evidently, this response is highlighted by cross-sectional data 

showing the disparity of both bone density and strength between playing and non-

playing arms of those who participate in racquet sports [89, 90]. Indeed, these site-

specific responses to loading have been demonstrated in young adult women through 

site-specific targeted exercise [91]. 

 

2.1.4.3 Strain magnitude  

Bones experience stress through external loading, typically generated from 

compressive, tensile, torsional and shear forces. Stresses in turn produce strain or 
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structural deformation of bone and is expressed as microstrain (με), or as a percentage 

(%) of change in dimension. For example, 0.08% shortening is equivalent to 800 μɛ 

[92]. Strain magnitude, whether produced by gravitational loads and/or muscle 

contraction is considered to be the most influential loading characteristic for bone 

adaptation [92-95]. Animal models illustrate that loads that produce high magnitude 

strain in bone increase bone mass and/or induce altered morphology that enhances 

resistance to load [95]. In fact, strains less than 1000 μɛ are associated with bone loss, 

whereas strains greater than 1000 μɛ increase periosteal bone formation in a dose-

dependent manner [95] (Figure 2).  

Figure 2: Demonstration of proportional response of bone area to strain magnitude 

applied. From Rubin and Lanyon 1985 [95].  

(The above figure is from Rubin CT, Lanyon LE. Regulation of bone mass by 

mechanical strain magnitude. Calcified tissue international. 1985 Jul 1;37(4):411-7. 

Reprint permission obtained from Springer Nature) 
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2.1.4.4 Strain frequency 

Other ancillary parameters, such as frequency, rate and distribution of strain 

have also been recognised as important factors for bone adaptation [74, 96]. Strain 

frequency is defined as the number of applied cycles of tissue deformation that occur in 

one second [71, 96]. The frequency at which strain is delivered has been established as 

an important and influential factor for osteogenesis [71]. In an animal model, using 

turkey ulnae, the same strain applied at 20 Hz and 1 Hz induced differing effects, with a 

69% gain seen at 20 Hz compared to a 28% improvement seen at 1 Hz, while gains 

from both levels of strain frequency were superior to a loss of 8% observed from 

unloading [97] (Figure 3). 

Figure 3: Differing responses in bone growth to the application frequency-specific low 

magnitude strain. From Rubin and McLeod 1994 [97]. 

(The above figure is from Rubin CT, McLeod KJ. Promotion of bony ingrowth by 

frequency-specific, low-amplitude mechanical strain. Clinical Orthopaedics and Related 

Research. 1994 Jan 1;298:165-74.Reprint permission obtained from Wolters Kluwer 

Health, Inc) 
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2.1.4.5 Strain rate 

Strain rate, a close relation to strain frequency, refers to the speed of induced 

strain [96] for each load cycle (microstrain per second; μɛ/s). Not surprisingly, 

considering the fundamental relationship between strain frequency and rate, higher 

strain rates similarly induce greater osteogenic effect than lower strain rates, in fact, 68 - 

81% of the variance in bone formation may be explained by strain rate [98]. It has been 

demonstrated that loads applied at high strain rates produce a 50% greater osteogenic 

effect than loads applied at moderate strain rates, while loads applied at moderate rates 

produce a 10% greater effect than low ones [99] (Figure 4). 

Figure 4: Loading related osteogenic effect based on strain rate. From Mosley and 

Lanyon 1998 [99].  

(The above figure is from Mosley JR, Lanyon LE. Strain rate as a controlling influence 

on adaptive modeling in response to dynamic loading of the ulna in growing male rats. 

Bone. 1998 Oct 1;23(4):313-8. Reprint permission obtained from Elsevier) 
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2.1.4.6 Loading cycles 

Bone requires only a small number of loading cycles to elicit an adaptive 

response, with minimal additional benefit from additional cycles [86] (Figure 5). It has 

been demonstrated that 36 loading cycles is sufficient to improve bone formation, with 

no additional benefit from either 360 or 1800 cycles, suggesting a saturation effect [86]. 

Furthermore, as bone adaptation is both load and time dependent, rest periods have also 

been shown to influence the osteogenic response [86, 100-102]. It has been suggested 

that the mechanosensitivity of bone to loading returns and is nearly completely restored 

after 8 hours of rest [102]. Indeed, even spacing between cycles within a single loading 

session can improve the osteogenic response [102].  

Figure 5: Increase in loading cycles does not produce greater benefits to bone in 

response to mechanical loading. From Burr et al. 2002 [103], based on data from Rubin 

and Lanyon 1984 [86] and Umemura et al. 1997 [101]. 

(The above figure is from Burr DB, Robling AG, Turner CH. Effects of biomechanical 

stress on bones in animals. Bone 2002;30:781-786. Reprint permission obtained from 

Elsevier) 
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2.2 Exercise for bone 

In light of the load parameters that have been observed to be most osteogenic in 

animal studies, it is unsurprising that high impact exercise (such as landing from a 

jump) or forceful muscle contractions (such as resistance training) are required to 

stimulate adaptive changes in human bone [104], with the changes taking place in a site-

specific manner [88]. Indeed, the American College of Sports Medicine position 

statement on physical activity and bone health and the Exercise and Sports Science 

Australia position statement on exercise for osteoporosis both state that exercise must 

be both site-specific and high-intensity in nature to cause an increase in bone mass in 

young adult and premenopausal women [68, 105]. Curiously, few investigations have 

looked at ‘true’ high-intensity exercise in the respective loading domains of impact and 

muscle-derived loading for bone.  

High strain impact exercise (jump training) and resistance training have 

reportedly produce positive effects on bone health in young adult and premenopausal 

women in the few trials that have applied them. Typically investigated in isolation, 

combination impact and resistance training programs have also demonstrated positive 

effects on bone mass [91, 106-108]. Although modest, bone-targeted exercise 

interventions in this population have resulted in significant improvements at the lumbar 

spine and femoral neck with effect sizes of 0.201 and 0.342, respectively [109]. 

Nevertheless, there remains debate as to the predominant source of adaptive stimuli – 

gravity-derived impact loads or muscle-derived loading [5]. Despite this, few direct 

comparisons of the effectiveness of these differing exercise modalities (impact training 

and resistance training) on bone have been conducted in young adult women [110, 111]. 

A recent position statement by the National Osteoporosis Foundation highlighted the 

period of late adolescence to early adulthood as a largely overlooked and understudied 
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life stage in females with respect to bone-specific health interventions [112]. 

Furthermore, the application of the aforementioned principles of bone loading have not 

always been well translated into practice when prescribing exercise for improving bone 

health in young adult women. 

2.2.1 Impact 

Gravitationally-derived loads are a result of reactive forces caused by contact 

between a body and a substrate, most commonly the ground. The negative effects of 

reduced gravitational loading environments, such as space-flight and bed rest, have been 

well documented, with most marked reductions occurring in the lower extremity [113]. 

Conversely, in terms of exercise prescription, physical activity with intentional 

gravitationally-derived loading is often described as impact training. Previously, in 

premenopausal women it has been reported that low-or moderate-intensity impact 

training below the acceleration level of 4 g has been found to be not as effective in 

changing bone mass in premenopausal women as high-impact exercise of accelerations 

greater than 4 g [114]. Based on the aforementioned loading principles for bone the 

effectiveness of impact exercise is therefore likely to be intensity specific. 

2.2.1.1 Upper limb 

Few studies have investigated the effect of impact loading on upper limb bones 

specifically in young adult and premenopausal women [115-118] (Table 1). Three 

studies have utilised a dynamic impact loading exercise (DILE) (Figure 6A) to examine 

its effect on upper limb bone mass in young adult and premenopausal women. Shenoy 

et al. [116], demonstrated significant positive changes in radial T-scores derived from 
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quantitative ultrasound (QUS) after a three-month intervention in young Indian women 

with low bone mass. Despite showing a significant positive change, the aforementioned 

study utilised an estimate of bone quality as the primary outcome measure rather than 

the gold standard measure of areal BMD (aBMD) from dual-energy X-ray 

absorptiometry (DXA), as well as staging an intervention that can be considered 

insufficient in duration for bone remodeling to occur and to allow for the modelling 

transient period [119]. A unilateral DILE investigation conducted over a sufficient 

duration of 64 weeks in older premenopausal women displayed a relatively large 

improvement of 3.9% in ultra-distal (UD) radius aBMD in premenopausal women as 

measured by DXA [118], which was favourable to the corresponding loss of 3.9% in 

controls. Impact forces for the exercise intervention ranged between 0.65 - 1.30 BW for 

the upper limb loading exercise [118].  

Conversely, Wang and Salem [115] looked at a dampened and non-dampened 

DILE, however no significant change in aBMD for either loading condition was 

reported at any radial site. However, the non-dampened approach showed an increase in 

bone mineral content at the distal radius (DR) and total radius, along with an increase in 

area at ultra-distal and total radius sites as measured by DXA. This study also assessed 

the loading characteristics of the DILE used in the intervention, with the average impact 

load being 266.1 ± 208.4 N or 46.9 ± 33.6% of body weight and 186.6 ± 80.1 N or 33.1 

± 11.3% of body weight in the non-dampened group and the dampened group, 

respectively. However, through their biomechanical analysis of the DILE a regression 

model predicted impact loading accounted for 58% of the variance in BMD change at 

the DR for the non-dampened condition and that 345 N of impact force is required to 

promote BMD increases at the DR site for non-dampened loading.  
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Only one study has utilised quantitative computed tomography (QCT) to assess 

volumetric BMD (vBMD) along with indices of bone strength in young adult women 

following an intervention of axial mechanical loading directed onto the radius of the 

non-dominant wrist (Figure 6B). The exercise applied 341 ± 47 N at a rate of 842 ± 349 

N/s for 49 ± 6 cycles during each loading bout [117]. Although the loading exercise is 

not considered a true impact loading exercise, the forces could still be considered 

predominantly gravitationally-derived [117]. For the 18 participants involved in the 

study, the intervention increased total bone volume at the radius by 0.5% and cross 

sectional area by 1.1% over the 6-month study period, however, it resulted in only a 

maintenance effect on radial trabecular vBMD compared to the loss for control and a 

loss of cortical vBMD relative to control. Therefore, the variance in findings in response 

to these gravitationally-derived loading programs of the upper limb are likely a result of 

the differing loading characteristics applied as a result of the upper limb loading 

exercises.  

A B 

Figure 6: Previously utilised upper limb mechanical loading interventions in young 

adult women (A) Dynamic impact-loading exercise for the upper limb; (B) radius 

targeted mechanical loading exercise. Figure 6A adapted from Wang and Salem 2004 

[115] and utilised by Shenoy et al. 2012 [116] and Greenway et al. 2015 [118], Figure

6B adapted from Troy et al. 2013 [117].

(The above figure 6A is from Wang MY, Salem GJ. The relations among upper-

extremity loading characteristics and bone mineral density changes in young women. 

Bone. 2004 Jun 1;34(6):1053-63. Reprint permission obtained from Elsevier) 

(The above figure 6B is from Troy KL, Edwards WB, Bhatia VA, Bareither ML. In 

vivo loading model to examine bone adaptation in humans: a pilot study. Journal of 

orthopaedic research. 2013 Sep;31(9):1406-13. Reprint permission obtained from John 

Wiley and Sons) 
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Observational data has demonstrated that those who participate in fight sports 

have higher bone mineral density than controls, including greater arm BMD than 

controls and active/sporting populations [120-123]. Furthermore, biomechanical studies 

examining punch characteristics have reported impacts between 3500 - 4800 N for a 

single maximal punch by elite boxers [124-126], with peak linear accelerations of 28 ± 

17 g [127] and 58 ± 13 g [126] for maximal punches in female amateur and male 

Olympic level boxers, respectively. Thus, it could be expected that punching-based 

upper limb impact exercise may provide a sufficient loading stimulus to effect changes 

in bone mass. 
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Table 1: Summary of upper limb impact exercise trials for radius bone mineral density in young adult and premenopausal women 

Abbreviations: DILE = dynamic impact loading exercise; NS = non-significant; UD = ultra-distal; DR = distal radius, RAD = radius; DXA = dual-

energy X-ray absorptiometry; aBMD = areal bone mineral density; vBMD volumetric bone mineral density; QUS = quantitative ultrasound; 

QCT = quantitative computed tomography  

Study  Sex Groups Age Intervention Within group results Between group results 

Wang and Salem 

(2004) [115] 

F Dampened (n =15) 

 

 

 

 

Non-dampened  (n = 15) 

27.5 ± 4.1 

 

 

 

 

32.3 ± 8.0 

Unsupervised DILE on a wall covered with a 0.25-in. 

thick, ensolite closed-cell, foam pad, 36 cycles/day, 3 

days/week for a total of 6 months (completed n = 10) 

 

 

Unsupervised DILE on a load-bearing wall without 

padding material, 36 cycles/day, 3 days/week for a 

total of 6 months  (completed n = 14) 

NS UD, DR, Total RAD DXA 

aBMD  

 

 

 

NS UD, DR, Total RAD DXA 

aBMD 

NS UD, DR, Total RAD 

DXA aBMD 

 

Shenoy et al. (2012) 

[116] 

F Exercise (n = 21) 

 

 

 

Calcium (n = 21) 

 

 

 

Control (n = 20) 

22.4 

 

 

 

21.6 

 

 

 

22.9 

Unsupervised DILE against a wall,40 cycles/day, 5 

days/week for a total of 3 months (completed n = 20) 

 

 

500 mg/day of elemental calcium for a total of 3 

months and usual activities (completed n = 20) 

 

 

Dietary modulation for 3 months with calcium rich 

foods and usual activities (completed n = 20) 

↑ DR RAD QUS BMD T-

score 

 

 

↑ DR RAD QUS BMD T-

score 

 

 

NS DR RAD QUS BMD T-

score 

Exercise > Calcium and 

Control for RAD QUS 

BMD T-score 

Troy et al. (2013) 

[117] 

F Exercise (n = 19) 

 

 

 

 

Control (n = 7) 

22 ± 3 

 

 

 

 

22  ± 2 

Unsupervised distal radius targeted mechanical 

loading, 50 cycles/day, 3 days/week for 28 weeks 

(completed n = 18) 

 

 

Usual activities (completed n = 7) 

↓ UD integral QCT vBMD  

 

 

 

 

↓ UD and total integral, 

trabecular QCT vBMD 

 

Exercise > Control UD 

(integral, trabecular) and 

total (trabecular) RAD 

vBMD 

 

Control > Exercise UD 

and total RAD vBMD 

(cortical) 

Greenway et al. 

(2015) [118] 

F Exercise (n = 16) 

 

 

 

Control (n = 17) 

42.6 ± 8.3 

 

 

 

42.7 ± 8.4 

Unsupervised unilateral DILE against a wall, 6-40 

loads per session, 4sessions/week for 64 weeks 

(completed n = 16) 

 

Usual activities (completed n = 17) 

↑ UD RAD DXA aBMD 

 

 

 

↓UD RAD DXA aBMD 

Exercise > Control UD  

RAD DXA aBMD 
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2.2.1.2 Lower limb 

In contrast to the upper limb, the response of high impact weight bearing 

exercise, in the form of jumping, has been investigated in more detail (Table 2), with 

generally positive effects on bone mass in young adult and premenopausal women [128, 

129]. The effects, however, are often limited to the femoral neck based on weighted 

mean BMD difference of 0.017 g/cm
2
, compared to -0.001 g/cm

2
 at the lumbar spine

[129]. It is possible that variation in exercise modalities and the corresponding 

magnitude of mechanical loading is a likely reason for the range of outcomes observed 

[130-132].  

Witzke et al. [133], previously defined “high-intensity” as mechanical loading 

forces greater than four times body weight, “moderate intensity” as two to four times 

body weight, and “low-intensity” as less than two times body weight. Several impact 

interventions have looked at estimated loading forces and their effect on bone using 

ground reaction forces with the variation of ground reaction force typically from 2-6 

times body weight per jump [134-136], placing them in the moderate to high-intensity 

category. Vainionpaa et al. [114] demonstrated the relationship between intensity and 

specificity of physical activity required to change BMD in premenopausal women with 

physical activity including accelerations greater than 3.9 g positively associated with 

BMD change at the proximal femur but much higher accelerations, greater than 5.4 g, 

required to effect change at the lumbar spine [114]. These findings suggest that the 

likely effectiveness of impact exercise is both site and intensity specific and offers an 

explanation for the limited effects of impact loading at the lumbar spine to date. Indeed, 

observational data shows that people who participate in sports involving high ground-

reaction forces consistently show higher BMD levels than individuals that participate in 

low- or no-impact sports [137, 138] with the highest BMD observed in those who 
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participate in ‘truly’ high impact exercises, such as gymnastics [139]. These examples 

further highlight the relationship between the magnitude and specificity of impact 

loading and changes in bone.  

The effect of impact training on indices of bone strength in young adult and 

premenopausal women has received only limited attention [140, 141]. A progressive 

high impact 18-month training intervention including jumping and step aerobics 

exercise demonstrated an increase in FN cross-sectional area and section modulus, 

based on hip structural analysis [140]. At the tibia, no improvements have been reported 

in response to a 12 month impact-style intervention utilising stepping, stamping, 

jumping and running for QCT-derived indices of bone strength [141]. Therefore, further 

investigation is required into the effect of high-intensity impact training and indices of 

bone strength in young adult and premenopausal women. 
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Table 2: Summary of lower limb impact exercise trials for femoral neck and lumbar spine bone mineral density in young adult and 

premenopausal women  

Study  Sex Groups Age Intervention Within group results Between group results 

Bassey and Ramsdale 

(1994) [134] 

F Exercise (n = 14) 

 

 

 

 

 

Control (n = 13) 

32.0 1.2 

 

 

 

 

 

29.8  1.8 

Supervised weekly exercise classes including jumping 

and skipping, with additional home program of 50 

vertical jumps (intensity > 2 x BW) for a total of 6 

months  

 

 

Supervised weekly exercise class of bodyweight 

movements, with additional home program of body 

weight exercises for a total of 6 months 

NS LS and FN DXA 

aBMD  

 

 

 

 

NS LS and FN DXA 

aBMD 

NS LS and FN DXA 

aBMD 

Heinonen et al. (1996) 

[136] 

F Exercise (n = 49) 

 

 

 

Control (n = 49) 

39 ± 3 

 

 

 

39 ± 3 

Supervised 60 minute exercise, including 20 mins of 

jumping or stepping exercise (intensity 2.1 – 5.7 x BW) 

3 days/week for 18 months (completed n = 39) 

 

Activity not stated/ usual activities (completed n = 45) 

 LS and FN DXA aBMD 

 

 

 

NS LS and FN DXA 

aBMD 

Exercise > Control LS 

and FN aBMD DXA 

Bassey et al.(1998) 

[135] 

F Exercise (n = 30) 

 

 

 

 

Control (n = 25) 

38.4 ± 7.4 

 

 

 

 

36.4 ± 7.6 

Mixed supervision (minimum 1 session per week 

supervised) of 50 jumps (5 sets of 10 – intensity 3 x 

BW), 6 days/week for 6 months 

 

 

Activity not stated/usual activities 

 LS and FN DXA aBMD 

 

 

 

 

↑ LS DXA aBMD 

NS LS and FN DXA 

aBMD 

Sugiyama et al. (2002) 

[142] 

F Exercise (n = 14) 

 

 

 

Control (n = 16) 

48 ± 1 

 

 

 

47 ± 1 

Unsupervised rope skipping 100 jumps a day, 2–3 

days/week for a total of 6 months  

 

 

Activity not stated/usual activities 

 FN DXA aBMD 

 

 

 

NS FN DXA aBMD 

Exercise > Control FN 

DXA aBMD 

Vainionpaa et al. 

(2005) [143] 

F Exercise (n = 60) 

 

 

 

 

 

Control (n = 60) 

38.1 ± 1.7 

 

 

 

 

 

38.5 ± 1.6 

Supervised 40 min sessions including high-impact 

activity: step patterns, stamping, jumping, running and 

walking. Progressed at 3 months to step benches, 3 

days/week for a total of 12 months (completed n = 39) 

 

 

Usual activities (completed n = 41) 

NS LS DXA aBMD 

 FN DXA aBMD 

 

 

 

 

NS LS and FN DXA 

aBMD 

NS LS aBMD DXA 

Exercise > Control FN 

DXA aBMD 
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Table 2 (continued)       

Study  Sex Groups Age Intervention Within group results Between group results 

Kato et al. (2006) 

[144] 

F Exercise (n = 21) 

 

 

 

 

Control (n = 21) 

20.5 ± 0.6 

 

 

 

 

20.9 ± 0.8 

Unsupervised 10 barefoot vertical jumps per session 

(intensity 4.8 x BW), 3 days/week for a total of 6 months 

(completed n = 18) 

 

 

Usual activities (completed n = 18) 

 LS and FN DXA aBMD 

 

 

 

 

NS LS and FN DXA 

aBMD 

Exercise > Control LS 

DXA aBMD 

 

NS FN DXA aBMD 

Niu et al. (2010) [145] F Exercise (n = 46) 

 

 

 

 

Control (n = 45) 

39.7±1.2 

 

 

 

 

38.1±1.2 

Video-guided office based 50 shod vertical jumps (5 sets 

of 10), 3 days/week for a total of 12 month (completed = 

34) 

 

 

Video-guided office based low-impact exercise 

stretching and balance exercises, 3 days/week for a total 

of 12 month (completed = 33) 

 LS DXA aBMD 

NS FN DXA aBMD 

 

 

 

NS LS and FN DXA 

aBMD 

NS LS DXA aBMD 

 

Exercise > Control FN 

DXA  aBMD 

Bailey and Brooke-

Wavell (2010) [146] 

F Exercise 1 (n = 21) 

 

 

 

 

Exercise 2 (n = 22) 

 

 

 

 

Exercise 3 (n = 22) 

 

 

 

 

 

Control (n = 20)  

30.7 ± 7.4 

 

 

 

 

32.2 ± 10.0 

 

 

 

 

34.6 ± 7.9 

 

 

 

 

 

32.9 ± 9.4 

Unsupervised 50 multidirectional hops (5 set of 10 

repetitions with a 5 second rest between repetitions) on 

one randomly selected leg 2 days/week for a total of 6 

months (completed n = 16) 

 

Unsupervised 50 multidirectional hops (5 set of 10 

repetitions with a 5 second rest between repetitions) on 

one randomly selected leg 4 days/week for a total of 6 

months (completed n = 13) 

 

Unsupervised 50 multidirectional hops (5 set of 10 

repetitions with a 5 second rest between repetitions) on 

one randomly selected leg 7 days/week for a total of 6 

months (completed n = 16) 

 

 

Usual activities (completed n = 19) 

NS LS and FN DXA 

aBMD  

 

 

 

NS LS and FN DXA 

aBMD 

 

 

 

NS LS DXA aBMD 

↑and FN DXA aBMD 

 

 

 

 

NS LS and FN DXA 

aBMD 

NS LS DXA aBMD 

 

Exercise 3 > Exercise 1 

and Control FN DXA 

aBMD  
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Abbreviations: BW = body weight; NS = non-significant; LS = lumbar spine; FN = femoral neck, TH = total hip; DXA = dual-energy X-ray 

absorptiometry; aBMD = areal bone mineral density 

 

 

Table 2 (continued)       

Study  Sex Groups Age Intervention Within group results Between group results 

Greenway et al. 

(2015) [118] 

F Exercise (n = 22) 

 

 

 

 

 

Control (n = 22) 

39.6  6.3 

 

 

 

 

 

39.9  6.7 

Unsupervised home exercise step drop landing (flat 

footed), progressed from 18.5 cm to 63.5 cm (intensity 4 

- 7 x BW), 6-40 loads per session, 4 sessions/week for 64 

weeks 

 

 

Usual activities 

 LS and TH DXA aBMD 

 

 

 

 

 

 LS and TH DXA aBMD 

Exercise > Control LS 

and TH DXA aBMD 

Tucker et al. (2015) 

[147]  

F Exercise 1 (n = 23) 

 

 

 

 

Exercise 2 (n = 14) 

 

 

 

 

Control (n = 23) 

41.1  4.4 

 

 

 

 

39.8  4.8 

 

 

 

 

37.7  6.4 

Unsupervised home exercise 10 barefoot vertical jumps 

on carpet (intensity 3.8 x BW), 30 seconds rest between 

jumps, 6 days/week for 16 weeks 

 

 

Unsupervised home exercise 20 barefoot vertical jumps 

on carpet (intensity 4.0 x BW), 30 seconds rest between 

jumps, 6 days/week for 16 weeks 

 

 

Unsupervised home exercise stretching regime for 10 

minutes per day, 6 days/week for 16 weeks 

NS TH DXA aBMD  

 

 

 

 

NS TH DXA aBMD 

 

 

 

 

NS TH DXA aBMD 

Exercise 2 > Control 

Exercise 1 > Control 

TH aBMD DXA 
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2.2.2 Resistance 

As bone adaption relies on dynamic mechanical signals applied at sufficient 

magnitudes and rates, it is hypothesised that, if muscular activity deforms the bone 

tissue in such a manner that those criteria are met, osteogenesis will occur [148]. This is 

reflected by cross sectional data showing that participation in weight lifting exercises 

are positively associated with bone density of both the upper and lower limbs [149, 

150]. The effects of resistance training on bone mass has frequently been investigated, 

however, there is conflicting evidence regarding its effects in young adult and 

premenopausal women [151]. It has been strongly suggested that additional RCTs 

employing sufficiently long duration resistance training of optimum type, intensity and 

volume of loading are required [109, 151, 152].  

2.2.2.1 Upper limb 

In general, few studies have looked specifically at resistance training and the 

upper limb bone response [153, 154]. Heinonen et al. [154] used a biomechanical model 

to estimate the bone strains associated with high resistance strength training in young 

adult women, recording strains of 1900–2200 microstrain (με). It was concluded that 

such strains were within the participant’s customary mechanical range and thus were not 

of a sufficiently novel distribution to engender bone adaptations. It must also be noted 

that while exercises in this particular study were described as high intensity, 5 sets of 10 

reps at 80% 1RM, it was a loading regime more correctly described as moderate 

intensity [155]. In fact, high-intensity resistance training is described as weight that 

cannot be lifted for more than 6 reps, which equates to 85% 1 RM [156] (Figure 7). 

Furthermore, other studies that failed to show an effect on BMD using upper limb 

resistance training also trained at an insufficient intensity of 3 sets of 10 RM [157], or 
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trained at an insufficient intensity of 50-60% 1RM, as well as for an insufficient 

duration of 10 weeks [158] (Table 3), not allowing adequate time for bone remodeling 

or for the modelling transient period to occur [119]. Isokinetic style training on the other 

hand has demonstrated improvements of upper limb BMD in young adult women [159, 

160]. As isokinetic exercises are performed at ‘maximal volitional effort’, essentially at 

the equivalent of 1 RM, the higher muscle forces produced through this ‘high-intensity’ 

approach to training may place greater stress on the skeletal system and thus induce a 

greater osteogenic effect. 

Figure 7: The American Heart Association classification of intensity for resistance training 

based on number of repetitions and sets. From Williams et al. 2007 [156].  

(The above figure is from Williams MA, Haskell WL, Ades PA, Amsterdam EA, Bittner V, 

Franklin BA, Gulanick M, Laing ST, Stewart KJ. Resistance exercise in individuals with and 

without cardiovascular disease: 2007 update: a scientific statement from the American Heart 

Association Council on Clinical Cardiology and Council on Nutrition, Physical Activity, and 

Metabolism. Circulation. 2007 Jul 31;116(5):572-84. Reprint permission obtained from 

Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc.) 
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Table 3: Summary of upper limb resistance exercise trials for radius bone mineral density in young adult women and premenopausal women 

Abbreviations: RM = repetition maximum; NS = non-significant; UD = ultra-distal; MID = midshaft, U/R = ulna and radius; RAD = radius; DXA = 

dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry; aBMD = areal bone mineral density; BMC = bone mineral content density 

Study  Sex Groups Age Intervention Within group results Between group results 

Heinonen et al. (1996) 

[154] 

F Exercise (n = 13) 

 

 

 

 

 

Control (n = 19) 

23.8 ± 5.0 

 

 

 

 

 

25.7 ± 5.2 

Semi-supervised (once per week) unilateral elbow 

flexion and extension training with dumbbells 5 sets of 

10 repetitions at 80% 1 RM, 5 sessions/week for a total 

of 12 months 

 

 

Usual activities  

NS RAD DXA aBMD 

 

 

 

 

 

NS RAD DXA aBMD 

NS RAD DXA aBMD 

Sinaki et al. (1996) 

[157] 

F Exercise (n = 46) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Control (n = 50) 

35.6  2.8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

35.9  2.9 

Semi-supervised (one session per week) shoulder girdle 

weight-lifting exercises in addition to isodynamic 

strengthening exercises with elastic band, all exercises 

performed for 3 sets of 10 reps for roughly 30 minutes, 3 

sessions/week for 36 months (intensity progressed each 

month from 50% 10 RM to 75% 10 RM to 100% 10RM 

and then re-evaluated) data was collected each year for 3 

years. (completed n = 32) 

 

 

Usual activities (completed n = 35) 

NS MID RAD DXA 

aBMD 

* MID RAD DXA 

BMC* 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NS MID RAD DXA 

aBMD 

NS MID RAD DXA 

aBMD 

*Exercise > Control 

MID RAD BMC* 

 

Liang et al. (2012) 

[158] 

F Exercise (n = 12) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Control (n = 10) 

22.0 ± 1.8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

21.9 ± 1.6 

Semi- supervised 45- 55 minute (2 sessions/week 

supervised; 1 session/week unsupervised) resistance 

training for a total of 10 weeks.  

Supervised sessions = machine weight exercises (chest 

press, pulldown, shoulder press, bicep and triceps 

exercises) for 2-3 sets of 10-12 repetitions at 50-60 % of 

1RM, body weight modified push up for maximum 

repetitions for 1 set and free weight (wrist flexion and 

extension) exercises for maximum repetitions for 1 set 

Unsupervised session = thera-band (light to moderate 

resistance) mirroring supervised exercises 

 

Usual activities – no exercise training 

NS UD RAD and MID 

U/R DXA aBMD 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NS UD RAD and MID 

U/R DXA aBMD 

NS UD RAD and MID 

U/R DXA aBMD 
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2.2.2.2 Lower limb 

Lower limb resistance training has been associated with improvements in BMD 

(Table 4). In contrast to impact exercise, it appears that resistance training has a greater 

positive effect on lumbar spine BMD, but a lesser effect at the hip in young adult and 

premenopausal women, exhibiting a weighted mean difference of 0.014 g/cm
2
 and 

0.001 g/cm
2
 respectively [151]. Where studies have shown no effect or only 

maintenance of BMD, exercise intensity was low to moderate, 60% or less of 1 RM 

[157, 161]. Another regime that showed no effect on BMD was set at a slightly higher 

intensity (5 sets, 10 reps at 80% 1 RM) [162], yet still ranked within the moderate 

intensity category for progressive resistance training, the only exercise performed was a 

unilateral leg press in a seated position. It has been suggested that a linear relationship 

exists between BMD changes and training intensity [163], which may explain the non-

significant response to loading at low to moderate training intensities. Indeed the ACSM 

position stand on physical activity and bone health suggests that exercises, such as 

resistance training that loads the skeleton through joint reaction forces, must be site 

specific and of high-intensity to cause an increase in bone mass in young adult and 

premenopausal women [68].  

As most previous studies have concentrated on resistance training at moderate 

intensities using isolated free weights or machine weights, the utilisation of true high-

intensity progressive resistance training (>85% 1RM, 3-5 reps) has not been fully 

explored. Previous studies have estimated that segmental loads at the spine can reach 5 

– 10 times body weight during squat and deadlift exercises [164-166]. Moreover, a 

recent case study reported estimated tensile strains of greater than 6000 με in the 

proximal neck of femur at 60 degrees of hip flexion during a unilateral leg press [167]. 

Such large magnitude loads would support the efficacy of heavy resistance training for 
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increasing bone mass. A more recent study examined high-intensity resistance training 

in young adult women. This study utilised a machine hack squat with a regime of 4 sets 

of 3-5 reps at > 85% 1RM for 3 sessions per week for 12 weeks. This resistance training 

intervention yielded a modest but promising positive effect on bone mass. However, 

both the sample size and the duration of the intervention were likely insufficient to 

detect greater more meaningful changes [168].  

Limited data are available for the effects of resistance training on indices of 

bone strength in young adult and premenopausal women. One previous investigation 

demonstrated improvements in cortical vBMD, cortical thickness and polar stress strain 

index of the tibia, derived from pQCT, in response to resistance training in young adults 

[169]. This intervention, however, was a combined data set of young adult males and 

females, looking at the influence of protein supplementation on bone. Despite this, the 

investigators reported that neither gender nor supplementation influenced the bone 

results observed [169]. From cross-sectional data, those who compete in weight-lifting 

have been shown to exhibit greater cortical area and cortical wall thickness at the tibia 

compared to controls [170]. It has been proposed that the geometric differences in the 

shafts of long bones in these individuals are the result of bending moments imposed on 

the bone from weight-lifting [170], however as cross sectional data is strongly biased 

from self-selection, it is possible the observed relationship was not causal. 
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Table 4: Summary of lower limb resistance exercise trials for femoral neck and lumbar spine bone mineral density in young adult women and 

premenopausal women 

Study  Sex Groups Age Intervention Within group results Between group results 

Gleeson et al. (1990) 

[161] 

F Exercise (n = 34) 

 

 

 

 

 

Control (n = 34) 

33.4  6.3 

 

 

 

 

 

32.7  5.6 

Supervised Nautilus machine weight exercises 

performed for 5 sets of 20 repetitions at 60% 1RM, days 

days/week for 12 months, additionally all participants 

were given 500mg/day Ca 

 

 

Usual activities additionally all participants were given 

500mg/day Ca 

NS LS and FN DXA 

aBMD 

 

 

 

 

NS LS and FN DXA 

aBMD 

NS LS and FN DXA 

aBMD 

Vuori et al (1994) 

[162] 

F Exercise (n = 17) 

 

 

 

 

 

Control (n = 15) 

21.0  2.5 

 

 

 

 

 

22.0  3.0 

Semi-supervised (monitored 1 session/week) unilateral 

leg press exercise performed for 5 sets of 10 repetitions 

at 80% of 1 RM, 5 days/week for 12 months (completed 

n = 12 

 

 

Usual activities (completed n = 12) 

NS LS and FN DXA 

aBMD 

 

 

 

 

NS LS and FN DXA 

aBMD 

NS LS and FN DXA 

aBMD 

Lohman et al. (1995) 

[171] 

F Exercise (n = 59) 

 

Control (n = 47) 

34.2  2.6 

 

 

34.4  3.8 

Supervised free weight exercises performed for 3 sets of 

8-12 reps at 70%, 75% and 80% 1RM progressed every 

6 months, 3 days/week for 18 month, additionally all 

participants were given 500mg/day Ca (completed n = 
22) 
 

 

Usual activities additionally all participants were given 

500mg/day Ca (completed n = 34) 

↑ LS DXA aBMD  

NS FN DXA aBMD 

 

 

 

 

NS LS and FN DXA 

aBMD 

↑ LS DXA aBMD 

 

NS FN DXA aBMD 

 

Sinaki et al. 1996 

[157] 

F Exercise (n = 46) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Control (n = 50) 

35.6  2.8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

35.9  2.9 

Semi-supervised (one session per week) back extension 

exercise with weighted sand bag for 3 sets of 10 reps for 

roughly 30 minutes, 3 sessions/week for 36 months 

(intensity progressed each month from 50% 10 RM to 

75% 10 RM to 100% 10RM and then re-evaluated) data 

was collected each year for 3 years. (completed n = 32) 

 

Usual activities (completed n = 35) 

NS LS and FN DXA 

aBMD 

 

 

 

 

 

NS LS and FN DXA 

aBMD 

NS LS and FN DXA 

aBMD 
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Table 4 (continued)       

Study  Sex Groups Age Intervention Within group results Between group results 

Chilibeck et al. (1996) 

[172] 

 Exercise (n = 20) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Control (n=10) 

20.3  1.0 

 

 

 

 

 

 

20.2  0.4 

Supervised universal type weight machines of upper 

body (bench press, pulldown, arm curls and tricep 

extension for 5 sets of 5-10 reps and lower body (leg 

press, knee extension and knee flexion) for 5 sets of 10-

12 reps at 70-80% 1 RM; 2 sessions/week for a total of 5 

months 

 

Usual activities 

NS LS and FN DXA 

aBMD  

 

 

 

 

 

NS LS and FN DXA 

aBMD 

NS LS and FN DXA 

aBMD 

Dornemann et al. 

(1997) [173] 

F Exercise (n = 18) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Control (n=17) 

40-50 

years of 

age 

Supervised universal machine and free weight exercises, 

3 days/week, consisting of 1 heavy day (5 sets of 4-6 

repetitions), 1 moderate day (3 sets of 8-10 repetitions), 

1 light day (3 sets of 12-15 repetitions) for 6 months 

(completed n = 12) 

 

Usual activities, all participants given 500mg/day Ca 

(completed n = 14) 

↑ LS and FN DXA aBMD 

 

 

 

 

 

NS LS DXA aBMD 

↑ FN DXA aBMD 

NS FN DXA aBMD 

Warren et al. 2008 

[174] 

F Exercise (n = 72) 

 

 

 

 

Control (n = 76) 

36.4  5.5 

 

 

 

 

36.2  5.6 

Semi-supervised (supervised for first 16 weeks) machine 

and free weight exercises, 3 sets of 8–10 repetitions 2 

days/week for a total of 2 years  (completed n = 62) 

 

 

American Heart Association guidelines of 30 minutes of 

moderate intensity activity on most days of the week 

(completed n = 59) 

NS LS and FN DXA 

aBMD  

 

 

 

NS LS and FN DXA 

aBMD 

NS LS and FN DXA 

aBMD 

 

*Exercise > Control FN 

DXA BMC* 

Singh et al 2008 [175] F Exercise (n = 28) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Control (n = 30) 

40.8  1.3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

41.6  1.2 

Semi-supervised (supervised for 15 weeks) 50 minute 

machine (squat, leg press, leg extension, seated leg curl, 

and lat pulldown) and free weight (bench press, overhead 

press, bicep curls, and tricep extensions) strength 

training class, 3 sets of 8-10 repetitions, 2 sessions/week 

for 9 months (competed n = 26) 

 

No instruction/usual activities (completed n = 28) 

↑ LS DXA aBMD  

NS FN DXA aBMD 

 

 

 

 

 

NS LS and FN DXA 

aBMD 

NS LS and FN DXA 

aBMD 
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Table 4 (continued)       

Study  Sex Groups Age Intervention Within group results Between group results 

Vanni et al. 2009 

[176] 

F Exercise 1 (n = 15) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exercise 2 (n = 15) 

 

 

39.5  0.6 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

39.7  0.6 

Supervised machine weight resistance training (leg press, 

abdominal chair, hack squat, waist (cross over), hip 

abduction, bench press, hip adduction, and rowing) 3 

sessions/week using linear periodisation (3 sets of 18-20 

repetitions progressed each 4 weeks until 3 sets of 6-8 

repetitions) for a total of 28 weeks (completed n = 14) 

 

 
Supervised machine weight resistance training (leg press, 

abdominal chair, hack squat, waist (cross over), hip 

abduction, bench press, hip adduction, and rowing) 3 

sessions/week using undulating periodisation (alternating 

intensity through 3 sets of 18-20 repetitions, 3 sets of 10-

12 repetitions, 3 sets of 6-8 reps) for a total of 28 weeks  

(completed n = 13) 

NS LS and FN DXA 

aBMD  

 

 

 

 

 

 

NS LS and FN DXA 

aBMD 

NS LS and FN DXA 

aBMD 

Mosti et al. 2014 

[168] 

F Exercise (n = 15) 

 

 

 

 

Control (n = 15) 

22.7  2.2 

 

 

 

 

21.5  2.2 

Supervised hack squat exercise performed 4 sets of 3-5 

repetitions at 85-90% 1 RM with 2-3 minutes rest 

between sets, 3 sessions/week for a total of 12 weeks 

(completed n = 14) 

 

Encouraged to follow existing recommendations from 

American College of Sports Medicine on Bone Health 

(completed n = 15) 

↑LS DXA aBMD 

*↑TH DXA aBMD* 

NS FN DXA aBMD 

 

 

NS LS and FN DXA 

aBMD 

Exercise > Control LS 

DXA aBMD 

NS FN DXA aBMD 

Abbreviations: RM = repetition maximum; NS = non-significant; LS = lumbar spine; FN = femoral neck; TH = total hip; DXA = dual-energy X-ray 

absorptiometry; aBMD = areal bone mineral density; BMC = bone mineral content density 
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2.2.3 Impact versus resistance training 

As previously noted, both impact and resistance training have produced positive 

effects on bone health in young adult women [109]. Unsurprisingly, programs 

employing both resistance and impact training have also demonstrated positive results 

on BMD in this population [91, 106, 108]. Although based on a small number (n = 4) of 

combined studies, a meta-analysis assessing the effects of different impact exercise 

modalities in premenopausal women concluded that training protocols that combined 

both odd- or high-impact and high-magnitude strength training are the most effective 

for improving regional BMD at both the hip and spine in young women [128]. There is, 

however, debate as to the predominant and most effective source of loading – gravity-

derived impact loads or muscle force-derived loading [5]. Moreover, only few direct 

comparisons of the effectiveness of exercises applying these two different loading 

modalities exist, with two studies in younger women [110, 111] and one in older 

women [177].  

The two comparisons in young adult women differed in the exercise modalities 

compared. The earlier investigation looked to compare semi-supervised structured 

running and supervised predominantly moderate-intensity weight training over an 8-

month intervention period [111], which elicited within-group improvements at the 

lumbar spine for both the weight trainers and the running group with no between-group 

differences observed. No change was seen at the femoral neck. The later study, 

however, evaluated the effects of a 12-month high-impact step aerobics and moderate-

intensity strength training regime [110], showing no significant within- or between-

group differences at the lumbar spine or femoral neck for either the aerobics or strength 

training groups. The loading intensity of the exercises in the interventions however, 

were neither comparable, nor high-intensity in nature. Moreover, the bones of the upper 
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limb were not specifically targeted and only indices of bone mass rather than bone 

strength were measured. Therefore, the comparative efficacy of true high impact-

loading and high-intensity resistance training on bone mass and bone strength 

parameters of the upper and lower limbs has not previously been undertaken. 

 

2.3 Physical activity assessment 

Physical activity participation is important for not only maintaining skeletal 

health, but is also an important modifiable risk factor for a variety of other chronic 

conditions, including but not limited to cardiovascular disease [178], diabetes mellitus 

[179], cancer [180], obesity [181], hypertension [182], osteoarthritis [183] and 

depression [184]. These health outcomes are often a result of improvements in physical 

ability and performance, body composition and psychosocial well-being [185]. The 

ability to both assess and quantify physical activity and performance, as well as 

understand the reasons for non-participation in physical activity despite the 

incontrovertible evidence for its positive effects is vital for health promotion.  

 

2.3.1 Measuring and quantifying physical activity 

Physical activity participation can be assessed in a multitude of ways, its 

measurement, however, often depends of the specific outcomes required. For instance, it 

can be assessed for its metabolic demands using measures such as doubly-labelled water 

(water labelled with the heavy, non-radioactive isotope) [186, 187] and portable 

metabolic systems [188-190], or be movement based and quantified by pedometers 

[191], accelerometers [186, 187] and multi-sensor devices [188, 189]. It can also be 

measured through less direct forms using self-reported methods such as physical 
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activity diaries and questionnaires [188, 192]. Most of the aforementioned measures 

tend to overlook loading characteristics important to bone health, magnitude and rate of 

mechanical loading. The bone-specific physical activity questionnaire (BPAQ) [193], is 

an instrument that was specifically designed to determine the mechanical loading 

characteristics of different types of physical activity. The BPAQ has been validated for 

the determination of bone-relevant loading and has excellent test-retest reliability [194]. 

It determines life-time osteogenic loading through scores of current (i.e. previous 12-

months) and past (i.e. birth to present) physical activities.  

 

2.3.2 Measuring physical performance 

There are numerous ways to measure physical performance. These range from 

laboratory-based measures to more clinically-based measures of physical performance 

and function. The accurate and reliable assessment of physical performance has 

important implications with respect to monitoring progression and outcomes. Isokinetic 

dynamometers are widely used in research to assess muscle force and rate of force 

development [195-198]. Dynamometers range from the ‘gold standard’ device (i.e. 

Biodex) [199], through to simple hand-held devices [200, 201], with the latter more 

often utilised in clinical settings due its quick, simple and inexpensive application. 

However, additional physical factors such as proprioception and balance are not 

captured by dynamometry.  

The vertical jump is a simple validated measure of lower limb neuromuscular 

performance in adults [202, 203]. Force plates are often considered the ‘gold standard’ 

measure of kinematic and kinetic variables associated with a vertical jump [204]. Other 

methods to assess kinematic variables include high speed cameras [126, 205, 206], and 

accelerometers [126, 205, 207]. Due to set-up and data processing required for the 
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aforementioned measures, however, they are generally limited to laboratory-based 

assessments. Other devices such as linear positional transducers are becoming 

increasingly used for estimating kinematic and kinetic parameters of exercise by both 

researchers and clinicians. The GymAware device, for instance, has been validated with 

respect to vertical displacement movements, including back squat [208], bench press 

[209] and vertical jumps [210]; however, it is yet to be validated with respect to 

horizontal movements such as punching.  

 

2.4 Barriers and facilitators to physical activity  

The rationale as to why individuals do not participate in physical activity is 

complex. However, there is a general consensus that a broad range of factors influence 

physical activity participation spanning psychological, environmental, social, and policy 

domains [211]. Although somewhat intuitive, women who perceive more benefits from 

exercise and fewer barriers to exercise are typically more active than those who 

perceive more barriers and fewer benefits [212]. Commonly perceived barriers to 

physical activity participation for Australian women include lack of time, interest and 

enjoyment, social and self-esteem factors as well as financial limitations [213].  

It is understood that extrinsic factors often motivate exercise initiation, however, 

intrinsic motivation is key for exercise adherence [214-216]. An individual’s enjoyment 

of physical activity has been linked to intrinsic motivation for exercise, adherence, self-

efficacy and sustained participation in physical activity programs [217, 218]. Exercise 

enjoyment has been defined as a positive response to the movement experience that 

reflects feelings such as pleasure, liking, and fun derived from the activity [219]. Thus, 

physical activity enjoyment is not simply an affective consequence of exercise, but 

rather, reflects the individual’s feelings about the exercise experience as a whole.  
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The reasons an individual engages in osteoporosis preventative behaviours are 

influenced by both personal and social factors [220]. In older individuals, the diagnosis 

of osteoporosis has been suggested as a strong motivator and trigger for physical 

activity participation [221]. However, young adults who might be at risk of developing 

the condition are often unaware of their bone health status, thus, waiting for a diagnosis 

to initiate physical activity may be a case of ‘too little too late’. It is known that 

pronounced lifestyle changes occur in the period of young adulthood, with particularly 

negative effects on physical activity participation [3]. It is therefore imperative to 

understand the factors that encourage osteoporosis preventative behaviour and facilitate 

adherence to physical activity in young adults to prevent disease at a population level. 

 

2.5 Measuring bone, muscle and body composition 

Body composition is typically described in terms of lean and fat tissue, with lean 

mass further divided into hard and soft tissue. A number of different methods exist by 

which these elements of body composition can be estimated. The most common method 

used is DXA; however computed tomography, magnetic resonance imaging, and QUS 

are alternative approaches.  

 

2.5.1 Dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry  

Dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry is widely used and referred to as the gold 

standard approach for the quantification of bone mass [222, 223]. Areal bone mineral 

density (g/cm
2
), bone mineral content (g) and bone area (cm

2
) are determined from 

whole body, lumbar spine, proximal femur and radius scans and can be broken down 

into regions of interest. Whole body scans are also often utilized to determine other 
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outcomes in body composition such as, lean and fat mass. DXA produces two-

dimensional images through the use of low-dose x-rays with two distinct photon energy 

levels [224]. Soft tissue (i.e. low density material) allows more photons to pass through, 

while bone ( i.e. high density material) transmits fewer low energy photons than high 

energy photons [225] and the determination of soft tissue and bone is based on the ratio 

of the count rates between the different materials [225]. Recently, software was 

developed to determine three-dimensional parameters of the proximal femur from 

standard DXA scans (Medix DR, Medilink, DMS Group, France) to accurately quantify 

geometric bone strength parameters [226, 227] and offer greater insight into the true 

influence of physical activity on bone. The three-dimensional hip analysis program is a 

fully automated modelling pipeline following the semi-automated placement of three 

anatomical landmarks on a standard two-dimensional DXA image. The three-

dimensional reconstruction is achieved through a statistical model of the combined 

shape and density distribution. An automatic intensity based registration process is then 

incorporated, whereby an instance of the model is found that maximizes the similarity 

between the DXA image and the projection of the model instance [227]. The initial 

model was constructed from a database of 3D QCT-scans, with the accuracy of the 

DXA based 3D reconstruction evaluated against the QCT scans [227, 228]. 

 

2.5.2 Peripheral quantitative computed tomography 

Peripheral quantitative computed tomography (pQCT) scanners were developed 

to estimate indices of bone density and morphology at sites of the appendicular 

skeleton. Measurement occurs, as for QCT, via multiple x-ray projections that are 

reconstructed into a single image slice [229-231]. This method of imaging allows the 

for independent quantification of trabecular and cortical bone [232], along with indices 
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of bone mass, density, and geometry [231]. Furthermore, through the combination of 

these measures it is possible to derive biomechanical parameters of bone [231, 233, 

234]. Although pQCT is most commonly used to estimate indices of bone strength, it 

can also be used to analyse soft tissue, particularly muscle volume and density [231]. 

This is achieved by applying a threshold to define tissue borders of bone, skeletal 

muscle, and fat, with these measures being highly-correlated to MRI-derived measures 

[235].  

 

2.5.3 Quantitative ultrasound 

Quantitative ultrasound (QUS) generates a number of parameters that reflect the 

quality of bone and its propensity to fracture [236, 237]. The calcaneus is the most 

common site measured, given its relatively low amount of soft tissue, high proportion of 

trabecular bone and relative ease to scan. These measures derived from QUS include 

broadband ultrasound attenuation (BUA, dB∙MHz
-1

), speed of sound (SOS, m∙s
-1

) and 

stiffness index (SI) [238, 239]. BUA is the most frequently reported parameter of QUS 

and represents the rate of change in attenuation of sound across a broad range of 

frequencies [240]. This outcome of attenuation is considered indicative of both 

trabecular microarchitecture and the material properties of bone matrix; parameters that 

are important determinants of overall bone strength [241]. As the region of interest 

includes skin, fat, marrow, and the tissue interfaces, the result provides a somewhat 

nebulous measure of bone ‘quality’. Nonetheless, BUA maintains a high correlation 

with fracture risk [236, 237]. SOS is the time taken for sound waves to travel between 

the two transducer heads and is reported in metres per second (m∙s
-1

). This measure has 

been strongly related to BMC [242]. The automatically calculated outcome of SI (SI 
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= 0.67 × BUA + 0.28 × SOS − 420) is influenced primarily by the elastic properties of 

bone. Indeed, measures of SI are highly associated with DXA-derived BMD [243].  

 

2.6 Summary 

Osteoporosis is a serious health problem that affects approximately one in four 

women aged over 50 and one in two women aged over 80. Inadequate accumulation of 

peak bone mass is considered a risk factor for osteoporosis and given that attainment of 

peak bone mass occurs by the end of the third decade, young adulthood may be the final 

opportunity for augmentation. The comparison of novel exercise programs specifically 

designed to target impact-derived versus muscle-derived bone loading, has not been 

fully examined, with few direct comparisons in young adult women [110, 111]. 

Furthermore, few exercise interventions have examined the effect of ‘true’ high-

intensity loading on bone, particularly of both the upper and lower limb at clinically 

relevant sites. With physical activity being one of the most effective modifiable 

contributors to bone health, a greater understanding of the barriers to participation and 

the acceptability of bone-targeted exercises in a population who are at risk of 

developing osteoporosis is needed. The determination of the most effective and 

acceptable source of loading would assist in providing grounds for optimal prescription 

for osteogenic exercise strategies for young adult women.  
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3.1 Abstract 

Introduction: The aim of the OPTIMA-Ex (Osteoporosis Prevention Through Impact 

and Muscle-loading Approaches to Exercise) trial is to compare the bone response to 

two known osteogenic stimuli – impact loading exercise and resistance training. 

Specifically, we will examine the effect of a 10-month, twice-weekly, high-intensity 

impact loading exercise intervention and a 10-month, twice-weekly, high-intensity 

resistance training intervention on bone mass and strength at clinically important 

skeletal sites. The intervention groups will be compared against a home-based 

“positive” control group. Safety and acceptability of each exercise modality will also be 

determined. Methods and analysis: Sedentary otherwise healthy young women aged 

18-30 years with bone mineral density (BMD) T-scores less than or equal to 0 at the hip 

and lumbar spine, screened for conditions and medications that influence bone and 

physical function, will be recruited. Eligible participants are randomised to 10-month, 

twice-weekly, either supervised high-intensity impact training, high-intensity resistance 

training or a home-based “positive” control group. The primary outcome measure will 

be lumbar spine areal BMD, while secondary outcome measures will include: whole 

body, femoral neck, and regional measures (upper and lower limb) of bone, muscle and 

fat; anthropometrics; muscle strength and power; quality of life and exercise safety, 

enjoyment and acceptability. All outcome measures will be conducted at baseline (T0) 

and 10 months (T10) and will be analysed according to the intention to treat principle 

and per protocol. Ethics and dissemination: The study has been granted ethical 

approval from the Griffith University Human Research Ethics Committee (GU Ref: 

2015/775). Standard scientific reporting practices will occur, including publication in 

peer-reviewed journals. Participant confidentiality will be maintained in all forms of 

reporting. Trial registration number: ACTRN12616001444471. 
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3.2 Introduction  

Osteoporosis is a progressive metabolic bone disease characterised by the loss of 

bone mineral density (BMD) and compromised bone strength predisposing to an 

increased susceptibility to fracture [244]. The condition currently affects 1.2 million 

Australians [1], and a further 6.3 million Australians have osteopenia [1]. In fact, 

approximately one in four women aged over 50 and one in two women aged over 80 are 

osteoporotic [1]. A recent Burden of Disease analysis concluded that the total costs of 

osteoporotic fractures over the next 10 years in Australia alone will be $33.6 billion 

[245]. An important risk factor for osteoporosis in old age is an inadequate 

accumulation of peak bone mass prior to skeletal maturity [11]. Epidemiological studies 

suggest that a 10% higher peak bone mass will reduce the risk of fracture by 50% [4], 

thus highlighting the importance of maximising peak bone mass. As peak bone mass 

occurs by the end of the third decade [24], the maximisation of bone mass prior to 

skeletal maturity is an important strategy to prevent osteoporosis in old age. 

The skeletal response to exercise is highly dependent on the nature of the 

activity. Animal research has established that the most osteogenic loads are those that 

induce high magnitude bone strains [95] at high loading rates [246, 247]. Therefore, it is 

unsurprising that high-impact exercise (such as landing from a jump) or forceful muscle 

contractions (such as heavy resistance training) are required to stimulate adaptive 

changes in human bone [104]. Some debate has occurred as to the predominant source 

of the adaptive stimulus – muscle forces or gravity-derived impact loads [5]. The 

determination of the most effective source of loading would provide grounds for 

optimal exercise prescription for bone health. Both resistance training [160, 161, 169] 

and jump training [134, 143, 144] produce positive effects on bone health in young 

adult and premenopausal women. BMD targeted exercise interventions in 
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premenopausal women resulted in significant improvements at the femoral neck and 

lumbar spine with effect sizes of 0.342 and 0.201, respectively, using a random effects 

model [109]. However, there are few direct comparisons of the effectiveness of specific 

exercise modalities on bone mass in young women [110]. Furthermore, a comparison of 

the effect of high-impact loading and heavy resistance training on bone of the upper and 

lower limbs has not been undertaken. 

High-impact weight bearing exercise, in the form of jumping, has been shown to 

improve bone mass in young and middle-aged adults [128, 129]. Although the effect is 

often limited to the femoral neck [135, 142, 144], significant improvements in lumbar 

spine BMD have also been observed [136]. This is highlighted further by the significant 

improvement at the femoral neck, but not the lumbar spine based on weighted mean 

BMD differences of 0.017 g/cm
2
 and -0.001 g/cm

2
 from high-impact interventions in 

premenopausal women [129]. For pre-menopausal women, a positive relationship exists 

between impact intensity and proximal femur BMD change above accelerations of 3.9 

g, and greater than 5.4 g at the lumbar spine [114]. Such accelerations correspond with 

the “high-intensity” domain for mechanical loading forces, which is defined as loads 

greater than four times body weight [133]. “High-intensity” impact training is therefore 

likely to be most fruitful for improving bone mass at both clinically relevant skeletal 

sites.  

Although not universally effective, resistance training has also been observed to 

improve BMD [111, 171, 248]. In contrast with impact exercise, resistance training 

appears to have a greater effect on the lumbar spine than the hip; exhibiting a weighted 

mean difference of 0.014 g/cm
2
 0.001 g/cm

2
 [151]. Where studies have shown no effect 

or only maintenance of BMD, resistance training intensity was low to moderate, that is, 

60% or less of 1 repetition maximum (RM) [157, 161]. In fact, the American College of 
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Sports Medicine position stand on physical activity and bone health and the Exercise 

and Sports Science Australia position stand on exercise for osteoporosis both state that 

resistance training must be site specific and of high-intensity to cause an increase in 

bone mass in young adult and premenopausal women [68, 105]. Nevertheless, most 

studies have examined resistance training at moderate intensities, such that high-

intensity progressive resistance training (>85% 1RM, 3-5 reps) has not been fully 

explored for bone in this demographic.  

Loads from the squat and deadlift exercises at the hip and spine can reach 5-8 

times body weight [164, 165], suggesting adequate force to increase bone mass. Two 

recent studies specifically examined the effect of high-intensity resistance training on 

bone mass of young adult women. One focused on machine hack squats with a regime 

of 4 sets of 3-5 reps at > 85% 1 RM and produced significant within-group change in 

lumbar spine and total hip BMD, but no between-group difference at follow up [168]. 

The second study utilised large multi-joint exercises such as bench press, squats and 

deadlifts at 67-95% 1RM over a 24-week training period in college-aged men and 

women, however, unremarkable findings were reported for the female participants 

[249]. The short duration and modest sample sizes of both studies, however, likely limit 

the strength of their findings. Adequately powered randomised controlled trials (RCTs) 

employing sufficiently long duration resistance training of optimum type, intensity and 

volume of loading are required [109, 151, 152].  

The most common sites of osteoporotic fracture are the spine, hip and wrist 

[250]. Spine and hip fractures account for the greatest morbidity and mortality, but 

occur most often in older people, while wrist fractures occur earlier in life and carry a 

lifetime risk of 15% in women [9]. In spite of the evident burden of wrist fractures, the 

upper limb has been largely overlooked as a target for bone health interventions. 
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Moreover, few studies have looked specifically at the upper limb bone response to 

resistance training [153, 154], or the effect of impact loading on upper limb bones 

[115]. Observational data demonstrates that participation in weight lifting exercise is 

positively associated with bone density of both the upper and lower limbs [149, 150]. 

Furthermore, those who participate in fight sports have higher bone mineral density than 

controls, including greater arm bone mineral density than controls and active/sporting 

populations [120-123]. As the efficacy of punching-based upper limb impact exercises 

on bone health has not been examined in a randomised-controlled study design, 

causality is yet to be confirmed.  

The proposed project takes a novel approach to comparing the bone response to 

high-intensity impact loading exercise and high-intensity resistance training in a human 

exercise model to clarify relative effects. The determination of a most effective source 

of loading would provide grounds for optimal prescription for osteogenic exercise 

strategies for young adult women. 

 

3.3 Methods 

3.3.1 Study aims 

The aim of the OPTIMA-Ex trial is to examine and compare the efficacy of a 

10-month training intervention of two known osteogenic loading methods, 

predominantly impact loading versus predominantly muscle loading exercise in young 

women with lower than average bone mass. Additionally, we will determine the safety 

and acceptability of each exercise training mode. Intervention group responses will be 

compared to each other, and against a home-based “positive” control group. For our 

primary outcome measure of lumbar spine BMD we hypothesise that the resistance 
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training group will show greater improvements when compared to the impact training 

group and that both intervention groups will show greater improvement than the home-

based “positive” control group. For secondary outcome measures, we hypothesise 

greater improvement of hip BMD in the impact group compared to the resistance 

training group; and for upper and lower limb peripheral bone strength measures there 

will be no difference between the intervention groups, but the improvement will be 

greater in these groups compared to the home-based “positive” control group. 

Furthermore, we hypothesise that there will be no difference between groups for quality 

of life, adverse events, safety, compliance, acceptability and enjoyment. 

3.3.2 Study design 

The OPTIMA-Ex trial will be conducted as a three-arm, single-blinded, single 

centre randomised controlled exercise intervention trial. Participant flow is illustrated 

in (Figure 8). Eligible participants will be randomised to 10-month, twice-weekly; 

supervised high-intensity impact training, supervised high-intensity resistance training, 

or a home-based “positive” control group. A 10-month training period has been adopted 

to provide sufficient time for changes to be detected using densitometry, as a bone 

remodeling cycle takes approximately 4 – 6 months with additional time required to 

mineralise new osteoid [50]. It has been suggested a minimum of 6 – 8 months is 

required to achieve a new steady-state bone mass that is measurable with densitometry 

[32]. The study protocol, where applicable, adheres to the Standard Protocol Items: 

Recommendations for Interventional Trials (SPIRIT) guidelines for clinical trial 

protocols [51]. Outcome measures will be conducted at baseline (T0) and 10 months 

(T10).  
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Figure 8: Proposed participant flow (CONSORT diagram) 

DXA, Dual-energy X-ray Absorptiometry; ITT, intention-to-treat; 1 RM; one repetition 

maximum.   
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3.3.3 Setting and recruitment 

Data collection and training will occur in the School of Allied Health Sciences, 

Griffith University, Gold Coast campus, Queensland, Australia. Baseline and follow-up 

assessments will take place in the Bone Densitometry Research Laboratory. The 

supervised impact training sessions will take place in the Movement Laboratory 

Research Facility and the supervised resistance training sessions will be conducted in 

the Strength Training Research Facility. Recruitment will be achieved with the use of 

local print media and radio, social media, flyers, study website (www.optima-ex.com), 

and word-of-mouth. Formal recruitment for the study began in November 2016 and will 

continue until November 2017. 

 

3.3.4 Participant eligibility and screening 

Sedentary, otherwise healthy, young adult women (18-30 years) with below 

average bone mass (BMD T-score less than or equal to 0 at the lumbar spine and hip) 

will be recruited for the OPTIMA-Ex trial. Participants must be willing to undertake a 

ten-month exercise program and be randomly allocated to any of the three training 

groups. Participants will be unaware of the specific training exercises implemented in 

the groups other than their own. Furthermore, all participants will be unaware of the 

hypothesised effects of each group. Volunteers will be excluded based upon the 

following criteria: musculoskeletal or medical conditions affecting the ability to 

participate in high-intensity physical activity, medications (other than contraceptive 

medications) or medical conditions known to effect bone health, change of 

contraceptive medication in the past twelve months, cancer, uncontrolled cardiovascular 

disease, greater than two X-rays in the past twelve months and current regular 

participation in exercise programs known to influence bone or previous competitive or 
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regular participation (more than 1 x per week for one year or one full season) in 

resistance training or boxing (including other fight sports and martial arts), 

gymnastics/dance sports (gymnastics, ballet, aerobics, cheerleading), court sports 

(volleyball, basketball, netball), ball sports (Australian rules, rugby league/union, 

soccer, touch) or racquet sports (badminton, squash, tennis) over the past four years. 

Initial screening will be conducted by the investigator via phone to establish 

eligibility based on the exclusion criteria. Disclosure of pre-existing medical conditions 

or injuries that may increase the risk of an adverse event occurring during vigorous 

intensity exercise (i.e. heavy resistance training or high-impact activity) will result in 

exclusion from the study. Any current medications will be carefully examined for any 

known effect on bone metabolism. Once deemed eligible from the initial screening, 

potential participants will be asked to attend baseline testing at the Bone Densitometry 

Research Laboratory at Griffith University. Prior to testing, each participant will 

provide written informed consent. Participants will be eligible for inclusion if they 

exhibit below average bone mass (BMD T-score less than or equal to 0 at the lumbar 

spine and hip). Participants will be withdrawn from the trial if: 1) consent is withdrawn, 

2) change in medication of relevance to bone (i.e. contraceptive medication) occurs, 3) 

injury or illness occurs preventing further participation, 4) advised to cease training by a 

medical professional (i.e. their general practitioner), or 5) additional exercise deemed as 

frequent (i.e. weekly), osteogenic in nature or moderate to vigorous in intensity is 

commenced during the trial. 

 

3.3.5 Randomisation, allocation and blinding 

Eligible participants will be randomised to either high-intensity impact training, 

high-intensity resistance training, or home-based “positive” control exercise. A random 
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number generator (Microsoft Excel, Microsoft, Redmond, WA, USA) will be used to 

generate either a 0, 1 or 2 to correspond with home-based “positive” control group, 

high-intensity resistance training group and the high-intensity impact training group, 

respectively. The randomisation allocation for each participant will be conducted in 

advance by an individual independent of the study team. The allocation sequence will 

be sealed in opaque envelopes and locked in a filing cabinet remote from the testing 

site. The independent individual will provide envelopes sequentially at the end of the 

baseline testing session and remain present to witness group allocation. Therefore the 

investigator performing baseline assessments will be blinded to the allocation sequence, 

which will only be revealed after completion of baseline evaluations. Participants in the 

three exercise groups will perform training separately, and will not be aware which 

exercise program is hypothesised to be more effective. Follow-up testing will not be 

assessor blinded to maintain the highest level of test-retest reliability. 

 

3.3.6 Exercise interventions 

3.3.6.1 High-intensity progressive impact training program 

Participants allocated to the impact training intervention group will attend twice-

weekly, instructor-led, high-intensity impact training at our exercise facility. Each 

session will be approximately 40 minutes in duration and performed on non-sequential 

days. A maximum trainer-to-participant ratio of 1:8 will be maintained.  

To ensure a safe transition, the first month of training will serve as 

familiarisation to impact activity. Low load jumping exercise with a focus on controlled 

jumping and landing with safe movement patterns will be taught with the view to 

progress to more advanced jumping techniques through the program. Participants will 
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also be taught correct punching technique and various punching combinations using 

boxing gloves (Pro Bag Busters®, Punch Equipment, Australia) and focus pads 

(Thumpas® Focus Pads, Punch Equipment, Australia) with the view to progress to 

more advanced punching combinations on a 5 ft heavy bag (Trophy Getters® Boxing 

bag, Punch Equipment, Australia) with padded hand wraps (Punchfit® Quickwraps, 

Punch Equipment, Australia) alone in both orthodox and southpaw position. Such 

familiarisation is necessary to reduce the likelihood of injuries. From months 2-10, 

participants will be able to comfortably perform the fundamental upper limb (jab, cross 

and hook) and lower limb (jump, hop, drop jump) impact exercises. High-intensity 

impact has been previously defined as ground reaction forces of greater than four times 

body weight [133], and therefore the lower limb loading intervention includes impact 

exercises that produce impacts of greater than four times body weight based on 

previously published data from our laboratory [193]. The fundamental exercises will be 

performed throughout the remainder of the intervention period with progressively 

increasing height of drop jumps from 15 cm – 80 cm over the duration of the trial with 

increases every 7 weeks. The complexity of jumps and hops will occur with increases in 

hurdle height, changes in directionality of task as well as force of landing with 

participants progressing from shod to barefoot after the familiarisation phase (week 4). 

Furthermore, the power and complexity of punching combinations which will increase 

every 7 weeks. Measures of punch force and velocity will take place at 2, 4, 12, 24, 36 

and 44 weeks using a GymAware device (Kinetic Performance, Canberra, Australia) to 

ensure that participants continue to increase the load and speed of their maximal 

punches throughout the training intervention. Measures of vertical ground reaction force 

for all jumps included in the intervention will occur at the completion of the 

intervention using a floor-mounted force plate (Advanced Mechanical Technology Inc., 
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Watertown, MA, USA), capturing at 1000 Hz using Vicon Nexus software version 1.8 

(Vicon, Oxford Metrics, Oxford, UK). Training diaries will be utilised to record 

attendance, exercise compliance, muscle soreness, adverse events, and any changes to 

diet, exercise, or medications.  

 

3.3.6.2 High-intensity progressive resistance training program 

Participants allocated to the resistance training intervention group will attend 

twice-weekly, instructor-led, high-intensity resistance training at our exercise facility. 

Each session will be approximately 45 minutes in duration and performed on non-

consecutive days. A maximum trainer-to-participant ratio of 1:8 is maintained.  

To ensure a safe transition into the program for those unaccustomed to exercise 

training, the first month of the intervention will serve as familiarisation. Low-load 

exercise variants with a focus on controlled movement will be undertaken to ensure that 

participants can demonstrate safe lifting technique. A graduated transition serves to 

ensure proper form so that technique errors known to increase injury risk are avoided. 

From months 2-10, participants will be able to comfortably perform the six fundamental 

compound exercises (deadlift, back squat, bench press, overhead press, bent over row 

and calf raise) using Olympic weights. The six fundamental exercises will be performed 

throughout the duration of the intervention period with a focus on progressively 

increasing weight to maintain a minimum of 85% 1 RM for 5 sets of 3-5 repetitions. If a 

weight is able to be lifted for 5 sets of 5 repetitions, the load will be increased by 2.5 kg 

for at least 1 set in the following session. Measurements of 1 RM will take place every 

12 weeks to ensure sufficient progression of resistance training exercises. During 

months 2 and 3 (prior to the first 1RM testing) participants will perform each exercise at 

5 sets of 3-5 repetitions as previously described, lifting the maximum weight possible 
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for 5 repetitions while maintaining correct form. Training diaries will be utilised to 

record attendance, exercise compliance, weights lifted, muscle soreness, adverse events, 

and any changes to diet, exercise, or medications.  

 

3.3.6.3 Home-based “positive” control exercise program 

The home-based exercise program consists of a low load and low intensity 

circuit training regime to serve as a positive control. Participants will be asked to 

exercise twice per week for approximately 30-45 minutes. The sessions consist of 

shadow boxing and low load body weight exercises (abdominal crunches, bridges, side 

planks, front planks, as well as upper and lower limb stretches) in a low intensity circuit 

training format. Participants will warm up with a 10-minute walk, followed by a low 

load and low intensity circuit, building from 1 circuit per session to 3 circuits per 

session by the end of 10 months with 1 – 2 minutes rest in between each circuit. Each 

session will be followed by gentle, targeted stretches as a cool down. As is the case for 

the supervised groups, the first month of the program will serve as familiarisation to 

ensure a safe transition to the activity. Participants will be instructed on how to perform 

the exercises at their initial testing session and will be provided with a training diary and 

a handout with photographs of all exercises. Participants also have access to the 

OPTIMA-Ex YouTube channel, which will step them through each shadow boxing 

exercise progression so they can follow along at their own pace. The YouTube channel 

is unlisted and can only be accessed via the URL which will be sent to the home-based 

group via email. Training diaries will be utilised to record exercise compliance, muscle 

soreness, adverse events, and any changes to diet, exercise, or medications.  

Weekly emails will be sent to participants to keep regular contact, to monitor 

progress, and reinforce reporting of training diary entries. 
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3.3.7 Outcome measures 

A single investigator (CL) will conduct all outcome measures at baseline and 

10-month follow-up for all participants using identical equipment and standardised

procedures (Table 5). 

3.3.7.1 Primary outcome 

The primary outcome will be the change in lumbar spine areal bone mineral 

density (Dual-energy X-ray Absorptiometry [DXA], Medix DR, Medilink, France). 

3.3.7.2 Secondary outcomes 

Secondary outcomes will include: changes in bone strength indices of whole 

body, proximal femur, lumbar spine, radius, tibia and calcaneus; the comparison 

between upper and lower extremity bone strength outcomes; changes in 

anthropometrics and body composition; changes in muscle strength and power as well 

as changes in quality of life, exercise enjoyment and acceptability.  

3.3.7.3 Bone strength indices 

DXA (Medix DR, Medilink, Perols, France) will be utilised to determine areal 

bone mineral density, bone mineral content and bone area for whole body, lumbar 

spine, bilateral proximal femur, and bilateral distal forearm following standard 

procedures. For the whole body scan, participants will be supine with their arms by their 

sides, and legs extended. The lumbar spine scan requires participants to be supine, with 

their hips flexed approximately 60-70 degrees using a foam block under their legs to 

ensure the lumbar spine curvature is flattened. For the proximal femur scans, 
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participants will be supine with feet separated and the test hip internally rotated to 20 

degrees using a positioning device. This process will be repeated for the contralateral 

limb, as both proximal femora will be examined. The forearm scans will require the 

participant to be seated next to the DXA scanner, with their shoulder abducted and 

elbow flexed so that the pronated forearm rests on the scanning bed. This process will 

be repeated for the contralateral limb, as both forearms will be examined. All scans will 

be acquired through an automated procedure initiated by the investigator from a 

designated computer console. The coefficients of variation for DXA-derived aBMD of 

whole body, lumbar spine, total hip (left and right), femoral neck (left and right), distal 

forearm (left and right) range from 0.83% to 2.21%. Data analysis for DXA scans will 

be undertaken with host software (Medix DR, Medilink, Perols, France, Eaxiz software 

version V4.0.2.4). Geometric and volumetric density parameters of the proximal femur 

will be calculated using 3D hip analysis software (DMS Group, Mauguio, France) from 

the standard hip scans.  

Indices of bone strength, including geometric parameters and volumetric bone 

mineral density, will be determined from bilateral radius and tibial scans using 

peripheral Quantitative Computed Tomography (pQCT, XCT-3000, Stratec 

Medizintechnik GmbH, Pforzheim, Germany). For both radius and tibial scans the limb 

will be positioned in the gantry on a Perspex support (with bubble wrap to separate limd 

from Perspex) and secured with Velcro straps to reduce the likelihood of movement. To 

identify scanning regions, ulna and tibial length will be measured prior to positioning 

and a scout scan will be used to locate the distal end plates of the radius and tibia, 

respectively. Data analysis for pQCT scans will be undertaken with host software 

(Stratec XCT-3000, Medizintechnick GmbH, Pforzheim, Germany) and loop analysis 

techniques defined by Bone Diagnostic Inc. (Spring Branch, TX, USA). For radius 
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scans the 4% and 66% sites will be utilised, whereas for tibial scans the 4% and 38% 

sites will be examined. These regions have been selected in order to assess trabecular 

and cortical bone as well as muscle, and to be comparable with relevant recent pQCT 

studies using the XCT-3000 (Stratec, Medizintechnik GmbH, Germany) [251-254]. The 

coefficients of variation for the pQCT bone outcomes range from 0.74% to 2.71% at the 

4% tibial site; from 0.21% to 1.40% at the 38% tibial site; from 0.96% to 5.05% at the 

4% radius site; and from 0.62% to 3.27% at the 66% radius site. 

Parameters of calcaneal bone quality will be assessed using Quantitative 

Ultrasonometry (Lunar Achilles InSight™, GE Healthcare, Wisconsin, USA). 

Participants will be seated in a chair, with the knee of the limb to be examined flexed at 

approximately 60 degrees, the hip neither abducted nor adducted, and the heel 

positioned midway between the walls of the heel well. Participant details will be entered 

and a scout image will be obtained to ensure correct placement of the participant’s heel 

before the full examination is undertaken via a device-automated procedure. The 

coefficients of variation for the QUS measures of the calcaneus range from 0.30% to 

2.44%. 

 

3.3.7.4 Anthropometrics and body composition 

Height and weight will be determined using a wall-mounted stadiometer (Seca, 

Hamburg, Germany) and mechanical beam scale (Seca, Hamburg, Germany), 

respectively. National Institute of Health guidelines [255], will be followed for the 

measurements of waist circumference. Whole body scans from DXA (Medix DR, 

Medilink, Perols, France) will be utilised to determine parameters of body composition, 

including body fat percentage, lean mass and fat mass. Upper and lower extremity 

pQCT scans (Stratec XCT 3000, Medizintechnick GmbH, Pforzheim, Germany) will be 
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used to examine muscle cross-sectional area and muscle density of the forearm and leg 

at the 66% site.  

 

3.3.7.5 Muscle strength 

Lower extremity maximal isometric strength will be assessed with a leg strength 

dynamometer (TTM Muscle Meter, Tokyo, Japan). Participants will stand on a platform 

with their knees flexed to 115º and their back against the wall. They will then be 

instructed to grasp a bar connected by a chain to the platform with arms fully extended, 

with their back and head against the wall and attempt to stand upright by pushing only 

with their legs. The test has been shown to have excellent test-retest reliability 

(Pearson’s r = 0.97, p < 0.001) and has been validated against the current gold standard 

of isometric muscle strength, isokinetic dynamometry (Pearson’s r = 0.84, p < 0.001) 

(unpublished data, conference abstract) [256].  

A handheld dynamometer (Lafayette Manual Muscle Testing Systems, USA) 

will be utilised to measure maximal isometric back extensor strength. The participant 

will stand with their back to the wall midway between two designated anchor points. An 

inelastic strap will then be firmly secured across the pelvis approximately 1 cm below 

the anterior superior iliac spine to prevent movement away from the wall during the 

trial. To perform the task, the participant will fold their arms across their chest, flexing 

forward to allow placement of the hand held dynamometer between the seventh thoracic 

vertebra and the wall. The participant will then push back as hard as possible for 3 

seconds. This assessment of back extensor strength demonstrated excellent long term 

test-retest reliability (Pearson’s r = 0.926) and has been validated against isokinetic 

dynamometry (Pearson’s r = 0.853) [257].  
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Maximal grip strength will be assessed using an isometric hand-held 

dynamometer (JAMAR Plus +, Patterson Medical, Sammons Preston, Bolingbrook, IL, 

USA). Participants will sit upright in a chair with feet touching the floor, knees and hips 

at 90º, their arm by their side and neutrally rotated, elbow flexed to 90º, with the 

forearm and wrist in a neutral position. Participants will then squeeze the hand-held 

dynamometer with maximum effort.  

 

3.3.7.6 Muscle power 

A counter movement vertical jump test will be used to examine lower extremity 

muscle power. Participants will be required to complete a five-minute warm-up on a 

cycle ergometer (Ergomedic 818E, Monark, Sweden) at 50 watts; prior to the maximal 

vertical jump test. Participants will then perform a maximal vertical jump on a floor-

mounted force plate (Advanced Mechanical Technology Inc., Watertown, MA, USA). 

Three-dimensional ground reaction forces will be captured at 1000 Hz using Vicon 

Nexus software version 1.8 (Vicon, Oxford Metrics, Oxford, UK). Using previously 

described methods [258], vertical ground reaction force from the point of stationary 

standing (pre-jump) to the point of take-off will be used to calculate impulse. 

 

3.3.7.7 Bone-specific physical activity 

The Bone-specific Physical Activity Questionnaire (BPAQ) [259] is a self-report 

questionnaire to quantify current and historical physical activity according to its 

osteogenic effect. Participants will be asked to record all activities they have 

participated in for a year or more throughout their lifetime, as well as list all activities 

they have engaged in regularly over the past 12 months. The questionnaire is scored 
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using a custom-designed Microsoft Visual Basic executable program to generate a 

bone-specific score from algorithms that rank and weight activities based on rates and 

magnitudes of loading (http://www.fithdysign.com/BPAQ/). A high level of reliability 

has been demonstrated with this instrument, with ICC’s of 0.92-0.97 [260]. 

 

3.3.7.8 Dietary calcium intake 

Daily calcium intake, including supplementation, will be estimated with the 

AusCal questionnaire. The AusCal is a calcium-focused diet questionnaire specific to 

the Australian diet [261], that employs a list of calcium-rich food items to record 

consumption over the past twelve month period, including frequency (per day, week or 

month) and approximate serving size. Questionnaires are scored using a custom-written 

FoodWorks software (Version 7, Xyris Software, Brisbane, Australia) to estimate 

average daily calcium intake (mg per day).  

 

3.3.7.9 Quality of life 

The Assessment of Quality of Life questionnaire (AQoL) will be used to 

measure participant’s health-related quality of life. The instrument has six separately 

scored dimensions, with variable item numbers and response levels to produce a simple 

global ‘utility’ score [262] The AQoL has high internal consistency (α = 0.81) [263]. 

Unlike other generic utility instruments, a unique feature of the AQoL is that the utility 

weights have been derived from an Australian population sample [264] and norms of 

the Australian population are available [265]. As a utility measure, it has been 

established that the minimal clinically important difference of the AQoL is 0.06 [265]. 
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3.3.7.10 Exercise enjoyment and acceptability 

Participants’ perceptions of physical activity participation and enjoyment will be 

recorded using the modified Physical Activity Enjoyment Scale (PACES) developed by 

Mullen and colleagues [266]. The PACES is an eight-item self-report questionnaire 

which requires participants to select the corresponding number which matches their 

feelings towards physical activity on a seven-point Likert scale, with higher numbers 

relating to perceived enjoyment. Furthermore, semi-structured interviews will be 

utilised to assist in the determination of exercise enjoyment, acceptability and identify 

potential barriers and facilitators to exercise participation in all three groups. The 

interviews will be led by an independent investigator immediately prior to follow-up 

testing so that individual study results do not influence the participant’s responses. 

Dialogue will be recorded digitally with participant consent, and subsequently 

transcribed. Transcripts from each interview will be coded for emergent themes (NVivo, 

Version 10, QRS International Pty Ltd) to determine acceptability as well as any 

barriers and facilitators to participation exercise programs for young adult women. 

 

3.3.7.11 Safety and compliance 

All participants will have a personal training diary containing a ten-point visual 

analogue scale to rate their degree of muscle soreness prior to each training session and 

space to note any changes to diet, health, physical activity or medications from the 

previous training session. All injuries other than muscle soreness (including those that 

occur outside of the training program) will be recorded. Program compliance will be 

examined through attendance logs where 100% compliance is defined as completion of 

88 sessions over 44 weeks or 10 calendar months. Any adverse events or injuries 

sustained during sessions will be documented by the supervising physiotherapist, and 
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monitored for the duration of the intervention. If further management is required, the 

study investigator will refer an injured participant to the University Physiotherapy and 

Active Health Centre.  

 

 

Table 5: Summary of outcome measures to be collected 

Measure Unit Data collection method 

Primary outcome measure   

Lumbar spine aBMD g/cm
2
 

DXA (Medix DR, Medilink, 

Perols, France) 

Secondary outcome measures   

Bone strength indices   

Whole body (aBMD; BMC; 

area) 
g/cm

2
; g; cm

2
 

DXA (Medix DR, Medilink, 

Perols, France) 

Lumbar spine (BMC; area) g; cm
2
 

Proximal femur – femoral neck, 

trochanter and total hip regions 

(aBMD; BMC; area) 

g/cm
2
; g; cm

2
 

Distal forearm (aBMD, BMC) g/cm
2
; g 

Femoral neck (vBMD; cortical 

thickness; volume) 
g/cm

3
; mm; cm

3
 

3D hip software (DMS Group, 

Mauguio, France) Total hip (vBMD; cortical 

thickness; volume) 
g/cm

3
; mm; cm

3
 

Forearm – 4%,66% (content; 

vBMD; CSA; thickness; 

circumference; polar section 

modulus; polar SSI; BSI) 

mg; mg/cm
3
; mm

2
; 

mm; mm; mm
2
; 

mm
3
; g

2
/cm

4
 pQCT (XCT-3000, Stratec 

Medizintechnik GmbH, 

Pforzheim, Germany) 
Leg - 4% and 38%, (content; 

vBMD; CSA; thickness; 

circumference; polar section 

modulus; polar SSI; BSI) 

mg; mg/cm
3
; mm

2
; 

mm; mm; mm
2
; 

mm
3
; g

2
/cm

4
 

Calcaneal (BUA; SOS; SI) 
dB/MHz; m/s; 

unitless 

QUS (Lunar Achilles 

InSight™, GE Healthcare, 

Wisconsin, USA) 

Anthropometrics   

Height m 
Wall mounted stadiometer 

(Seca, Hamburg, Germany) 

Weight kg 
Mechanical beam scale (Seca, 

Hamburg, Germany) 

Waist circumference mm 
Steel tape (Lufkin Executive 

Thinline, Apex, USA) 

Body composition   
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Whole body (lean mass; fat 

mass; body fat percentage) 
g; g; % 

DXA (Medix DR, Medilink, 

Perols, France) 

Forearm - 66% (muscle CSA; 

muscle density) 
mm

2
; mg/cm

3
 pQCT (XCT-3000, Stratec 

Medizintechnik GmbH, 

Pforzheim, Germany) 
Leg - 66% (muscle CSA; 

muscle density) 
mm

2
; mg/cm

3
 

Muscle strength   

Lower limb isometric strength kg 
Leg dynamometer (TTM 

Muscle Meter, Tokyo, Japan) 

Back extensor isometric 

strength 
kg 

Dynamometer (Lafayette 

Manual Muscle Testing 

Systems, USA) 

Hand grip isometric strength kg 

Dynamometer (JAMAR Plus 

+, Patterson Medical, 

Sammons Preston, 

Bolingbrook, IL, USA) 

Muscle Power   

Countermovement vertical 

jump 
N·s/kg

2
 

Load cell (Advanced 

Mechanical Technology Inc., 

Watertown, MA, USA) 

Physical activity   

Bone-specific physical activity 

(current, past and lifetime) 
unitless BPAQ  

Calcium Consumption   

Daily calcium intake mg/day AusCal questionnaire 

Quality of Life   

Health-related quality of life See text AQoL – 6D questionnaire 

Exercise acceptability   

Exercise enjoyment,  

Barriers and facilitators 

Overall score PACES questionnaire 

See text  Semi-structured interviews 

Safety and compliance   

Safety See text 
Training diary 

Compliance %  

 

aBMD, areal bone mineral density; AQoL, Assessment of Quality of Life; BMC, bone 

mineral content; BPAQ, Bone-specific Physical Activity Questionnaire; BSI, Bone 

strength index; BUA, Broadband ultrasound attenuation; CSA, Cross-sectional area; 

DXA, Dual-energy X-Ray Absorptiometry; PACES, Physical Activity Enjoyment 

Scale; pQCT, peripheral Quantitative Computed Tomography; QUS, Quantitative 

Ultrasound; SI, Stiffness index; SOS, Speed of sound; vBMD, volumetric bone mineral 

density. 
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3.3.8 Ethics and dissemination 

Ethical approval was given by the Griffith University Human Research Ethics 

Committee (GUHREC) (GU Ref: 2015/775) and the study has been registered with the 

Australian New Zealand Clinical Trials Registry (Trial number 

ACTRN12616001444471). Compulsory annual progress reports will be submitted to 

the GUHREC as part of the national research ethics framework. A data monitoring 

committee was not deemed necessary as the proposed study is not a pharmaceutical trial 

and safety oversight is provided directly by the GUHREC. Adverse events will 

immediately be reported directly to the GUHREC, in accordance with the University 

Code for the Responsible Conduct of Research, and the Australian Code for the 

Responsible Conduct of Research developed by the National Health and Medical 

Research Council.  

Standard scientific reporting practices will occur, including presentations at 

discipline-specific conferences and publication in peer-reviewed journals. At the end of 

the trial, each participant will be provided with a summary of study findings including a 

breakdown of their own individual results. There are no planned interim analyses for the 

OPTIMA-Ex trial. Participant confidentiality will be maintained in all forms of 

reporting. 

 

3.3.9 Data integrity 

All participant data will be de-identified for analysis and all publications arising 

from OPTIMA-Ex trial to ensure participant confidentiality. All participants will be 

assigned a unique identification sequence for the trial. Hard copy records will be stored 

in a secure, swipe-card restricted access laboratory (Bone Densitometry Research 

Laboratory), while electronic data will be securely stored on password protected 
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computers at Griffith University. No contractual agreements exist to limit data set 

access; de-identified data will be shared on a case by case basis. The management, 

storage and retention of research data will comply with the Griffith University Code for 

the Responsible Conduct of Research. 

 

3.3.10 Data analyses and statistical considerations 

SPSS Version 24.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) will be used for all statistical 

procedures. Descriptive statistics will be generated for participant characteristics, 

biometrics, and all dependent measures. Between-group comparisons will be made 

using repeated measures Analysis of Covariance where age, height, weight, baseline 

values, contraceptive medication use, calcium intake and compliance serve as 

covariates. Chi-Square analyses will be employed for non-parametric data. All 

participants who have been randomised will be included in the final analysis at follow-

up, irrespective of compliance or withdrawal from the program, in accordance with the 

principles of an intention-to-treat analysis. Full information maximum likelihood 

estimation will be employed for missing data. Per-protocol comparisons will be made 

for all outcome measures between the high-intensity impact training and the high-

intensity resistance training groups to examine treatment efficacy. Statistical 

significance will be indicated by p ≤ 0.05. Sample size for the OPTIMA-Ex trial is 

based upon the least significant change (LSC) that is detectable from our device (Medix 

DR, Medilink, Perols, France) for our primary outcome measure of lumbar spine 

aBMD. The LSC for BMD that can be detected with 95% confidence is calculated as 

2.77 x CV as recommended by the International Society for Clinical Densitometry 

[267]. Therefore, based on the CV of our device for female lumbar spine aBMD (1.06 

%) our LSC is 2.94 %. Applying the LSC to pilot baseline lumbar spine aBMD data for 
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those whom have met inclusion for the trial (mean of 1.021 g/cm
2
 and standard 

deviation of 0.052 g/cm
2
) we determine from a two-tailed test with power of 80 % and α 

= 0.05 that a sample size of 48 will be required for a minimal detectable change of 

0.030 g/cm
2
. Therefore, we aim to recruit 58 participants into each group to allow for a 

potential participant drop-out rate of up to 20%.  

 

3.4 Discussion 

The OPTIMA-Ex trial will be the first trial to investigate the comparative efficacy 

and safety of a ten-month, supervised, high-intensity, progressive impact loading 

program versus a ten-month, supervised, high-intensity progressive resistance training 

program on several determinants of bone health of both the upper and lower limbs for 

healthy young adult women with lower than average bone mass. The comparison of 

novel exercise programs specifically designed to target impact-derived versus muscle-

derived bone loading, has not been fully examined, with minimal direct comparisons in 

young adult women [110]. Furthermore, previous work has not examined the 

comparative effect of ‘true’ high-intensity loading on bone, on the upper and lower 

limbs at clinically relevant sites. Moreover, the OPTIMA-Ex trial will utilise outcome 

measures that will account for morphological changes to bone at these clinically 

relevant sites beyond standard bone mineral density measures. 

Several limitations warrant justification. Firstly, the outcome assessor is not blind 

to group allocation after completion of baseline testing and will be the supervising 

trainer delivering the intervention and evaluating safety. Regrettably a blinded outcome 

assessor is beyond the means of the current project, thus the study design has been 

adopted out of necessity. We will be implementing a number of strategies to minimise 

the risk of ascertainment bias, including blinded randomisation, as well as quality 
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assurance procedures that will be conducted on all outcomes measures by a researcher 

external to the trial. Secondly, it must be noted that it is difficult to compare overall 

intensity of the two intervention programs as they are two intentionally different 

exercise modalities. However, by designing the exercise programs as high-intensity in 

their respective training domains, the osteogenic nature of the two interventions can be 

compared. Furthermore, the utilisation of a “positive” control could be considered a 

design weakness as we are not comparing the intervention groups to a true non exercise 

control group. However, the “positive” control group was selected to aid in participant 

compliance, retention and blinding for those assigned to the control group. Further, the 

“positive” control acts as an exercise placebo to reduce participant ascertainment bias as 

those randomly allocated to the control arm of the trial will receive an exercise training 

program that has been designed to provoke negligible osteogenic benefit. Finally, our 

study sample will include sedentary, otherwise healthy young adult women; therefore 

our findings may not be applicable to young adult women with pathologically low bone 

mass or other exclusion characteristics. 

In conclusion, the proposed study will assist with the determination of the most 

effective source of osteogenic mechanical loading (muscle or gravity) and provide 

grounds for exercise recommendations for the optimisation of peak bone mass in young 

women. It is intended that the findings of this unique trial examining both the upper and 

lower limbs will provide further insight into the benefits of high-intensity, bone-targeted 

exercise programs for osteoporosis prevention. 
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4.1 Abstract 

Punch speed is an important factor in the sport of boxing and its measurement 

has important implications for monitoring training progression and outcomes. The aim 

of the current study was to establish the concurrent validity and reliability of a linear 

position transducer and an accelerometer for the quantification of punch characteristics 

in untrained adults. Men and women aged 18-30 years with no previous boxing 

experience and no upper limb musculoskeletal injuries were recruited. Participants 

performed six straight right punches; three at a self-determined 50% effort and three at 

maximum effort. An accelerometer (Crossbow) and a linear positional transducer 

(GymAware) were used to examine peak velocity and acceleration of each punch. 

Validity was examined using Pearson’s correlation analyses and by calculating mean 

bias and limits of agreement between measures from each device, while reliability was 

established using intra-class correlation coefficients. Forty-four healthy young adults 

(28M, 16F; age 22.2 ± 2.9 years) participated. Moderate to strong positive associations 

were observed for both devices at 50% effort for velocity (r = 0.572 - 0.696) and 

acceleration (r = 0.867 - 0.921), and at maximum effort for velocity (r = 0.748 - 0.781) 

and acceleration (r = 0.897 - 0.946). High levels of reliability were observed with 

maximum punches for both devices (ICC = 0.922 - 0.981). Overall, moderate-strong 

measurement validity and reliability for punch speed was observed between the 

accelerometer and GymAware. Thus, the GymAware linear positional transducer is an 

acceptable measurement tool for the quantification of punch speed for straight punches 

in untrained adults. 

 

Key words: boxing, GymAware, punch acceleration, punch velocity, punching 
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4.2 Introduction 

Boxing is a popular sport which is often undertaken as a training program to 

improve strength and fitness. Punch speed is of fundamental importance to boxing 

performance, with both linear acceleration [126] and hand speed [268] positively related 

to punch force. It has been suggested that in order to improve peak impact force, 

practitioners must maximise hand speed and effective mass of impact [269]. While 

punching is a complex movement that involves co-ordinated multiplanar motion of the 

arm, trunk, and legs [270], the motion of the fist during a straight punch is essentially 

linear and primarily in the sagittal plane [271]. Thus, a straight punch is a convenient 

movement for quantification of punch kinematics. 

The accurate and reliable assessment of kinematic data has important implications 

with respect to monitoring training progression and outcomes. Common methods for 

quantifying punch kinematics include accelerometers [124, 126, 127, 205, 272], and 

high-speed camera systems [124, 126, 205, 268, 271]. Such methods have been cross-

validated [273], while accelerometers have additionally been validated against force 

platform [208] and three-dimensional motion analysis measures [274]. However, due to 

the set-up and amount of data processing required for the aforementioned measures, 

they are generally limited to laboratory-based assessments and thus have very limited 

practicality for field testing and training-based scenarios. 

Linear positional transducers, such as the commercially available GymAware 

(Kinetic Performance Technology, Canberra, Australia) are increasingly used for 

estimating kinematic and kinetic parameters of exercise by both researchers and 

clinicians. Linear transducers use a tethered cord, which is attached to the person or 

equipment to extract time-displacement data from which movement velocities and 

accelerations are calculated. The devices can wirelessly transmit the output of the 
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desired measure to an application on a smartphone, tablet or computer, thereby 

alleviating the requirement for data processing. Linear positional transducers have been 

validated during vertical displacement movements (for instance, back squat [208], 

bench press [209] and vertical jumps [210]); but few data are available for horizontal 

movements [275], such as punching. In fact, the need for validation of linear positional 

transducers in the horizontal plane, has previously been raised [208]. On an important 

practical level, it remains unknown if a linear positional transducer can serve as a valid 

method of quantifying punch kinematics for both the researcher and coach. 

Our aim was to establish the concurrent validity and reliability of a GymAware 

linear positional transducer and a Crossbow accelerometer for the quantification of 

straight punch characteristics in untrained adults. It was hypothesised that the two 

systems would demonstrate strong concurrent validity and reliability. Such 

determination would afford the strength and conditioning professional a sound 

measurement modality for horizontal movements with reduced data processing burden. 

 

4.3 Methods 

4.3.1 Experimental approach to the problem 

An observational laboratory-based design was used to test the concurrent 

validity and test-retest reliability of a linear positional transducer and an accelerometer 

for speed-time variables. Peak velocity and acceleration data were collected with both 

devices simultaneously for repeated punching efforts within a single testing session at 

both self-determined 50% effort and maximum effort. Self-determined 50% effort was 

naturally somewhat subjective, but was an arbitrary value chosen merely to test validity 

at a variety of speeds. As measures from both devices were recorded simultaneously, an 
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ability to accurately reproduce 50% effort, did not influence the ability to compare those 

measures. 

 

4.3.2 Subjects 

Forty-four healthy young adults aged 18-30 years (28 male, 16 female) with no 

previous boxing experience were recruited for the study. Participants were included if 

they had no previous boxing experience and were within the age range, but excluded if 

they had a recent upper limb injury or surgery, or a pre-existing upper limb injury. Prior 

to testing, each participant’s height and body mass were measured using a free standing 

stadiometer (Seca, Hamburg, Germany) and digital scale (Soehnle Co., Backnang, 

Germany). Participants were 22.2 ± 2.9 years of age, 1.74 ± 0.08 m and 71.8 ± 11.9 kg. 

Testing procedures and punch technique were explained and demonstrated before the 

commencement of testing. Each participant was verbally informed of the purpose, 

procedure, benefits and risks of the investigation, and that they could withdraw at any 

time without prejudice, prior to providing written informed consent. Experimental 

procedures were approved by the Griffith University Human Research Ethics 

Committee (Approval number: PES/20/11/HREC). 

 

4.3.3 Procedures 

Punch characteristics were measured using the commercially available 

GymAware linear positional transducer (GymAware, Kinetic Performance Technology, 

Canberra, Australia) and a Crossbow accelerometer (Crossbow, Willow Technologies, 

Sussex, England). All testing occurred in the morning prior to lunch to standardise for 

time of day among all participants, with all punches for each participant collected 
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within a single testing session. Prior to testing, all participants were taught correct 

boxing stance and technique for a straight rear hand punch in order to standardise the 

movement and minimise the risk of injury. Each participant then undertook the same 

predetermined warm up that included 20 shadow punches and a regime of introductory 

punches on the heavy bag (150 x 35 cm, Trophy Getter Bag®, Punch Equipment, 

Australia). Once the participant was confident punching the heavy bag and the 

supervising physiotherapist was satisfied that correct and safe technique was achieved, 

the participant was prepared for data collection. 

The GymAware linear positional transducer was secured to a rigid vertical metal 

pole 15 cm above the participant’s punching shoulder to prevent transducer movement 

and so that the cable would not interfere with punch technique (Figure 9A); 

investigators ensured the cable of the linear positional transducer was parallel to the 

floor at point of impact. The GymAware cord was secured to the right hand by placing 

the Velcro strap of the device around metacarpals 2 to 5, proximal to the 

metacarpophalangeal joint and the boxing glove (Pro Bag Busters®, Punch Equipment, 

Australia) was then placed over the top. The accelerometer was attached to a custom-

built thermoplastic mount which was then attached to the superior surface of the boxing 

glove distal to the wrist strap using a Velcro strap and double sided tape (Figure 9B). 

The standardised starting position was established before punching based on lead arm 

length by performing a jab to allow for full extension of the rear hand punch (Figure 

9C). Participants performed six straight rear hand punches; three at a self-determined 

50% effort and three at maximum effort. After each punch, the participant returned to 

the standardised starting position (orthodox boxing stance), allowing both data 

collection devices to be reset for the next punch. Thirty seconds rest was provided 

between each punching effort, with sixty seconds rest given between the 50% punching 
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efforts and the maximum punching efforts. The accelerometer and GymAware were 

calibrated to a “zero” position when the participants took their starting position. From 

there, the participant was given the command to punch. This procedure was repeated for 

all six trials. A punch was considered a mistrial if an initial counter movement occurred 

prior to the punch, or a device did not correctly obtain data. Each test was deemed 

complete after three 50% effort and three maximum effort trials were gathered.  

 

 

Figure 9: (A) GymAware positioning and set up, (B) Accelerometer mounted with 

thermoplastic mount on boxing glove, (C) Participant performing a straight right hand 

punch 
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For each trial a direct output of peak velocity was obtained through the 

instantaneous calculation of displacement over time, whereas, peak acceleration was 

obtained by taking the peak force direct output from the device with a unit of 1 kg of 

mass from the GymAware using the GymAware Lite iPad app (Kinetic Performance 

Technology, Canberra, Australia). Additionally, all Crossbow accelerometer data was 

run through a low pass filter using a 4th order Butterworth filter with a cut-off 

frequency of 12 Hz and a sampling rate of 1000 Hz. From this, the initiation of the 

punch was considered to take place where acceleration first surpassed 11 ms
-2

 and the 

end of the punch was considered to be when the acceleration returned to 11 ms
-2

. Peak 

velocity was calculated by multiplying the punch time in seconds and the average 

acceleration across the punch time.  

 

4.3.4 Statistical analyses 

All descriptive statistics are reported as mean ± SD. Peak acceleration and peak 

velocity for each punch (50% and maximum) were the outcome variables. In order to 

address the shortcomings of individual statistical methods, a range of statistical 

validation approaches were employed, including T-test comparisons, Pearson’s 

correlation analyses, coefficient of variation (CV), and Bland-Altman plots employing 

95% limits of agreement. Test-retest reliability for maximum punches measured with 

each device was determined by calculating intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) 

using a two-way mixed effect incorporating all three punches. Maximum punch effort 

and self-determined 50% were examined for validation analyses. Statistical significance 

was assumed at p < 0.05. All analyses were performed using SPSS v.22 (IBM Inc., 

Chicago, IL, USA). 
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4.4  Results 

4.4.1 Concurrent validity 

Significant positive associations were identified for all measures (p < 0.001), 

with moderate-to-strong positive associations observed for velocity50% (r = 0.572 - 

0.696) and velocitymax (r = 0.748 - 0.781) as well as acceleration50% (r = 0.867 - 0.921), 

and accelerationmax (r = 0.897 - 0.946) (Table 6). CVs between the devices were 12.9% 

and 6.5% for velocity50% and velocitymax, respectively, while CVs for acceleration50%

and accelerationmax were 9.6% and 8.6%, respectively. Nevertheless, differences in 

absolute values were observed between the devices for all measures except for 

accelration50% (p = 0.434) and velocitymax (p = 0.262). 

Table 6: Concurrent measures of peak velocity and peak acceleration for 50% self-

determined effort and maximum effort punches (n = 44). 

Variable 

GymAware Crossbow 

Pearson 

Correlation 

t-test

mean (SD) mean (SD) r (p-value) t (p-value) 

Velocity50% (m/s) 4.31 (0.85) 5.08 (0.78) 0.690 (0.001) 7.56 (0.001) 

Velocitymax (m/s) 6.54 (1.16) 6.67 (1.13) 0.781 (0.001) 1.14 (0.262) 

Acceleration50% (ms
-2

) 29.00 (10.65) 29.56 (8.81) 0.912 (0.001) 0.79 (0.434) 

Accelerationmax (ms
-2

) 54.13 (16.29) 50.36 (15.10) 0.920 (0.001) -3.74 (0.001)
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Limits of agreement between the Crossbow accelerometer and GymAware for 

velocity50% were -0.50 – 2.04 m/s and -1.36 – 1.62 m/s for velocitymax, with a mean bias 

of 0.77 m/s and 0.13 m/s for the 50% effort and maximum punches, respectively 

(Figure 10). Limits of agreement between the two devices for acceleration50% were -

8.20 – 9.32 ms
-2

 and -16.27 –8.73 ms
-2

 for accelerationmax, with mean bias of -0.56 ms
-2

and -3.77 ms
-2

 for the 50% effort and maximum effort punch, respectively (Figure 11).

4.4.2 Reliability 

Intra-device reliability for maximum punch trials was excellent for both devices. 

GymAware showed strong positive associations between repeated measures for 

velocitymax (r = 0.918 - 0.949; ICC = 0.977, 95% CI = 0.960 - 0.987, p = 0.001) and 

accelerationmax (r = 0.757 - 0.956; ICC = 0.922, 95% CI = 0.866 - 0.957, p = 0.001). 

The accelerometer also showed strong positive associations between repeated measures 

for velocitymax (r = 0.866 - 0.924; ICC = 0.959, 95% CI = 0.929 - 0.977, p = 0.001) and 

accelerationmax (r = 0.943 - 0.961; ICC = 0.981, 95% CI = 0.966 - 0.989, p = 0.001). 
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Figure 10: Bland Altman plots illustrating mean bias (solid line) and limits of agreement (upper and lower dashed lines) for velocity measured 

with the GymAware transducer and the Crossbow accelerometer at (A) self-determined 50% effort, and (B) maximum effort (n = 40). 
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Figure 11: Bland Altman plots illustrating mean bias (solid line) and limits of agreement (upper and lower dashed lines) for acceleration 

measured with the GymAware transducer and the Crossbow accelerometer at (A) self-determined 50% effort, and (B) maximum effort (n = 40). 
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4.5 Discussion 

Our aim was to establish the concurrent validity and reliability of a GymAware 

linear positional transducer and a Crossbow accelerometer for the quantification of 

punch characteristics in untrained adults, at self-determined 50% effort and maximum 

effort for a rear hand straight punch. Overall, we found moderate-strong measurement 

validity and good to excellent reliability for maximum punches for both the GymAware 

and Crossbow accelerometer. 

In accordance with our hypothesis, the two systems exhibited relative validity, 

despite differences in absolute values for 50 % velocity and maximum acceleration. 

Most studies to date have examined movements performed in a vertical plane either 

weighted or unweighted, often utilising force and power based outcomes, where the 

validity of a linear positional transducer was determined against a range of devices such 

as a force plate [208, 210, 276-278], and video analysis software [209]. Despite 

methodological differences, the degree of concordance between devices examined in the 

present study is similar to previous reports.  

Validation studies have reported moderate to strong correlations between linear 

positional transducers and force plates for a range of activities including un-weighted 

jumps (r = 0.861 – 0.934) [276], free-weight loaded squat jumps (r = 0.59 – 0.87) [208], 

as well as loaded jumps in a Smith machine (r = 0.83 – 0.91) [277]. The higher 

correlations in the latter study likely reflect the constrained unidirectional movement of 

a Smith machine in comparison with unconstrained free-weight activities. Indeed, our 

results for unconstrained punch movements are in accordance with free-weight 

activities that were captured with the same measurement device (GymAware) [208]. 

Furthermore, correlations between an accelerometer (Myotest) and a force plate showed 

comparable results (r = 0.66 – 0.97) to the current study [208]. 
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Despite most studies of linear positional transducers to date showing moderate to 

strong concurrent validity based on correlations; variance in individual measures appear 

to exist. CVs for peak velocity measures for weighted movements have ranged from 2.5 

– 9.3% [278, 279], while CVs for force-related variables during unweighted movements 

have ranged between 2.1% and 7.4% [276]. By comparison, the CVs between devices in 

the present study are somewhat higher (6.5 % - 12.9%) than previously reported, which 

may reflect differences in experimental design. Those differences include equipment 

used (i.e. brand of linear positional transducer), sampling rate or data filtering 

techniques as well as type of exercise performed, and the movement plane in which the 

device was tested. With respect to previous work examining the use of a linear 

positional transducer in the horizontal plane [275], reported a CV for maximum velocity 

of 5.8% which was slightly lower than that observed in the present study (6.5%). A CV 

of 10% or less has been suggested as a bench mark for valid measurement, but the 

merits of this value have been the source of conjecture [280]. Measurement variance 

between devices in our study was lower with maximum punches than self-determined 

50% punches.  

Intra-device measurement reliability was excellent for both devices tested in the 

current study (ICC = 0.922 – 0.981). This level of reliability is in accordance with 

previous work where ICC’s for un-weighted jumps of 0.977 - 0.982 have been observed 

for peak force measures [276], and ICC’s for peak velocity in weighted movements 

such as, back squat (0.963), bench press (0.984) [279], hang power clean (0.89) and 

weighted squat jumps (0.84) [278] were also high. The previous study that utilised a 

linear positional transducer in the horizontal plane to examine lunge performance using 

an instrumented supine squat machine reported comparable ICCs to those observed in 

the current study [275] (maximum concentric velocity intra-trial ICC’s 0.936 and test-
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retest ICC’s of 0.863, compared to our maximum velocity ICC of 0.977). It has been 

previously suggested that ICC’s above 0.75 may be considered reliable; however, a 

minimum of 0.90 is recommended for clinical applications [281]. 

Concordance between devices suggests that the GymAware linear positional 

transducer may be useful in the clinical setting and the training room for monitoring 

training progressions and outcomes in the horizontal plane given that it is easy to 

operate and does not require data processing. The reasonably wide limits of agreement 

we observed, however, suggest that its use may be limited to recreational and 

inexperienced boxers, where there is potential for large improvements in punch speed in 

the initial phases of training due to low initial values. Validity for use in experienced 

boxers requires further investigation.  

Several limitations warrant consideration. Firstly, we examined only peak 

velocity and peak acceleration as outcome measures. Previous studies looking at 

vertical plane movements with linear positional transducers have reported both mean 

values [282, 283] and peak values [208, 283]. However, Hori and colleagues [278] 

suggested that peak values are more reliable than mean values, especially when 

sampling frequency is low. Furthermore, peak values have been related to better reflect 

actual athletic performance [277, 284], and are easily identified from temporal data. 

Secondly, we only assessed linear acceleration and velocity despite the potentially 

complicated multiplanar nature of the punch movement that incorporates a degree of 

trunk and lower limb movement. Nonetheless, our approach to studying a straight punch 

without countermovement and the standardisation of start position and instructions 

limits the likelihood of individual participant technique differing markedly. Thirdly, our 

examination of device validity is based on concurrent measures and does not reference a 

gold standard. Our intention was to determine if a linear positional transducer was 
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capable of measuring punch characteristics with similar reliability and validity to an 

accelerometer, an often used method to quantify the kinematics of punching and so 

comparison with a ‘gold standard’ laboratory measure, such as 3D motion capture, was 

not necessary. 

In conclusion, the concurrent validity of a commercially available linear 

positional transducer and an accelerometer showed moderate to strong relative validity, 

although differing in absolute values for the quantification of a straight rear hand punch 

in participants with no previous boxing experience. Despite both systems exhibiting 

good to excellent reliability for maximum punches, both kinematic systems appeared to 

be limited by the presence of systematic error and relatively large variance. Future work 

investigating the reliability and validity of measures from more experienced boxers and 

different punch manoeuvres would be informative. 

 

4.6 Practical applications 

This study suggests that the commercially available linear positional transducer 

(GymAware) and an accelerometer (Crossbow) exhibit moderate-strong relative validity 

and are comparably reliable means to assess straight punch speed. Whilst the degree of 

measurement variance for each device is likely suitable for tracking performance 

changes in novice athletes, caution must be taken in attempting to detect the small 

changes in performance that would be anticipated for highly trained athletes. 

Nevertheless, the GymAware linear positional transducer offers a simple, cost-effective, 

valid and reliable option for tracking straight punch performance. 
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5.1 Abstract  

High-intensity mechanical loads are required to elicit a positive adaptive bone 

response. Our aim was to quantify the mechanical loads of impact exercises used in 

each progressive stage of a bone-targeted exercise intervention (the OPTIMA-Ex trial) 

and to investigate differences in mechanical loads between untrained and trained 

participants. A randomised repeated measures experimental design was used to quantify 

and compare the mechanical loads, including vertical ground reaction force (vGRF) and 

rate of loading (RoL) of the landing phase, of all impact exercises applied in the 

OPTIMA-Ex trial, as well as to determine the load intensity for each training stage of 

the impact intervention. Fifteen healthy young adult women aged 18-30 years (mean 

23.1 ± 3.5 years) were recruited (5 trained; 10 untrained). Overall, vGRF was classified 

as high impact (> 4 times BW) for all 7 training stages (4.70 ± 1.89 to 6.79 ± 2.17 BW), 

whilst RoL ranged from 207.01 ± 175.09 to 371.52 ± 393.43 BW.s
-1

 across the stages. 

Furthermore, a significant time effect was observed between training stages for 

vGRF/BW (p = 0.001) and RoL (p < 0.001). Trained participants exhibited greater 

impact loads than untrained participants for activities at every training stage (p < 0.01). 

We found that impact activities at every stage of the OPTIMA-Ex trial not only met the 

GRF criteria for high-intensity, but also exhibited progressive increases in load for 

successive stages. Furthermore, trained participants were capable of producing greater 

impact loads than untrained.  

 

Keywords: 

Bone; Ground reaction force; Mechanical loading; Osteogenic exercise.  
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5.2 Introduction 

Osteoporosis is a progressive metabolic bone disease characterised by the loss of 

bone mass and compromised bone strength predisposing to an increased bone fragility 

and susceptibility to fracture [285]. The most common sites of osteoporotic fracture are 

the spine, hip and wrist [250]. Inadequate accumulation of peak bone mass prior to 

skeletal maturity is considered an important risk factor for osteoporosis in old age [11]. 

Physical activity is recognised as one of the most effective lifestyle strategies to 

maximise peak bone mass during growth [2]. As peak bone mass occurs by the end of 

the third decade [24], young adulthood represents a final opportunity to optimise bone 

accrual to reduce the likelihood of osteoporosis later in life.  

The bone response to exercise is related to the magnitude and rate of strain 

imposed upon it [103]. High impact weight bearing exercise has been shown to improve 

bone mass in young and middle-aged adults [128, 129]. The effect is primarily observed 

in the lower extremity [135, 142, 286], however, improvements at the lumbar spine 

have also been reported [136]. It has been suggested that variation in exercise 

modalities and the corresponding magnitude of mechanical loading is a likely reason for 

the range of outcomes observed following high impact weight bearing exercise [130, 

132, 135].  

Impact load intensities have previously been classified according to three levels 

[133]. ‘High-intensity’ impact loads are considered to apply forces greater than four 

times body weight (BW), ‘moderate intensity’ loads involve forces between two and 

four times BW, while ‘low intensity’ loads are less than two times BW [133]. Most 

impact exercise intervention studies fail to report the intensity of loads applied, however 

some have estimated impact loads from measures of ground reaction forces (GRF) with 

large variations of both exercises prescribed and GRF, with reported ranges from 2-6 
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times body weight [134-136]. Such variation in impact load intensity may explain the 

inconsistency in bone responses across studies. Impact activities involving accelerations 

greater than 3.9 g are positively associated with BMD change at the proximal femur, but 

accelerations greater than 5.4 g may be required to effect change at the lumbar spine 

[114]. Such associations between load intensity and the site-specific bone response 

highlight the importance of incorporating sufficiently high-intensity loads into 

osteogenic exercise programs and the accurate quantification of such loads in research 

reports. 

The OPTIMA-Ex trial [287] is a three-arm randomised controlled trial that aims 

to determine the predominant source of the adaptive bone stimulus – muscle forces or 

impact loads – by measuring the bone response to the relevant mechanical stimuli in 

young adult women with low bone mass. An impact loading training program was 

included as one of the three intervention arms of the trial. The impact training 

intervention was designed to be a progressive high-intensity (greater than 4 times BW 

[133]) impact-derived mechanical loading program based on previously published data 

from our laboratory [193]. Over a 10-month training period, participants in the impact 

group engaged in a large variety of jumping activities intended to apply landing impacts 

with varying complexity. In total, 37 different impact loading exercises were utilised 

across seven successive training stages. All impact exercises fit into three defined 

categories: drop jumps, unidirectional jumps, and multidirectional jumps, with a further 

sub-division into bilateral and unilateral landings (prescription of the OPTIMA-Ex trial 

impact training program provided in Supplementary Table 11). Thus, the impact 

loading regime was intended to apply high-intensity, novel, mechanical loads via 

landing impacts that progressively increase in intensity with each training stage over the 

intervention period.  
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The primary aim of the current project was to quantify the intensity of landing 

impacts for exercises used at each stage of the OPTIMA–Ex trial and establish if the 

program effectively applied progressive high-intensity loading. The secondary aim was 

to examine differences in mechanical loads between trained (OPTIMA-Ex participants) 

and untrained (novice) participants. 

 

5.3 Methods 

5.3.1 Experimental approach to the problem 

A randomised repeated measures experimental design was used to quantify and 

compare the vGRF relative to BW and the rate of loading (RoL, BW.s
-1

) for the landing 

phase of each impact exercise at each successive training stage utilised in the OPTIMA-

Ex impact training program. Both trained and untrained participants were tested to 

determine the influence of training status on the intensity of the mechanical loads 

achieved during each activity. The current manuscript characterises and reports a subset 

of data collected in the course of the OPTIMA-Ex trial. Primary outcomes of the 

randomised controlled OPTIMA-Ex trial are to be published in a subsequent 

manuscript.  

 

5.3.2 Subjects 

Fifteen healthy young adult women aged 18-30 years were recruited for the 

study (age = 23.2 ± 3.5 years; height =167 ± 6 cm; weight = 59.1 ± 8.1 kg; BMI = 21.0 

± 2.8 kg.m
-2

). Five women had completed the 10-month OPTIMA-Ex impact training 

intervention (age = 21.7 ± 3.8 years; height = 166 ± 7 cm; weight = 51.2 ± 4.9 kg; BMI 

= 18.5 ± 1.0 kg.m
-2

), while ten women were untrained in impact exercises (age = 23.8 ± 
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3.2 years; height =168 ± 7 cm; weight = 63.2 ± 6.2 kg; BMI = 22.3 ± 2.5 kg.m
-2

), 

having had no prior impact training. Data were pooled for all participants to examine 

the landing intensities of all impact exercises as well as differences between the 

activities used in successive training stages of the OPTIMA-Ex trial. However, 

between-group differences were also examined for each successive training stage. 

Participants were excluded if they had a recent lower limb injury (within the last 6 

months) or surgery (within the last 12 months). Each participant was verbally informed 

of the purpose, procedure, benefits and risks of the investigation, and that they could 

withdraw at any time without prejudice, prior to providing written informed consent. 

All experimental procedures were approved by the Griffith University Human Research 

Ethics Committee (Approval number: PES/20/11/HREC and GU Ref: 2015/775). 

 

5.3.3 Procedures 

Each participant was tested on three separate non-consecutive days to capture 

the three training domains of drop jumps, unidirectional impacts, and multidirectional 

impacts. The sectioned block testing approach with rest days was adopted to minimise 

the influence of fatigue, due to the large number of exercises examined in the study. 

Participants were asked to abstain from caffeine and exercise on the day of testing and 

each testing session was scheduled at the same time each test day. A randomised 

sequence of impact exercises compiled using an online random number generator to 

control for exercise order was utilised to minimise the influence of fatigue. Prior to 

testing, height and body mass were measured using a wall-mounted stadiometer (S+M, 

Aaxis Pacific, Blacktown, Australia) and digital scale (TANITA Co., Tokyo, Japan). 

Prior to testing, participants performed a standardised three-minute warm up at 

50W on a cycle ergometer (Monark 818, Sweden) at their preferred cadence. During the 
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warm up, a standardised verbal overview of the exercises was provided along with 

instructions to land as stiff-legged as possible on their heels in a firm but comfortable 

manner. Each impact exercise was demonstrated by the investigator before the 

participants completed practice attempts to ensure safe and correct landing technique 

was achieved. A series of drop jumps, unidirectional and multidirectional impacts were 

then performed in accordance with the impact exercises as part of the OPTIMA-Ex trial 

(Table 7). Each participant completed a set of three attempts of each impact exercise 

(or each component of the exercises in the case of unilateral and multidirectional 

impacts). All impact exercises were performed barefoot as per the OPTIMA-Ex trial 

and to avoid the confounding influence of different footwear between participants. 

Landing impacts were recorded in a single motion capture and all force plates were 

zeroed prior to each set to minimise errors in data collection. All participants received a 

one-minute rest between exercise sets to mitigate the influence of muscle fatigue. 
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Table 7: OPTIMA-Ex trial impact exercises, training stages and associated acronyms 

  

Training 

Stage 

Drop 

Jump 
Unidirectional Multidirectional  

Bilateral Bilateral Unilateral Bilateral Unilateral 

Stage  1 
15 cm  

(DJ 15) 

Squat jump  

(SJ) 

Bounding  

(Bound) 

Lateral cone 

jump 

(LCJ) 

Lateral ski-

jump 

(LSkJ) 

Stage  2 
15 cm  

(DJ 15) 

Broad jump  

(BJ) 

Hop for distance  

(Hop) 

Lateral box 

jump on 15 cm 

box 

(LBJ) 

Lateral cone 

hop  

(LCH) 

Stage  3 
30 cm  

(DJ 30) 

Hurdle jump 

consecutive 

(HJ) 

30 cm box 

march alternate 

legs 

(BM) 

Lateral hurdle 

jump 

consecutive 

(LHJ) 

Lateral box 

shuffle on 15 

cm box 

(LBSh) 

Stage  4 
40 cm  

(DJ 40) 

Hurdle jump  

stick landings 

(HJSL) 

15 cm box hop 

(BH) 

Zig-zag cone 

jumps  

 (45°CJ) 

Lateral ladder 

hop consecutive 

(LLH) 

Stage  5 
50 cm  

(DJ 50) 

30 cm depth 

jump into broad 

jump 

(DJSL) 

Hurdle hop 

consecutive 

(HH) 

Lateral box 

broad jump 

(LBBJ) 

Zig-zag cone 

hop for distance 

consecutive 

(45°CH) 

Stage  6 
60 cm  

(DJ 60) 

30 cm depth 

jump for height 

(DJH) 

Hurdle hop  

stick landings  

(HHSL) 

15 cm 

multidirectional 

box jump (on 

and off)  

(MDBJ) 

Zig-zag cone 

hop for height 

stick landing 

(45°CHSL) 

Stage  7 
80 cm  

(DJ 80) 

30 cm depth 

jump onto 15 

cm platform  

(DJP) 

30 cm depth 

hops  

for height 

(DH) 

30 cm 

multidirectional 

depth jump 

 (DJMD) 

Multidirectional 

ladder hop 

(MDLH) 
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5.3.4 Data analysis 

All landing impacts were collected using a single 86.5 cm x 56.5 cm Advanced 

Medical Technologies Inc. (AMTI) OR6 series force plate (AMTI Inc., Watertown, 

MA, USA), sampling at 1000 Hz installed in the floor. Force plate data were recorded 

using Vicon Nexus 2.5 software (Vicon, Oxford Metrics, Oxford, UK). The raw 

recorded data were exported at the end of each testing session and processed in a 

custom-written software program using MATLAB version R2017a (MathWorks, Inc., 

Natick, MA, USA). Vertical GRF was defined as the peak force magnitude of the 

passive impact load endured during the landing phase of each activity and RoL was 

defined as the force applied over the time from initial contact to the peak force 

magnitude of the passive impact peak during the landing phase. All GRFs were 

normalised to bodyweight (BW), and the average peak landing vGRFs (BW) and RoL 

(BW.s
-1

) were calculated for each exercise from three successful trials. Impact exercises 

were then stratified into their respective training stages as per the OPTIMA-Ex trial 

protocol (Table 7). The osteogenic index of a single session from each training stage 

was calculated using the method described by Turner and Robling (OI [one 

session] = peak ground reaction force (BW)*ln[number of loading cycles+1]) [66]. 

5.3.5 Statistical analyses 

Descriptive statistics (mean ± SD) were computed for peak impact phase 

vGRF/BW and RoL. Shapiro-Wilks tests were used to determine normality of data. For 

whole group analyses one-way repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) and 

Friedman’s test was performed for each impact exercise type and training stage. 

Between-group differences on the basis of exercise expertise were also examined with 

one-way repeated measures ANOVA and Kruskal-Wallis tests for normally and non-
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normally distributed data respectively. Subsequently, each impact loading exercise was 

analysed separately in their respective domains of drop jump, unidirectional (bilateral 

and unilateral) and multidirectional (bilateral and unilateral) for both vGRF and RoL. 

Significant main effects were further analysed with Bonferroni-adjusted pairwise 

comparisons for normally distributed data, however, for non-normally distributed data 

Dunn’s test was employed. Statistical significance was assumed at p < 0.05 with partial 

eta squared representing effect size, along with observed power for normally distributed 

data, while Chi-square results are presented for non-normally distributed data. All 

analyses were performed using SPSS v.22 (IBM Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Sample size 

was based on previous reports of vGRF data for drop jump landings. Using a two-tailed 

test with 80% power and α = 0.05, a total of 10 participants were required to detect 

differences 0.47 ± 0.22 BW between jump levels (DJ 20 cm and DJ40 cm [288]), while 

5 participants were required in each group to detect differences of 13.29 ± 6.28 N/kg 

between trained and untrained participants (DJ 60 cm [289]). 

5.4 Results 

Age and height were similar between groups, however, women in the untrained 

group were heavier (p = 0.002) and thus had a greater BMI (p = 0.007). Despite the 

between-group differences, both groups were within the normal healthy BMI range 

[290]. 

For the whole group, vGRF results were normally distributed, however, RoL 

results were not. For vGRF, differences were observed for vGRF across training stages 

(p < 0.001; effect size = 0.682; power = 1.000) and for OI (p < 0.001; effect size = 

0.677; power = 1.000) (Table 8). Similarly, differences were observed for RoL across 

training stages (χ
2
(6) = 52.33, p < 0.001). Follow up pairwise comparisons indicated
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that differences occurred between many training stages of the OPTIMA-Ex trial for 

vGRF/BW (p = 0.001 – 0.028) and RoL (p = 0.001 – 0.049). In most cases each stage 

vGRF/BW and RoL were significantly greater than preceding ones (Figure 12A and 

Figure 12B). Furthermore, vGRF (p =0.001 – 0.007) (Figure 12C) and RoL (p = 0.001 

– 0.002) (Figure 12D) were greater in trained than untrained at every training stage.

Table 8: Osteogenic Index (OI) for a single session in each training stage (means ± SD) 

* p < 0.05 indicates difference to previous training stage

ǂ p < 0.05 indicates between-group differences for trained and untrained participants

Training Stage 
Osteogenic Index (per session) 

Untrained (n = 10) Trained (n = 5) Total (n = 15) 

Stage 1 19.58 ± 2.50 28.55 ± 4.41ǂ 22.56 ± 5.36 

Stage 2 23.43 ± 3.25 31.13 ± 5.98ǂ 26.00 ± 5.58* 

Stage 3 23.04 ± 4.98 29.69 ± 6.93ǂ 25.26 ± 6.34 

Stage 4 26.94 ± 5.19 35.96 ± 3.22ǂ 29.95 ± 6.29* 

Stage 5 26.39 ± 4.86 32.33 ± 5.15ǂ 28.37 ± 5.58 

Stage 6 29.39 ± 6.54 39.01 ± 4.77ǂ 32.60 ± 7.48* 

Stage 7 27.38 ± 6.03 35.24 ± 4.98ǂ 30.0 ± 6.72* 
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Figure 12: Average (± SD) vertical ground reaction force (vGRF) and rate of loading (RoL) for the landing phase of impact activities at each 

training stage with reference to the high-intensity loading threshold (dotted line) (n = 15) 

A) Whole group vGRF; B) Whole group RoL; C) Between group differences vGRF *p < 0.01; D) Between group differences RoL *p < 0.02 
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Each impact loading exercise when separated into their respective exercise 

domains were analysed for both magnitude and rate as well as examined for between-

group differences (Table 9 and Table 10). Differences were observed for vGRF 

measures of drop jump landings (p = 0.001; effect size = 0.894; power = 1.000), 

unidirectional bilateral impacts (p = 0.001; effect size = 0.952; power = 1.000) and 

unilateral impacts (p = 0.008; effect size = 0.804; power = 0.927), multidirectional 

unilateral impacts (p = 0.001; effect size = 0.914; power = 1.000), but not bilateral 

impacts (p = 0.139, effect size = 0.594; power = 0.479). Furthermore, differences were 

observed for RoL for unidirectional bilateral (χ
2
(6) 48.286, p <0.001) and unilateral

(χ
2
(6) 47.786, p <0.001), multidirectional bilateral (χ

2
(6) 37.600, p <0.001) and 

unilateral (χ
2
(6) 51.22, p <0.001), and drop jump loadings (χ

2
(6) 25.362, p <0.001).
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Table 9: Vertical ground reaction force (vGRF) expressed as bodyweights (BW) for the 

landing phase of each impact exercise (means ± SD) 

Impact Exercise 
Group 

Untrained (n = 10) Trained (n = 5) Total (n = 15) 

Drop Bilateral    

DJ15 4.80 ± 0.91 7.10 ± 2.19* 5.57  ± 1.78 

DJ30 6.55 ± 1.91 7.97 ± 1.89 7.02 ± 1.96 

DJ40 7.02 ± 1.56 8.94 ± 1.62* 7.67 ± 1.79 

DJ50 7.62 ± 1.67 9.09 ± 1.39 8.11 ± 1.70 

DJ60 8.32 ± 1.46 9.63 ± 1.44 8.75 ± 1.53 

DJ80 8.98 ± 0.96 10.47 ± 0.76* 9.48 ± 1.14 

Unidirectional Bilateral    

SJ 5.40 ± 1.83 7.72 ± 0.94* 6.18 ± 1.91 

BJ 6.32 ± 2.08 7.23 ± 1.63 6.62 ± 1.93 

HJ 5.08 ± 0.91 7.37 ± 3.07* 5.85 ± 2.11 

HJSL 7.55 ± 1.68 9.80 ± 1.87* 8.31 ± 2.00 

DJSL 5.78 ± 1.87 7.13 ± 1.76 6.23 ± 1.89 

DJH 6.59 ± 1.55 9.13 ± 1.53* 7.45 ± 1.94 

DJP 5.35 ± 2.18 7.94 ± 1.99* 6.22 ± 2.41 

Unidirectional Unilateral    

Bound 3.74 ± 0.64 3.78 ± 0.75 3.72 ± 0.62 

Hop 4.47 ± 0.96 5.77 ± 0.80* 4.91 ± 1.08 

BM 4.06 ± 1.07 4.84 ± 0.511 4.32 ± 0.97 

BH 3.79 ± 1.48 6.26 ± 2.02* 4.61 ± 2.00 

HH 4.67 ± 1.54 6.33 ± 1.24 5.23 ± 1.62 

HHSL 2.59 ± 1.87 7.73 ± 1.26* 6.30 ± 1.94 

DH 4.82 ± 1.60 7.03 ± 0.92* 5.55 ± 1.74 

Multidirectional Bilateral    

LCJ 3.77 ± 0.51 7.44 ± 1.30* 4.99 ± 1.96 

LBJ 4.99 ± 0.64 7.16 ± 1.96* 5.71 ± 1.57 

LHJ 4.65 ± 1.01 6.41 ± 1.51* 5.24 ± 1.43 

45° CJ 4.85 ± 0.92 7.31 ± 1.33* 5.67 ± 1.43 

LBBJ 4.89 ± 0.85 6.31 ± 1.25* 5.37 ± 1.18 

MDBJ 4.87 ± 1.71 8.18 ± 1.31* 5.98 ± 2.23 

DJMD 5.36 ± 1.68 6.37 ± 2.48 5.70 ± 1.95 

Multidirectional Unilateral    

LSkJ 2.63 ± 0.45 3.38 ±0.56* 2.88 ± 0.60 

LCH 3.55 ± 0.43 4.94 ±0.97* 4.02 ± 0.92 

LBSh 3.66 ± 0.97 3.99 ±1.04 3.77 ± 0.96 

LLH 4.48 ± 1.03 4.92 ±0.94 4.62 ± 0.99 

45° CH 4.27 ± 0.80 4.81 ±0.91 4.45 ± 0.85 

45° CHSL 5.34 ± 1.57 6.14 ±1.70 5.61 ± 1.60 

MDLH 4.11 ± 1.47 4.98 ±1.41 4.40 ± 1.47 

* p < 0.05 indicates between-group differences for trained and untrained participants 
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Abbreviations: DJ 15 = drop jump off 15 cm box; DJ 30 = drop jump off 30 cm box; DJ 

40 = drop jump off 40 cm box; DJ 50 = drop jump off 50 cm box; DJ 60 = drop jump 

off 60 cm box; DJ 80 drop jump off 80 cm box; SJ = squat jump; BJ = broad jump; HJ 

= hurdle jump (consecutive); HJSL = hurdle jump stick landings; DJSL = depth jump 

from 30 cm box into broad jump; DJH = depth jump for height off 30 cm box; DJP = 

depth jump off 30 cm box onto 15 cm platform; Bound = bounding; Hop = hop for 

distance; BM = box march on 30 cm box; BH = box hop onto 15 cm box; HH = hurdle 

hop (consecutive); HHSL = hurdle hop sticking the landing; DH = depth hop for 

height; LCJ = lateral cone jump; LBJ = lateral box jump on 15 cm box; LHJ = lateral 

hurdle jump (consecutive), 45° CJ = zig-zag cone jump; LBBJ = lateral box broad 

jump; MDBJ = multidirectional box jump on and off 15 cm box; DJMD = depth jump of 

30 cm into lateral jump; LSkJ = lateral ski-jump; LCH = lateral cone hop; LBSh = 

lateral box shuffle; LLH = lateral ladder hop (consecutive); 45° CH = zig-zag cone hop 

for distance (consecutive); 45°CHSL = zig-zag cone hop for height stick landing; 

MDLH = multidirectional ladder hop  
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Table 10: Rate of loading (RoL) displayed as bodyweight per second (BW.s
-1

) for the 

landing phase of each impact exercise (means ± SD) 

Impact Exercise 
Group 

Untrained (n = 10) Trained (n = 5) Total (n = 15) 

Drop Bilateral    

DJ15 131.73 ± 162.86 287.61 ± 236.5* 183.69 ± 197.02 

DJ30 228.74 ± 284.32 228.71 ± 122.31 228.73 ± 237.15 

DJ40 265.41 ± 299.79 232.47 ± 94.67 254.43 ± 246.16 

DJ50 266.99 ± 278.97 234.82 ± 76.76 256.26 ± 227.95 

DJ60 316.26 ± 303.47 284.28 ± 78.10 305.60 ± 247.37 

DJ80 253.39 ± 94.58 324.7 3± 42.13 277.17 ± 86.42 

Unidirectional Bilateral    

SJ 94.29 ± 52.70 302.0 ± 164.21* 163.55 ± 140.60 

BJ 582.52 ± 464.73 798.64 ± 486.17 654.56 ± 466.36 

HJ 125.78 ± 79.27 417.59 ± 385.46 223.05 ± 258.39 

HJSL 268.37 ± 163.05 943.48 ± 623.17* 493.41 ± 486.37 

DJSL 587.26 ± 433.17 547.33 ± 325.33 573.95 ± 388.90 

DJH 208.50 ± 174.92 722.87 ± 462.76* 379.96 ± 379.28 

DJP 391.12 ± 307.38 989.06 ± 1006.63 589.44 ± 659.19 

Unidirectional Unilateral    

Bound 379.35 ± 226.37 416.87 ± 180.98 391.87 ± 206.48 

Hop 402.52 ± 238.34 572.16 ± 337.00 459.07 ± 275.35 

BM 71.84 ± 34.28 164.15 ± 82.49 102.61 ± 68.76 

BH 391.82 ± 413.74 865.39 ± 771.39 549.68 ± 577.46 

HH 106.82 ± 66.60 432.76 ± 347.80* 215.47 ± 250.41 

HHSL 186.43 ± 147.39 689.62 ± 415.43* 354.16 ± 351.51 

DH 98.97 ± 70.56 481.67 ± 281.16* 226.53 ± 246.29 

Multidirectional Bilateral    

LCJ 53.35 ± 12.70 410.57 ± 301.94* 172.42 ± 237.77 

LBJ 79.05 ± 25.39 198.59 ± 126.21* 118.89 ± 91.48 

LHJ 75.06 ± 29.03 176.25 ± 109.71* 108.79 ± 80.12 

45° CJ 270.38 ± 173.70 538.97 ± 188.92* 359.92 ± 216.27 

LBBJ 105.46 ± 64.04 378.53 ± 246.37* 196.48 ± 194.25 

MDBJ 66.32 ± 37.61 238.71 ± 158.97* 123.79 ± 123.31 

DJMD 175.61 ± 222.77 459.55 ± 311.93 270.26 ± 280.89 

Multidirectional Unilateral    

LSkJ 31.63 ± 11.38 176.81 ± 195.61* 80.02 ± 126.62 

LCH 55.25 ± 13.76 413.18 ± 581.98* 174.56 ± 356.92 

LBSh 62.53 ± 33.30 183.11 ± 167.53 102.72 ± 110.42 

LLH 145.77 ± 139.30 308.88 ± 300.19* 200.14 ± 211.08 

45° CH 302.90 ± 189.95 558.49 ± 414.48 388.10 ± 296.36 

45° CHSL 421.66 ± 366.91 808.39 ± 697.76* 550.57 ± 511.14 

MDLH 117.23 ± 116.69 403.98 ± 416.97* 212.81 ± 279.29 

* p < 0.05 indicates between-group differences for trained and untrained participants 
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Abbreviations: DJ 15 = drop jump off 15 cm box; DJ 30 = drop jump off 30 cm box; DJ 

40 = drop jump off 40 cm box; DJ 50 = drop jump off 50 cm box; DJ 60 = drop jump 

off 60 cm box; DJ 80 drop jump off 80 cm box; SJ = squat jump; BJ = broad jump; HJ 

= hurdle jump (consecutive); HJSL = hurdle jump stick landings; DJSL = depth jump 

from 30 cm box into broad jump; DJH = depth jump for height off 30 cm box; DJP = 

depth jump off 30 cm box onto 15 cm platform; Bound = bounding; Hop = hop for 

distance; BM = box march on 30 cm box; BH = box hop onto 15 cm box; HH = hurdle 

hop (consecutive); HHSL = hurdle hop sticking the landing; DH = depth hop for 

height; LCJ = lateral cone jump; LBJ = lateral box jump on 15 cm box; LHJ = lateral 

hurdle jump (consecutive), 45° CJ = zig-zag cone jump; LBBJ = lateral box broad 

jump; MDBJ = multidirectional box jump on and off 15 cm box; DJMD = depth jump of 

30 cm into lateral jump; LSkJ = lateral ski-jump; LCH = lateral cone hop; LBSh = 

lateral box shuffle; LLH = lateral ladder hop (consecutive); 45° CH = zig-zag cone hop 

for distance (consecutive); 45°CHSL = zig-zag cone hop for height stick landing; 

MDLH = multidirectional ladder hop  
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5.5 Discussion  

The aim of the current work was to quantify the landing impact intensities for 

exercises used in the OPTIMA-Ex trial and to examine load progression across 

incremental training stages. Additionally, we sought to determine if training influenced 

the mechanical loads experienced. Overall, vGRF was greater than 4 times BW for all 7 

training stages; ranging from 4.70 to 6.79 times BW and increasing over time, 

suggesting that the impact intervention arm of the OPTIMA-Ex trial is both high-

intensity and progressive in nature. The largest vGRFs were recorded for drop jump 

landings with magnitudes reaching 9.48 times BW for the 80 cm box height, while the 

fastest RoL was recorded for the broad jump landing at 654.56 BW per second. 

Furthermore, differences were observed between trained and untrained participants at 

each training stage for vGRF and RoL, with trained participants capable of producing 

larger and faster loads for all activities. 

Findings from animal research have established that the most osteogenic loads are 

those that induce high magnitude bone strains [95] at high loading rates [246, 247]. 

When designing a bone-targeted exercise program, not only does magnitude and rate 

need to be maximised, but so too does the novelty and progression of loading, as bone 

accommodates to customary mechanical stimuli [66]. Indeed, the recent position 

statement by Exercise and Sports Science Australia (ESSA) recommends progressively 

increasing impact activities that include jumps and/or hops and multidirectional weight-

bearing exercises for prevention and management of osteoporosis [105]. Our findings 

about the impact intervention of the OPTIMA-Ex trial support the fundamental 

principles and current recommendations for osteogenic exercise prescription.  

Landing from a drop jump has been well-characterised from a mechanical loading 

perspective. Somewhat intuitively, most reports have demonstrated an increase in peak 
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GRF with increasing drop height [288, 291-293]. Similarly, our findings demonstrate 

that vGRF increases with drop height, although, we observed much higher magnitudes 

than those previously reported [288, 294, 295]. For instance, previous reports showed 

magnitudes of 3.3 – 5.4 BW for drop landings from heights of 30 – 90 cm [295]. 

However, this difference in magnitude may be due to current study instructions to land 

in a comfortable, but ‘stiff legged’ position emphasising a heel impact where feasible. 

From an osteogenic exercise prescription perspective, progressive height drop jump 

landings appear to impart the highest magnitude of load and offer a convenient method 

of load intensity adjustment as the intervention progresses. Naturally, discomfort and 

the risk of injury will ultimately limit the loading potential from this strategy. 

Effective osteogenic loading is not only dependent on the magnitude of load, but 

also the rate at which the load is applied [66]. Previous research in healthy, young adults 

aged 18-30 has demonstrated that walking (1.2 BW) produces loading rates of 8.4 

BW.s
-1

, running (2.6 BW) produces a rate of 46.9 BW.s
-1

, whilst a foot stomp (4.6 BW) 

loads at a rate of 473.6 BW.s
-1 

[193]. The highest rate in the present study was recorded 

for broad jump landings (6.62 BW) at 654.56 BW.s
-1

, whilst the lowest loading rate was 

recorded for lateral ski jump landings (2.88 BW) at 80.02 BW.s
-1

. In fact, our RoL 

results for lateral ski-jump landings mirror that of previously reported single leg side 

step landings (2.9 BW) producing 117.4 BW.s
-1

 [193]. For our highest magnitude 

activity of 80 cm drop jump (9.48 BW) a rate of 277.17 BW.s
-1

 was observed. As 

landings that produce the highest magnitudes do not necessarily elicit the highest 

loading rate, both factors need to be taken into consideration when designing an 

osteogenic exercise program.  

We observed greater peak landing impacts for the trained group compared to the 

untrained group at every training stage of the OPTIMA-Ex protocol. Competitive 
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gymnasts produce 33% higher peak magnitudes at a 60 cm drop height and 34% higher 

peak magnitudes at a 90 cm drop height than recreational athletes [289]. The results of 

the OPTIMA-Ex trained group reflect those of gymnasts during drop jumps from 

different heights with reported ranges of 3.9 to 11.0 BW for drop heights ranging from 

32 to 128 cm [293]. These similarities in results may be a result of the impact trained 

group’s confidence and familiarisation to the instructed landings strategy. A study of 

male athletes landing from a drop height of 30.48 cm found that ‘stiff-legged’ landing 

on heels indeed produced significantly higher GRFs than either of the three other 

landing instructions (i.e. natural landing knees bent, natural landing stiff leg and 

forefoot landing stiff leg) [296]. Thus, the difference in the impact magnitudes observed 

between trained and untrained groups may reflect their ability to achieve the necessary 

‘stiff-legged’ landing.  

Although the primary aim of the current work was to quantify the landing impacts 

for exercises applied in the OPTIMA-Ex trial, perhaps the most novel aspect of our 

study was the extensive range of different impact exercises examined. Thirty-seven 

different exercises were examined for magnitude and rate of loading across three 

landing domains of drop jump landings, unidirectional and multidirectional impacts 

with sub divisions of bilateral and unilateral landings. Previous reports have typically 

quantified considerably fewer exercises (i.e. less than 10) [295, 297], or looked 

specifically at one training domain (i.e. drop jump landings) [289, 292, 293]. Thus, our 

work represents the most comprehensive characterisation of impact exercise load 

magnitudes and rates. Such a resource is valuable to clinicians and researchers 

developing bone-targeted exercise programs.  

Several limitations warrant acknowledgement. Firstly, we used vGRF as a 

surrogate estimate of skeletal load and therefore the actual stresses at the joint level as 
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well as micro-strain experienced at the bone tissue level can only be inferred. The direct 

measurement of strain from the skeleton during exercise is highly problematic, not only 

due to logistical challenges related to the invasive nature of the procedure, but due to 

the complexity of strain distribution on and within whole bones. As strong relationships 

between vGRF and a range of landing activities have previously been demonstrated 

[291, 293, 298], we believe that the measurement of vGRFs during exercise provide an 

acceptable index of musculoskeletal loading. Secondly, as only vertical GRFs were 

measured, our results do not account for loads experienced in other directions. We 

limited our investigation to vGRF only due to the typical landing nature and 

predominantly axial loads of exercises included in the OPTIMA-Ex impact program. 

Thirdly, although our overall sample appears ‘moderate’ in size and even ‘low’ for 

between-group comparisons, our study numbers were derived from previous reports 

[288, 289, 293, 295, 298, 299]. Post-hoc power analyses further support the number of 

participants examined. In the results a significant difference was observed in weight and 

BMI between trained and untrained participants, however, both groups were considered 

within the normal BMI range (18.5 – 24.9 kg.m
-2

) [290]. Furthermore, all landings were 

normalised to bodyweight in order to mitigate its influence on the results. Finally, only 

kinetic data was collected, and therefore we can only hypothesise the effect that varying 

movement patterns and landing strategies may have had on our results. 

In conclusion, our findings suggest that the impact intervention of the OPTIMA-

Ex trial can be considered a progressive and high-intensity impact loading exercise 

program. Furthermore, our work demonstrates that as exercise participants become 

more experienced and familiar with the performance of impact exercises, progressively 

increasing load magnitudes are feasible. Our findings provide a valuable reference for 

load magnitudes and rates for a wide variety of landing exercises to assist clinicians and 
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researchers in their efforts to design osteogenic exercise programs. 

 

5.6 Practical application 

This study verifies that the exercises applied in the OPTIMA-Ex impact program 

are progressive and high-intensity in nature. Our findings also demonstrate that trained 

participants impart much higher magnitude loads during impact loading exercise than 

those who are untrained in impact exercises; this difference between populations is an 

important consideration when devising an osteogenic exercise program. Moreover, 

these findings provide a valuable empirical reference data for magnitudes and rates of 

loading for a wide variety of impact exercises to facilitate evidence-based osteogenic 

exercise prescription. 
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5.8 Supplementary tables 

Table 11: OPTIMA-Ex trial impact training program prescription.  

 

Sessions were completed 2 times per week, with a minimum of 24 hours between 

sessions. Exercises were performed in a circuit (1 set of each exercise, repeated in the 

same order 3 times, in the order of the table from left to right). The program was 

designed to elicited 90 loading cycles per limb per session, for a combined total 120 

loading cycles (between unilateral and bilateral landings). Participants were allowed up 

to 5 minutes rest between each completed circuit and were instructed to land in a stiff-

legged fashion for all impacts.  

 

L = Left; R = Right; reps = repetitions 

Training 

Stage 

Unidirectional Multidirectional  Drop Jump 

Bilateral Unilateral Bilateral Unilateral Bilateral 

(3 x 5 

reps) 

L & R 

(3 x 5 

reps) 

(3 x 5 reps) 
L & R 

(3 x 5 reps) 
(3 x 10 reps) 

Stage 1 Squat jump  Bounding  
Lateral cone 

jump 
Lateral ski-jump 15 cm  

Stage 2 Broad jump  
Hop for 

distance  

Lateral box 

jump on 15 cm 

box 

Lateral cone 

hop  
15 cm  

Stage 3 
Hurdle jump 

consecutive 

30 cm box 

march 

alternate 

legs 

Lateral hurdle 

jump 

consecutive 

Lateral box 

shuffle on 15 

cm box 

30 cm  

Stage 4 
Hurdle jump  

stick 

landings 

15 cm box 

hop 

Zig-zag cone 

jumps  

Lateral ladder 

hop consecutive 
40 cm  

Stage 5 
30 cm depth 

jump into 

broad jump 

Hurdle hop 

consecutive 

Lateral box 

broad jump  

Zig-zag cone 

hop for distance 

consecutive 

50 cm  

Stage 6 
30 cm depth 

jump for 

height 

Hurdle hop  

stick 

landings  

15 cm 

multidirectional 

box jump (on 

and off)  

Zig-zag cone 

hop for height 

stick landing 

60 cm  

Stage 7 

30 cm depth 

jump onto 

15 cm 

platform  

30 cm depth 

hops  

for height 

30 cm 

multidirectional 

depth jump 

 

Multidirectional 

ladder hop 
80 cm  
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Table 12: Description of OPTIMA-Ex lower limb impact exercises 

Domain Exercise Description 

Drop Jump Landing   

         Bilateral Drop jump landing 

 

Stepping off a box at 15, 30, 40, 50, 60 or 80 cm, landing with both legs at the same time in a stiff 

legged but comfortable manner 

Unidirectional   

         Bilateral Squat jump Counter movement jump, initiating the movement with a squat, allowing arm swing, aiming for 

maximal height, sticking the landing then repeating  

 Broad jump Forward jump, initiating the movement with a squat, allowing arm swing, aiming for maximal length, 

sticking the landing then repeating 

 Hurdle jump 

(consecutive) 

Repeated sequence of sequential jumps over hurdles, with each subsequent jump initiated immediately 

upon landing  

 Hurdle jump  

(stick landings) 

Repeated jumps over a hurdle, sticking the landing between each jump, prior to commencing the next 

jump  

 Depth jump 

(Broad Jump) 

Stepping off a 30 cm box, landing with both legs at the same time followed immediately by a maximal 

broad jump for distance upon impact from the drop, sticking the landing.  

 Depth jump 

(for height) 

Stepping off a 30 cm box, landing with both legs at the same time, followed immediately by a maximal 

jump for height upon impact from the drop, sticking the landing. 

 Depth jump 

(onto platform) 

Stepping off a 30 cm box, landing with both legs at the same time, followed immediately by a maximal 

jump for height upon impact from the drop, landing on a 15 cm box. 

         Unilateral Bounding Leaping strides emphasising distance with alternating foot strikes. 

 Hop for distance Forward hop allowing arm swing, aiming for maximal length, sticking the landing then repeating 

 Box march One foot on a 30 cm box and one foot on the floor, pushing off the box for maximal height whilst 

switching feet in the air, landing simultaneously, then repeating.  

 Box hop Hopping onto a 15 cm platform, sticking landing on the top of the box. 

 Hurdle hop 

(consecutive) 

Repeated sequence of forward hops over hurdles, not stopping between each jump 

 Hurdle hop 

(stick landing) 

Repeated hops over a hurdle, sticking the landing between each jump, prior to commencing the next 

jump 

 Depth hop Stepping off a 30 cm box, landing on a single leg, followed immediately by a maximal hop for height 

upon impact from the drop, sticking the landing. 
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Multidirectional   

         Bilateral Lateral cone jump Repeated sequence of consecutive side to side jumping over a single cone 

 Lateral box jump  

(15 cm box) 

Sideways jumping on and off a 15 cm box, sticking landing on the ground then repeat back across to 

the other side. 

 Lateral hurdle jump 

(consecutive) 

Repeated sequence of sideways jumps over consecutive hurdles, without stopping between each jump 

 Zig-zag cone jumps Repeated jumping in a zig zag pattern (45 degrees), sticking landing between jumps. 

 Lateral box broad 

jump 

Sideways jump on and off a 15 cm box, landing with both legs at the same time followed immediately 

by a maximal sideways broad jump for distance upon impact, sticking the landing. 

 Multidirectional box 

jump (15 cm box) 

Standing on a 15 cm box, jumping forward off the box then jumping back on to the box, jumping off to 

the side of the box then back on, jumping off the back of the box and then back on. 

 Multidirectional 

depth jump (30 cm 

box) 

Stepping off a 30 cm box, landing with both legs at the same time followed immediately by a maximal 

sideways broad jump for distance upon impact, sticking the landing. 

         Unilateral Lateral ski-jump Repeated leaping side to side alternating leg landings over a cone 
 Lateral cone hop Repeated side to side hopping over a cone  
 Lateral box shuffle 

(15 cm box) 

One foot on a 15 cm box, one foot on the floor, shuffling side to side alternating the landing foot on the 

box.  
 Lateral ladder hop 

(consecutive) 

Repeated sequence of consecutive sideways hopping through agility ladder  

 Zig-zag cone hop  

(distance-

consecutive) 

Repeated bouncing hops in a zig zag pattern (45 degrees), aiming for maximal distance 

 Zig-zag cone hop 

(height - stick 

landing) 

Repeated hopping in a zig zag pattern (45 degrees), sticking landing between jumps 

 Multidirectional 

ladder hop 

Repeated sequence of hopping forward, out to the side, back in, then forward in an agility ladder  
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6.1 Abstract 

Purpose: The OPTIMA-Ex trial aimed to compare the efficacy of impact loading and 

resistance training to improve indices of bone strength in young adult women. 

Methods: Healthy but sedentary women aged 18-30 years with lower than average bone 

mass (T-score ≤ 0) were recruited and randomised to a 10-month, twice-weekly, either 

supervised high-intensity impact training (IT), high-intensity resistance training (RT) or 

unsupervised home-based low intensity exercise (active control) (CON). Testing 

included DXA- and pQCT-derived measures of bone mass and body composition and 

measures of physical performance. Results: A total of 51 women (age, 22.2 ± 3.6 years; 

height, 1.64 ± 0.62 m; weight, 58.1 ± 8.7 kg) were randomised (IT = 17, RT = 17, CON 

= 17), with 32 participants completing the trial (IT = 10, RT = 12, CON = 10). No 

between-group differences were observed for DXA-derived measures of aBMD, 

however, the effects of RT were superior to CON at the hip for cortical (2.50 ± 2.11% 

vs -8.15 ± 2.17%, p = 0.004) and total (3.02 ± 3.19% vs -8.98 ± 3.28%, p = 0.043) 

vBMD, while the IT group maintained cortical vBMD at the hip compared to CON 

(0.66 ± 2.08% versus -8.15 ± 2.17%, p = 0.018). For pQCT-derived radius cortical 

vBMD, RT (2.72 ± 0.59%) was superior to both IT (0.11 ± 0.58%, p = 0.008) and CON 

(-0.54 ± 0.61%, p = 0.002), while the RT group decreased tibial trabecular vBMD 

relative to IT (-1.37 ± 0.54% vs 1.21 ± 0.54%, p = 0.004) and CON (0.69 ± 0.56%, p = 

0.041). Compliance was similar between groups (IT = 61.4 ± 15.1%, RT = 66.4 ± 

11.2%, CON = 78.8 ± 24.1%; p = 0.085), and there were no serious adverse events. 

Conclusion: Results suggest that resistance training may provide a broader osteogenic 

loading stimulus than impact training for young adult women with lower than average 

bone mass, although findings are site-specific. Keywords: bone mass, boxing, impact 

exercise, jumping, resistance training, young women  
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6.2 Introduction 

Inadequate accumulation of bone prior to skeletal maturity is considered an 

important factor in the aetiology of osteoporosis [11]. Peak bone mass is achieved by 

the end of the third decade by the vast majority of individuals [24]. Bone mass plateaus 

for a time before declining with age, therefore the maximisation of bone mass prior to 

the age of thirty may be an important strategy to prevent skeletal fragility in old age. 

Epidemiological studies suggest that a 10% higher peak bone mass reduces the risk of 

fracture by 50% [4], highlighting the implications of maximising peak bone mass; 

young adulthood providing an important and final opportunity for its optimisation.  

The skeletal response to exercise is closely dependent on the nature of the 

mechanical load; high magnitude and/or rates of loading being the most osteogenic [95, 

98]. High-impact exercise (such as landing from a jump), and forceful muscle 

contraction (such as heavy resistance training) are physical activities that apply those 

mechanical load principles. The predominant source of the adaptive stimulus – muscle 

forces or gravity-derived impact loads – is a source of some debate [5]. The 

determination of the most osteogenic form of loading would facilitate optimal exercise 

prescription for bone health. In young adult and premenopausal women, both resistance-

style training [161, 171, 173, 174] and jump training [134, 143, 144] have produced 

positive effects on bone health. However, there are limited comparisons of the 

effectiveness of these specific exercise modalities on bone mass in young women. 

Furthermore, to our knowledge, a differentiation of the effects of such loading on both 

the upper and lower limbs has not been undertaken. 

The primary aim of the OPTIMA-Ex trial was to compare the efficacy of a 10-

month training intervention of these two osteogenic loading methods, predominantly 

high-impact loading versus predominantly high-intensity muscle loading, for improving 
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bone mineral density (BMD) in young women with lower than average bone mass. 

Secondary aims were to compare the effects of the two exercise modalities on body 

composition and physical performance. 

6.3 Methods 

6.3.1 Study design 

The OPTIMA-Ex trial was a three-arm, single-blinded, single centre randomised 

controlled exercise intervention trial. Eligible participants were randomised to 10-

month, twice-weekly; supervised high-intensity impact training (IT), supervised high-

intensity resistance training (RT), or a “sham active” control group (CON). Written 

informed consent was obtained from all participants. Participant flow is presented in 

(Figure 13). The OPTIMA-Ex trial was prospectively registered on the Australian and 

New Zealand Clinical Trials Registry (Trial number ACTRN12616001444471) and 

ethical approval was granted by the Griffith University Human Research Ethics 

Committee (GU Ref: 2015/775). A detailed protocol of the OPTIMA-Ex trial has been 

published elsewhere [287].  
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Figure 13: CONSORT diagram of participant flow.  

IT = impact training group; RT = resistance training group; CON = ‘sham active’ 

control group; ITT = intention to treat; PP = per protocol 
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6.3.2 Participants 

Sedentary, otherwise healthy, young adult women (18-30 years) with less than 

average bone mass (BMD T-score less than or equal to zero at the lumbar spine and hip) 

were recruited. Volunteers were excluded based upon the following criteria: 

musculoskeletal or medical conditions affecting the ability to participate in high-

intensity physical activity, medications (other than hormonal contraceptives) or medical 

conditions known to affect bone health, change of hormonal contraceptives in the past 

twelve months, cancer, uncontrolled cardiovascular disease, more than two X-rays in 

the past twelve months, or previous regular participation (more than once per week for 

one year or one full season in the past four years) in physical activity with the potential 

to influence bone, including resistance training, any fight sport or martial art, 

gymnastics, ballet, aerobics, cheerleading, volleyball, basketball, netball, Australian 

rules, rugby league/union, soccer, touch football, badminton, squash, or tennis. 

Participants were withdrawn from the trial if consent was withdrawn, a change 

in medication of relevance to bone (i.e. oral contraceptive pill) occurred, an injury or 

illness prevented further participation, advised to cease training by a medical 

professional (i.e. general practitioner) or exercise additional to an allocated trial activity 

was commenced during the trial.  

 

6.3.3 Exercise interventions 

6.3.3.1 High-intensity progressive impact training program 

Participants allocated to the impact training group attended twice-weekly, 40 - 

45 minute, instructor-led exercise sessions comprising progressive high-intensity impact 

exercises on non-sequential days. The program consisted of a one-month familiarisation 

period with lower load variants to ensure correct technique was achieved and safe 
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movement patterns were established for the upper and lower limb impact exercises. For 

the remainder of the trial, participants performed the fundamental upper limb (jab, cross 

and hook) boxing exercises in both orthodox and southpaw with the power and 

complexity of punch combinations increased every seven weeks. Additionally, the 

fundamental lower limb (jump, hop, drop jump) impact exercises were also 

progressively increased over the duration of the trial with increases every seven weeks. 

The complexity of jumps and hops was achieved with increases in hurdle height, 

changes in direction, and progressively increased drop jump heights from 15 cm – 80 

cm. Participants progressed from gloves to hand wraps only and from shod to barefoot 

after the familiarisation phase (week 4). The lower limb impact training program was 

quantified using vertical ground reaction force and loads were shown to be both high-

intensity (>4 x BW) and progressive in nature (data published elsewhere, [300]). Punch 

kinematics were measured at week 2, 4, 12, 24 and 36 using a GymAware device 

(Kinetic Performance, Canberra, Australia), utilising a previously validated method 

[301], to monitor and track the progression of upper limb training intensity. 

 

6.3.3.2 High-intensity progressive resistance training program 

Participants allocated to the resistance training group attended twice-weekly, 40 

- 45 minute, instructor-led exercise sessions comprising progressive high-intensity 

resistance training exercises on non-sequential days. The program consisted of a one-

month familiarisation utilising low-load exercise variants with a focus on controlled 

movement to ensure that participants could demonstrate safe lifting technique. From 

months 2-10, participants were able to perform the six fundamental compound exercises 

(deadlift, back squat, bench press, overhead press, bent over row and calf raise) using 

Olympic weights. The six exercises were performed throughout the duration of the 
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intervention period with a focus on progressively increasing weight to maintain a 

minimum of 85% 1 repetition maximum (RM) for 5 sets of 3-5 repetitions, with 1RM 

tested every 12 weeks. 

 

6.3.3.3 Home sham exercise control program 

Participants allocated to the control group were asked to exercise twice per week 

for approximately 30-45 minutes. The sessions consisted of shadow boxing and low 

load body weight exercises (abdominal crunches, bridges, side planks, front planks, as 

well as upper and lower limb stretches) in a low intensity circuit training format. The 

first month of the program served as familiarisation to ensure a safe transition to the 

exercises. After baseline testing, participants were instructed on how to perform the 

exercises, provided with a handout with photographs of all exercises, and access to the 

OPTIMA-Ex YouTube channel, which provided step by step instructions for each 

shadow boxing exercise progression so they could follow along at their own pace. A 

training diary was provided and weekly emails were sent to control participants to 

maintain regular contact, monitor progress, and reinforce training diary completion. 

 

6.3.4 Data Collection 

Participants attended testing at the Bone Densitometry Research Laboratory at 

Griffith University Gold Coast campus at baseline (T0) and 10 months (T10). Outcomes 

included anthropometrics, regional measures of bone, dietary calcium, physical activity, 

and functional performance. All measures were performed by a single unblinded 

investigator. 
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6.3.4.1 Anthropometrics  

Height (cm) and weight (kg) were determined using a wall-mounted stadiometer 

(Seca, Hamburg, Germany) and mechanical beam scale (Seca, Hamburg, Germany), 

respectively. Body mass index (BMI) was calculated per the accepted formula 

(BMI = weight/height
2
, kg/m

2
).  

 

6.3.4.2 Lifestyle characteristics  

Bone‐relevant lifetime (tBPAQ) and current (cBPAQ) physical activity 

participation scores were derived from the Bone‐specific Physical Activity 

Questionnaire (BPAQ) [259]. The questionnaire was scored using a custom-designed 

Microsoft Visual Basic executable program to generate a bone-specific score from 

algorithms that rank and weight activities based on rates and magnitudes of loading 

(http://www.fithdysign.com/BPAQ/). Daily calcium intake, including supplementation, 

was estimated with the AusCal questionnaire. The AusCal is a calcium-focused diet 

questionnaire specific to the Australian diet [261]. Questionnaires were scored using 

custom-written FoodWorks software (Version 7, Xyris Software, Brisbane, Australia) to 

estimate average daily calcium intake (mg/day). 

 

6.3.4.3 Body composition 

Whole body DXA (Medix DR, Medilink, Perols, France) was utilised to 

determine fat mass (g), lean mass (g) and body fat percentage (%). Upper and lower 

extremity pQCT scans (Stratec XCT 3000, Medizintechnick GmbH, Pforzheim, 

Germany) of the skeletally non-dominant limbs were used to examine muscle cross-
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sectional area (mm
2
) and muscle density (mg/cm

3
) of the forearm and leg at the 66% 

scan site. 

 

6.3.4.4 Bone strength indices 

DXA (Medix DR, Medilink, Perols, France) was used to determine areal bone 

mineral density (aBMD; g/cm
2
) of the lumbar spine (LS), skeletally non-dominant 

proximal femur (FN), and distal forearm (1/3 RAD). Volumetric bone mineral density 

(vBMD; g/cm
3
) of the FN was estimated using 3D hip analysis software (DMS Group, 

Mauguio, France) from standard 2D DXA scans, while vBMD (g/cm
3
) of the skeletally 

non-dominant radius and tibia was determined using peripheral Quantitative Computed 

Tomography (pQCT, XCT-3000, Stratec Medizintechnik GmbH, Pforzheim, Germany). 

The 4% (trabecular) and 66% (cortical) sites on the radius, and 4% (trabecular) and 38% 

(cortical) sites on the tibia were examined. Skeletal dominance was determined from 

functional dominance (i.e. the functionally dominant leg was deemed the skeletally non-

dominant side) [302].  

  

6.3.4.5 Physical performance 

Physical performance was determined from muscle strength, and neuromuscular 

performance measures. Lower extremity maximal isometric strength was assessed with 

a leg strength dynamometer (TTM Muscle Meter, Tokyo, Japan). Back extensor 

strength (BES) was measured using the Manual Muscle Testing System dynamometer 

(Lafayette Instrument Company, Lafayette, IN, USA) following a previously validated 

method [257]. Maximal grip strength was assessed using an isometric hand-held 

dynamometer (JAMAR Plus +, Patterson Medical, Sammons Preston, Bolingbrook, IL, 
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USA). Three trials were performed for all strength tests, and the highest force in kg 

across the three trials was used for analysis. 

A counter movement vertical jump test was used to examine lower extremity 

muscle power. Maximal vertical jumps were collected on a floor-mounted force plate 

(Advanced Mechanical Technology Inc., Watertown, MA, USA) and captured at 1000 

Hz using Vicon Nexus software version 1.8 (Vicon, Oxford Metrics, Oxford, UK). 

Using previously described methods [258], vertical ground reaction force from the point 

of stationary standing (pre-jump) to the point of take-off was used to calculate impulse. 

All impulse measures were normalised to body mass and expressed as relative impulse 

(N·s/kg). The trial with the greatest relative impulse was used for analysis. 

 

6.3.4.6 Safety and compliance 

Participant safety and compliance was tracked at training sessions and recorded 

in individual training diaries. Prior to each training session, participants were asked to 

record any injuries, changes to diet, health, physical activity or medications from the 

previous training session as well as rate their degree of muscle soreness (10‐point visual 

analogue scale). The same information was obtained from the control participants via 

weekly email contact to monitor progress. Overall compliance was determined from 

attendance logs where 100% compliance was defined as completion of 88 sessions over 

44 weeks or 10 calendar months. 

 

6.3.5 Statistical analysis 

Statistical analysis was undertaken using SPSS statistical software (Version 

24.0; IBM Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Descriptive statistics were generated for participant 
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characteristics, biometrics, and all dependent variables. Both per protocol (PP) and 

intention‐to‐treat (ITT) analyses were conducted. PP results are displayed in tables and 

presented as unadjusted means ± SD with adjusted PP results indicated. Results of the 

ITT analyses are presented in text as adjusted mean difference ± SE for within-group 

changes, and between-group differences are presented in text and figures as adjusted 

values ± SE. Missing data were handled with maximum likelihood (ML) estimation by 

performing expectation maximisation (EM) in SPSS. EM estimates and imputes missing 

data [303], allowing further analysis, such as ITT, to be performed. The SPSS file was 

split by randomisation prior to running the EM analysis so that only results from the 

group in question could influence the EM-algorithm to improve the quality of the 

imputations. EM was chosen over other ML strategies such as full information 

maximum likelihood (FIML) for its ability to impute data so that both PP and ITT 

analyses could be conducted using the same method and statistical package.  

One‐way ANOVA was used to examine differences between IT, RT and CON at 

baseline. Repeated measures ANCOVA was used to determine main effects for 

dependent variables and univariate ANCOVA was conducted to analyse between-group 

differences in percent change. Originally age, height, weight, baseline values, calcium 

intake and compliance were expected to serve as covariates in the analyses [287], 

however, no differences were observed between groups at baseline for any of those 

covariates, with the exception of baseline values for a small selection of outcome 

variables. On the contrary, physical activity outside of the intervention (change in 

current BPAQ score) did differ between groups, therefore we instead elected to adjust 

for change in cBPAQ in both PP and ITT analyses. Baseline values were adjusted for if 

between-group differences were present at baseline. Bonferroni-adjusted pairwise 

comparisons were applied to the repeated measures ANCOVA results and Little’s test 
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was conducted for all EM missing data analyses to ensure all data was missing 

completely at random (MCAR). Statistical significance is indicated by p ≤ 0.05 with 

95% confidence intervals (CI) displayed in text. 

An a priori sample size calculation was conducted based on the least significant 

change (LSC) from our device (Medix DR, Medilink, Perols, France) of 2.94% for the 

primary outcome measure of lumbar spine aBMD. Applying the LSC to pilot baseline 

lumbar spine aBMD data for those that met inclusion for the trial (mean of 1.021 g/cm
2

and standard deviation of 0.052 g/cm
2
) we determine from a two-tailed test with power

of 80 % and α = 0.05 that a sample size of 48 was required for a minimal detectable 

change of 0.030 g/cm
2
. Therefore, we originally aimed to recruit 58 participants into

each group to allow for a potential participant drop-out rate of up to 20% [287].  

6.4 Results 

6.4.1 Participant characteristics at baseline 

A total of 340 young adult women expressed interest in the trial, of whom 51 

(age = 22.2 ± 3.6 years; height = 1.64 ± 0.62 m; weight = 58.1 ± 8.7 kg) met the 

inclusion criteria, completed initial testing, and were randomly allocated to either 

impact training (IT, n = 17), resistance training (RT, n = 17) or control (CON, n = 17). 

Reasons for ineligibility included inability to commit to the intervention or training 

times (72), current or past medical history (35), current or past level of physical activity 

(65), recent change in hormone contraceptive (HC) use (10), baseline bone mass too 

high (> 0 T-score and more than one site) (23), with the remaining 84 unable to be 

followed up due to a lack of response to initial contact with the investigators (Figure 

13). Overall, contraception use was similar across IT (Non HC = 8, HC = 9), RT (Non 
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HC = 8, HC = 9) and CON groups (Non HC = 11, HC = 6) with a total of 27 not on HC 

and 24 on HC (OC = 15, Depo-Provera = 2, Implanon = 4, Mirena = 3). No differences 

were seen between Non HC and HC users for bone measures at baseline, except for 

skeletally ND tibial trabecular density (Non HC = 248.44 ± 32.96 mg/cm
3
 vs. HC = 

230.19 ± 27.73 mg/cm
3
; p = 0.039). Furthermore, the only significant between-group 

difference observed at baseline was for muscle density of the skeletally non-dominant 

radius (Table 13).  
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Table 13: OPTIMA-Ex trial baseline participant characteristics (n = 51) 

Parameter IT (n = 17) RT (n = 17) CON (n = 17) p 

Age (years) 22.1 ± 3.6 21.4 ± 2.9 23.1 ± 4.3 0.398 

Height (cm) 165.7 ± 5.3 162.6 ± 7.4 163.3 ± 5.8 0.339 

Weight (kg) 58.1 ± 9.1 56.2 ± 5.6 60.2 ± 10.7 0.420 

BMI (kg/m
2
) 21.1 ± 2.9 21.25 ± 1.8 22.5 ± 4.1 0.323 

Age of menarche 13.5 ± 1.8 13.1 ± 1.5 12.7 ± 0.8 0.377 

Hormonal contraception     

     None 8 8 11 - 

     OC 8 5 2 - 

     Implanon 1 1 2 - 

     Merina 0 3 0 - 

     Depo-Provera 0 0 2 - 

LS aBMD (g/cm
2
) 0.97 ± 0.08 0.98 ± 0.06 0.98 ± 0.10 0.962 

LS Z score -0.78 ± 0.60 -0.72 ± 0.50 -0.79 ± 0.67 0.918 

ND FN aBMD (g/cm
2
)  0.90 ± 0.08 0.87 ± 0.07 0.86 ± 0.09 0.365 

ND FN Z score -0.26 ± 0.63 -0.52 ± 0.56 -0.53 ± 0.78 0.407 

ND 1/3 RAD aBMD (g/cm
2
)  0.74 ± 0.10 0.74 ± 0.05 0.69 ± 0.19 0.511 

ND FN Trabecular vBMD (g/cm
3
) 0.26 ± 0.04 0.24 ± 0.04 0.27 ± 0.05 0.141 

ND FN Cortical vBMD  (g/cm
3
) 0.62 ± 0.07 0.63 ± 0.06 0.64 ± 0.08 0.702 

ND FN Total vBMD (g/cm
3
) 0.32 ± 0.04 0.30 ± 0.05 0.33 ± 0.06 0.277 

ND TIB Trabecular vBMD (mg/cm
3
) 232.21 ± 29.08 241.05 ± 28.77 246.28 ± 36.80 0.433 

ND TIB Cortical vBMD (mg/cm
3
) 1162.10 ± 16.60 1166.14 ± 19.64 1161.14 ± 13.61 0.657 

ND RAD Trabecular vBMD (mg/cm
3
) 188.11 ± 22.65 197.44 ± 24.05 203.36 ± 29.97 0.230 

ND RAD Cortical vBMD (mg/cm
3
) 1127.26 ± 36.54 1112.02 ± 52.90 1116.17 ± 39.36 0.576 

WB Fat mass (g) 14578.81 ± 445.77 14406.32 ± 2793.18 15240.48 ± 5486.05 0.843 

WB Lean mass (g) 38673.60 ± 5730.42 36701.42 ± 3447.03 40119.47 ± 6071.75  0.170 

WB Fat percentage (%) 26.01 ± 4.29 26.84 ± 3.22  25.97 ± 4.97 0.797 

ND TIB Muscle CSA (mm
2
) 4726.57 ± 741.57 4466.82 ± 602.17 4971.21 ± 653.13 0.099 

ND TIB Muscle density (mg/cm
3
) 81.51 ± 1.23 81.40 ± 0.77 81.76 ± 1.67 0.680 

ND RAD Muscle CSA (mm
2
) 2149.41 ± 331.95 2180.19 ± 322.79 2277.33 ± 295.85 0.479 

ND RAD Muscle density (mg/cm
3
) 79.16 ± 1.07 79.91 ± 1.19* 78.93 ± 0.83* 0.024 

LES (kg) 65.2 ± 13.8 54.8±21.9 66.0±16.1 0.380 

BES (kg) 31.8 ± 10.3 29.4±14.1 35.6±11.9 0.524 

Left grip strength (kg) 26.4 ± 5.0 22.6±7.8 25.6±3.9 0.305 

Right grip strength (kg) 29.0 ± 5.6 25.2±9.1 27.9±5.2 0.551 

VJ (N.s/kg) 2.01 ± 0.29 1.86 ± 0.45 1.97 ± 0.25 0.444 

tBPAQ 15.9 ± 15.2 22.5 ± 27.7 18.7 ± 13.5 0.628 

Dietary calcium (mg/day) 367 ± 201 401 ± 133 490 ± 381 0.444 
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BMI = body mass index; OC = oral contraceptive; LS = lumbar spine; aBMD = areal 

bone mineral density; ND = skeletally non-dominant; FN = femoral neck; RAD = 

radius; vBMD = volumetric bone mineral density; TIB = tibia; CSA = cross sectional 

area; LES = leg extensor strength; BES = back extensor strength; VJ = vertical jump; 

tBPAQ = total bone‐specific physical activity questionnaire score. 

 

* Between‐group difference (p < 0.05) 
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6.4.2 Ten-month change in anthropometrics and lifestyle characteristics 

Anthropometric and lifestyle characteristics are displayed in Table 14 (per 

protocol). Overall, there were no significant between- or within-group differences in 

change in any anthropometric measures (ITT). Conversely, for changes in lifestyle 

characteristics the CON group increased their cBPAQ score (ITT = 2.2 ± 0.7, p = 0.005) 

representing an increase in physical activity outside of the program over the duration of 

the intervention. Furthermore, although no within-group increase or between-group 

differences in percent change were evident for calcium intake, follow up measures 

differed between CON and IT (175 ± 85 mg, p = 0.045) as well as between CON and 

RT (199 ± 85 mg, p = 0.024). Only one participant (CON) had consumed >1000 mg 

calcium at both baseline and follow-up time points. 
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Table 14: Baseline and follow-up measures and mean percent change (± SD) in 

anthropometrics and lifestyle characteristics after a 10‐month exercise intervention in 

healthy young adult women with lower than average bone mass (per protocol data, 

n = 32) p = time effect from repeated measures ANOVA 

Parameter Group Baseline Follow‐up % Change p 

Weight (kg) 

IT 55.62 ± 9.00 57.08 ± 10.41 2.47 ± 4.69 

0.059 RT 56.13 ± 5.59   56.83 ± 5.16 1.40 ± 3.84 

CON 60.72 ± 9.22 61.20 ± 8.47 1.11 ± 4.57 
      

Height (cm) 

IT 165.73 ± 6.56  165.91 ± 6.69 0.10 ± 0.19 
0.002 RT 163.48 ± 6.45 163.77 ± 6.42

a
 0.18 ± 0.27 

CON 163.66 ± 4.89 163.85 ± 4.93 0.11 ± 0.16 
      

BMI (kg/m
2
) 

IT 20.17 ± 2.37 20.66 ± 2.90
b
 2.25 ± 4.72 

0.126 RT 21.01 ± 1.88 21.20 ± 1.75 1.05 ± 4.21 

CON 22.58 ± 2.74 22.72 ± 1.75
 b
 0.87 ± 4.53 

      

cBPAQ  

IT 0.6 ± 0.3
b
 0.7 ± 0.3

b
 7.12 ± 21.99 

0.438 RT 2.2 ± 1.9
b
 1.7 ± 1.8

 b
 -12.09 ± 30.12 

CON 0.6 ± 0.3
b
 1.8 ± 2.7

a
 168.06 ± 372.53 

      

Daily calcium intake 

(mg) 

IT 382 ± 236 374 ± 176 18.46 ± 59.98 

0.272 RT 390 ± 133 348 ± 176 -11.87 ± 24.75 

CON 553 ± 362 487 ± 287 -0.94 ± 27.49 

 

BMI = body mass index; cBPAQ = current bone‐specific physical activity questionnaire 

score. 

 
a 
Within‐group difference based on mean difference (p < 0.05) 

b 
Between‐group difference based on mean difference (p < 0.05) 
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6.4.3 Ten‐month change in body composition 

Body composition measures are displayed in Table 15 (per protocol). For DXA-

derived measures of body composition, only the RT group lost whole body fat mass 

(ITT: -1511 ± 365 g, p <0.001) over the 10-month intervention – a loss that was 

significantly greater than the IT group based on percent change (ITT: -9.44 ± 2.31% 

versus -0.77 ± 2.18 %, p = 0.024). All three groups reduced whole body fat percentage 

(ITT: IT = -1.41 ± 0.45 %, p = 0.003; RT = -2.83 ± 0.48 %, p < 0.001; CON = -0.99 ± 

0.49%, p = 0.049), with RT showing a greater reduction in fat percentage compared to 

CON (-10.15 ± 1.66 % versus -3.51 ± 1.72 %, p = 0.037). All three groups increased 

lean mass (ITT: IT = 2129 ± 288 g, p < 0.001; RT = 1947 ± 304 g, p <0.001; CON 

=1257 ± 315 g, p < 0.001), with no between-group differences. For pQCT-derived 

measures of body composition, the IT group increased lower limb muscle CSA (ITT: 

141.52 ± 38.07 mm
2
, p = 0.00), whereas the RT group showed improvements in upper 

limb muscle CSA (ITT: 103.17 ± 32.31 mm
2
, p = 0.003) and muscle density (ITT: 0.80 

± 0.34 mg/cm
3
, p = 0.022). 
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Table 15: Unadjusted baseline and follow-up measures and unadjusted percent change (± SD) in DXA- and pQCT-derived measures of body 

composition after a 10‐month exercise intervention in healthy young adult women with lower than average bone mass (per protocol data, n = 32) 

p = time effect from repeated measures ANCOVA 

Parameter Group Baseline Follow‐up % Change p 

WB Fat (g) 

IT 13333 ± 3462 13255 ± 4261 -0.90 ± 12.25

RT 14092 ± 2788 12719 ± 1954 
a
 -8.65 ± 10.01 0.024 

CON 16048 ± 4675 15327 ± 4155 -3.29 ± 9.19

WB Lean (g) 

IT 36932 ± 5765 38960 ± 5977 
a
 5.61 ± 3.65

RT 36697 ± 3609 38837 ± 3520 
a
 5.94 ± 3.13 <0.001 

CON 39362 ± 5231 40439 ± 4877 
a
 2.95 ± 3.52

WB Fat percentage (%) 

IT 25.18 ± 2.65 23.90 ± 3.04 -4.83 ± 9.02

RT 26.34 ±3.35 23.59 ± 2.32 
a
 -10.05 ± 6.18 0.000 

CON 27.11 ± 4.23 26.16 ± 4.09 -3.32 ± 5.71

UL ND 66% Muscle CSA (mm
2
) 

IT 2064.57 ± 248.80 2131.75 ± 305.86
 a
 3.04 ± 4.22

RT 2192.20 ± 340.57 2308.47 ± 327.46
 a
 5.49 ± 3.29 <0.001 

CON 2288.90 ± 287.37 2335.17 ± 282.01 2.13 ± 3.48

UL ND 66% Muscle density (mg/cm
3
) 

IT 79.26 ± 1.26 79.80 ± 1.70 0.30 ± 1.98

RT 79.78 ± 1.25 80.18 ± 1.03 0.77 ± 2.03 0.017 

CON 78.89 ± 0.88 79.67 ± 1.60 0.35 ± 2.30

LL ND 66% Muscle CSA (mm
2
) 

IT 4552.97 ± 838.15 4694.32 ± 791.00
 a
 3.48 ± 5.70

RT 4454.95 ± 629.82
b
 4498.83 ± 667.78

b
 0.95 ± 3.86 0.027 

CON 5089.82 ± 657.95
b
 5138.00 ± 636.57

b
 1.05 ± 2.29

LL ND 66% Muscle density (mg/cm
3
) 

IT 81.69 ± 1.16 81.93 ± 1.55 0.67 ± 1.45

RT 81.56 ± 0.65 82.18 ± 1.50 0.50 ± 1.30 0.113 

CON 82.22 ± 1.86 82.49 ± 1.81 0.99 ± 1.90

WB = whole body; UL, = upper limb; ND = skeletally non-dominant limb; CSA = cross sectional area; LL = lower limb 

a
 Within‐group difference based on adjusted mean difference (p < 0.05). 

b
 Between‐group difference based on adjusted values (p < 0.05). 
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6.4.4 Ten‐month change in indices of bone strength 

Ten‐month change in DXA aBMD outcomes are presented in Table 16 (per 

protocol) For the primary outcome measure of LS aBMD, unadjusted percent change 

ranged from 0.76 % to 12.33% in the IT, –0.30% to 10.86% for RT and -1.11% to 

6.07% in the CON group. No between-group differences were observed for adjusted 

percent change in LS aBMD (ITT: IT = 3.67 ± 0.93 %, RT = 3.67 ± 0.94 %, CON = 

2.87 ± 0.97 %; p = 0.813), however all three groups increased (ITT: IT = 0.036 ± 0.007 

g/cm
2
, p < 0.001; RT = 0.041 ± 0.007 g/cm

2
, p < 0.001; CON = 0.023 ± 0.007 g/cm

2
, p

= 0.004) based on within-group comparisons. For skeletally ND FN aBMD, no 

between-group differences were observed (ITT: IT = 0.76 ± 1.94 %, RT = 3.14 ± 1.97 

%, CON = 2.92 ± 2.03 %; p = 0.634), although a significant improvement was observed 

for the RT group (ITT = 0.030 ± 0.022 g/cm
2
, p = 0.022). Furthermore, no between-

group differences were observed for the skeletally ND RAD for adjusted percent change 

(ITT: IT = 3.07 ± 1.70 %, RT = 4.59 ± 1.73 %, CON = 3.90 ± 1.78 %; p = 0.818), 

however, within-group improvements were observed for both RT (ITT: 0.029 ± 0.012 

g/cm
2
, p = 0.016) and CON (ITT: 0.030 ± 0.012 g/cm

2
, p = 0.017).

Ten‐month change in vBMD outcomes are presented in Table 16 (per protocol). 

The CON group experienced a decrease in ND FN trabecular vBMD (ITT: -0.043 ± 

0.013 g/cm
3
, p = 0.002), cortical vBMD (ITT:  -0.061 ± 0.019 g/cm

3
, p = 0.003) and 

total vBMD (ITT: -0.044 ± 0.013 g/cm
3
, p = 0.002) from 3D analyses. The RT group 

improved ND FN cortical vBMD more than CON (ITT: 2.50 ± 2.11 % versus -8.15 ± 

2.17 %, p = 0.004), along with total vBMD (ITT: 3.02 ± 3.19 % versus -8.98 ± 3.28 %, 

p = 0.043), while IT maintained ND FN cortical vBMD compared to the loss seen for 

CON (ITT: 0.66 ± 2.08 % versus -8.15 ± 2.17 %, p = 0.018) (Figure 14A).  
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From pQCT-derived vBMD of the lower limb, the RT group decreased tibial 

trabecular vBMD (ITT: -2.93 ± 1.21 mg/cm
3
, p = 0.019) while the IT group improved 

(ITT: 2.55 ± 1.19 mg/cm
3
, p = 0.037). RT decreased in tibial trabecular vBMD (ITT: -

1.37 ± 0.54 %) compared to both IT (ITT: 1.21 ± 0.54 %, p = 0.004) and CON (ITT: 

0.69 ± 0.56 %, p = 0.041) (Figure 14B). There were no between-group differences in 

ND tibial cortical vBMD (ITT: IT = 0.39 ± 0.18 %; RT = 0.63 ± 0.19 %; CON = 0.28 ± 

0.19 %, p = 0.435), however, within-group increases in ND tibial cortical vBMD were 

seen for both the RT (ITT: 7.26 ± 2.16 mg/cm
3
, p = 0.002) and IT (ITT: 4.52 ± 2.12 

mg/cm
3
, p = 0.038) groups. For pQCT-derived vBMD of the upper limb, there were no 

differences for trabecular vBMD of the skeletally ND radius (ITT: IT = 0.98 ± 1.64 %, 

RT = 2.16 ± 1.66 %, CON = 0.15 ± 1.71 %; p = 0.712). Conversely, for cortical vBMD 

of the skeletally ND radius, superior improvements were observed for the RT group 

(ITT: 2.72 ± 0.59 %) compared to both IT (ITT: 0.11 ± 0.58 %, p = 0.008) and CON 

(ITT = -0.54 ± 0.61%, p = 0.002) (Figure 14C). 
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Table 16: Unadjusted baseline and follow-up measures and unadjusted percent change (± SD) 

in DXA-derived areal bone density and volumetric bone density of the skeletally non‐dominant 

femoral neck derived from DXA-derived 3D hip analysis, tibia and radius derived from pQCT 

after a 10‐month exercise intervention in healthy young adult women with lower than average 

bone mass (per protocol data, n = 32) p = time effect from repeated measures ANCOVA 

Parameter Group Baseline Follow‐up % Change p 

LS aBMD (g/cm
2
) 

IT 0.963 ± 0.093 1.002 ± 0.073 
a
 4.33 ± 4.05 

RT 0.995 ± 0.065 1.033 ± 0.070 
a
 3.89 ± 4.45 <0.001 

CON 0.999 ± 0.107 1.022 ± 0.116 2.26 ± 2.47 

ND FN aBMD (g/cm
2
) 

IT 0.881 ± 0.086 0.892 ± 0.050 1.64 ± 5.43 

RT 0.869 ± 0.068 0.888 ± 0.051 2.44  ± 5.40 0.144 

CON 0.857 ± 0.109 0.875 ± 0.076 2.70  ± 7.79 

ND 1/3 RAD aBMD (g/cm
2
) 

IT 0.739 ± 0.112 0.762 ± 0.100 3.60 ± 7.14 

RT 0.749 ± 0.037 0.776 ± 0.052 3.69 ± 7.43 0.013 

CON 0.733 ± 0.087 0.752 ± 0.114 2.15 ± 7.42 

ND FN trabecular vBMD 

(g/cm
3
) 

IT 0.26 ± 0.04 0.25 ± 0.02 -1.24 ± 15.31

RT 0.23 ± 0.03
b
 0.24 ± 0.03 5.05 ± 9.37 0.265 

CON 0.28 ± 0.07
b
 0.25 ± 0.04

a
 -5.58 ± 21.88

ND FN cortical vBMD 

(g/cm
3
) 

IT 0.62 ± 0.06 0.62 ± 0.03 0.28 ± 8.04

RT 0.60 ± 0.03 0.62 ± 0.04 2.90 ± 5.81
c

0.453 

CON 0.64 ± 0.09 0.59 ± 0.06
a
 -6.27 ± 12.08

c

ND FN total vBMD 

(g/cm
3
) 

IT 0.32 ± 0.04 0.31 ± 0.02 -1.52 ± 11.51

RT 0.29 ± 0.04
b
 0.30 ± 0.03 3.82 ± 7.80

c
0.179 

CON 0.33 ± 0.07
b
 0.30 ± 0.04

 a
 -5.96 ± 17.64

c

ND TIB trabecular vBMD 

(mg/cm
3
) 

IT 234.42 ± 30.42 238.13 ± 28.70
a
 1.71 ± 2.01

c

RT 235.50 ± 25.23 232.68 ± 25.92
a
 -1.22 ± 1.74

c
0.188 

CON 235.81 ± 36.57 237.69 ± 35.84 0.87 ± 2.13
c

ND TIB cortical vBMD 

(mg/cm
3
) 

IT 1165.51 ± 15.25 1169.07 ± 15.26 0.30 ± 0.60

RT 1163.78 ± 17.50 1172.57 ± 20.02
a
 0.75 ± 0.75 0.001 

CON 1158.30 ± 16.48 1163.50 ± 19.71
a
 0.44 ± 0.82

ND RAD trabecular vBMD 

(mg/cm
3
) 

IT 182.33 ± 20.78
b
 184.54 ± 24.23 1.04 ± 2.83

RT 205.39 ± 17.77
b
 204.13 ± 18.63 -0.62 ± 2.51 0.121 

CON 202.84 ± 29.52 206.84 ± 32.31
a
 1.83 ± 2.21

ND RAD cortical vBMD 

(mg/cm
3
) 

IT 1126.98 ± 35.42 1130.67 ± 31.26 0.35 ± 1.94
c

RT 1101.73 ± 56.54 1130.83 ± 37.88
a
 2.81 ± 2.76

c
0.009 

CON 1106.13 ± 47.42 1110.17 ± 40.99 0.40 ± 1.93
c

LS = lumbar spine; aBMD = areal bone mineral density; ND = skeletally non-dominant limb; 

FN = femoral neck; RAD = radius; vBMD = volumetric bone mineral density; TIB = tibia 

a 
Within‐group based on adjusted mean difference (p < 0.05) 

b 
Between‐group difference based on adjusted values (p < 0.05) 

c
 Between-group differences based on adjusted percent change (p < 0.05) 
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Figure 14: Adjusted percent change (± SE) in (A) femoral neck, (B) tibia and (C) radius 

vBMD of the skeletally non-dominant limb and (D) functional performance outcomes for IT, 

RT and CON after a 10-month exercise intervention in healthy young adult women with lower 

than average bone mass (ITT: n = 51). 

 

FN = femoral neck; vBMD = volumetric bone mineral density; TIB = tibia; RAD = radius.  

* Indicates between-group difference for IT and RT (p < 0.05) 

+ Indicates between-group difference for IT and CON (p < 0.05) 

# Indicates between-group difference for RT and CON (p < 0.05) 
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6.4.5 Ten-month change in physical performance 

Ten‐month change in physical performance measures is presented in Table 17 

(per protocol). All three groups improved both lower extremity strength (LES) (ITT: IT 

= 18.28 ± 3.82 kg, p <0.001; RT = 27.60 ± 3.88 kg, p < 0.001; CON = 8.65 ± 4.00 kg, p 

= 0.036) and back extensor strength (BES) (ITT: IT = 10.23 ± 1.62 kg, p < 0.001; RT = 

13.56 ± 1.65 kg, p < 0.001; CON = 7.08 ± 1.70 kg, p = 0.001). While all groups 

improved, RT improved LES more than CON (ITT: 60.53 ± 10.11 % versus 16.68 ± 

10.40 %; p = 0.016). No significant between-group differences were observed for BES 

or grip strength, however, grip strength improved in the RT group for both right (ITT = 

3.17 ± 0.72 kg, p < 0.001) and left (ITT = 2.37 ± 1.04 kg, p = 0.027) hands, and controls 

increased left hand grip strength (ITT = 2.23 ± 1.07 kg, p = 0.043). There were no 

within- or between-group differences in vertical jump performance (Figure 14D). 
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Table 17: Unadjusted baseline and follow-up measures and unadjusted percent change 

(± SD) in functional performance after a 10‐month exercise intervention in healthy 

young adult women with lower than average bone mass (per protocol data, n = 32) p = 

time effect from repeated measures ANCOVA 

Parameter Group Baseline Follow‐up % Change p 

LES (kg) 

IT 68.0 ± 15.0 87.6 ± 15.7
a
 30.8 ± 17.9 

RT 64.9 ± 14.4 91.0 ± 13.2
ab

 46.7 ± 36.6 <0.001 

CON 62.4 ± 16.0 73.5 ± 12.9
ab

 21.8 ± 27.8 

BES (kg) 

IT 31.5 ± 6.4 41.7 ± 6.8
a
 34.4 ± 12.8 

RT 35.3 ± 10.9 47.9 ± 11.6
a
 38.4 ± 20.9 <0.001 

CON 35.6 ± 10.6 43.5 ± 14.1
a
 23.5 ± 33.2 

L grip strength (kg) 

IT 26.4 ± 4.2 28.0 ± 5.8 5.6 ± 8.3 

RT 25.1 ± 5.2 27.8 ± 5.0
a
 12.0 ± 12.2 <0.001 

CON 26.8 ± 3.7 28.7 ± 5.3
a
 6.7 ± 11.7 

R grip strength (kg) 

IT 29.5 ± 5.0 30.5 ± 6.6 2.8 ± 7.1 

RT 28.3 ± 6.4 30.6 ± 4.6
a
 9.9 ± 14.4 0.003 

CON 28.1 ± 5.2 29.7 ± 4.8 6.2 ± 8.6 

VJ (N·s/kg) 

IT 1.95 ± 0.24 2.02 ± 0.18 3.11 ± 12.01 

RT 1.91 ± 0.15 2.02 ± 0.13 4.66 ± 5.66 0.587 

CON 2.02 ± 0.31 1.94 ± 0.18 -4.05 ± 11.98

LES = leg extensor strength; BES = back extensor strength; L = left; R = right; VJ = 

vertical jump 

a 
Within‐group based on adjusted mean difference (p < 0.05) 

b
 Between‐group difference based on adjusted values (p < 0.05) 

6.4.6 Training program progression 

6.4.6.1 High-intensity progressive impact training program 

A significant time effect was observed for punch kinematics (velocity = m.s
-1

; 

acceleration = ms
-2

) of the three fundamental punch techniques (jab, cross and hook) for 

both the left and right upper limbs over the duration of the IT exercise intervention (p < 

0.001 to p = 0.006) (Figure 15).  
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Figure 15: Progression of punch kinematics (±SE) for (A) left hand velocity (m.s
-1

), (B) right 

hand velocity (m.s
-1

), (C) left hand acceleration (ms
-2

) and (D) right hand acceleration (ms
-2

) 

over the duration of the 10-month IT intervention in healthy young adult women with lower 

than average bone mass (ITT: n = 17).  

 

Abbreviations: L = left; R = right. 

* Indicates improvement from preceding time point for jab (p < 0.05)  

+ Indicates improvement from preceding time point for cross (p < 0.05) 

# Indicates improvement from preceding time point for hook (p < 0.05) 
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6.4.6.2 High-intensity progressive resistance training program 

Overall, there were improvements in both deadlift and bench press 1RM results 

over the duration of the trial (p < 0.001) (Figure 16). The deadlift 1RM test improved at 

all three time points in PP and ITT analyses (ITT: 60.0 ± 1.4 kg versus 74.2 ± 1.5 kg, p 

< 0.001; 74.2 ± 1.5 kg versus 79.5 ± 1.5 kg, p < 0.001). Bench press also improved at 

all three 1RM testing points PP and ITT (ITT: 35.0 ± 1.05 kg versus 40.6 ± 0.9 kg, p < 

0.001; 40.6 ± 0.9 kg versus 42.9 ± 0.9 kg, p < 0.001). 

Figure 16: Progression of 1RM weight (± SE) for deadlift and bench press over the 

duration of the 10-month RT intervention in healthy young adult women with lower 

than average bone mass (ITT: n = 17).  

* Indicates an increase in weight lifted from the preceding time point (p < 0.05)
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6.4.7 Safety and compliance 

Of the 51 participants who commenced the trial, 7, 5 and 7 participants were lost 

to follow-up for IT, RT and CON, respectively. The reasons for dropping out included 

the time commitment of the intervention conflicting with family, work or university (IT 

n = 6, RT n = 4), informing the research team about the commencement of a training 

program outside of the intervention (CON n = 3), falling pregnant during the 

intervention period (IT n = 1, RT n = 1), no response to investigators (CON n = 3) and 

having had too many radiation based scans prior to follow-up (CON n = 1). There were 

no significant differences between groups for compliance between the self-reported 

CON group (78.8 ± 24.1%) and the supervised groups, IT (61.4 ± 15.1%) and RT (66.4 

± 11.2%) (p = 0.085). No serious adverse effects were reported the trial.  

 

6.5 Discussion 

The aim of the OPTIMA-Ex trial was to determine the comparative efficacy of 

two osteogenic loading strategies; predominantly high-impact loading versus 

predominantly high-intensity muscle loading exercise regimes. Although tempered by 

low statistical power, findings suggest that, in a site specific manner, the high-intensity 

resistance training protocol provided a greater osteogenic stimulus for cortical bone than 

the impact protocol, whereas impact training provided a greater stimulus for trabecular 

bone. Resistance training appeared to be more osteogenic than boxing-derived impact 

for upper extremity bone. While all groups improved lean mass, only the resistance 

training group reduced percent fat. Both training groups improved muscle cross 

sectional area, but only impact loading improved muscle CSA at the lower extremity. 

Improvements in back and lower extremity strength were observed in both training 
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groups, while improvements in grip strength were observed only with resistance 

training.  

Previously, positive bone responses to impact training have been confined to the 

hip [129]. By contrast, we found impact training improved DXA-derived aBMD at the 

spine, but had little effect at the hip. Although unexpected considering the high-

intensity nature of the applied impact exercises, the OPTIMA-Ex trial is not the only 

impact training intervention in young adult and pre-menopausal women that has not 

shown improvements in aBMD at the hip [134, 145, 147]. The increase observed in 

spine aBMD, however, might be explained by the inclusion of both upper and lower 

body exercise as part of the intervention [91]. Despite no observed improvement in 

aBMD at the hip an increase in cortical vBMD at the non-dominant femoral neck after 

impact training was seen relative to CON, although this effect essentially reflected 

maintenance of bone in the face of loss in controls. Few have investigated the effect of 

impact loading on the upper limb in premenopausal women [115, 118]. Previous 

investigations utilised an impact landing strategy of falling onto an outstretched arm 

onto the heel of the hand, with mixed outcomes in bone responses observed [115, 118]. 

Only one intervention reported the same DXA-derived aBMD site as the present study, 

the distal third site of the radius, with no differences in aBMD observed in that case 

[115]. We similarly observed no significant improvement in aBMD or vBMD at the 

non-dominant radius following upper limb impact loading through punching. By 

contrast, our lower extremity impact protocol improved both trabecular and cortical 

bone vBMD at the tibia. Previous cross-sectional relationships have been established for 

pQCT-derived vBMD measures in the young adult female population and our findings 

for trabecular bone are similar to those data [304], however, the improvement in cortical 

vBMD we observed with high-impact training appears novel.  
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Multiple studies of the influence of RT on bone mass have been conducted in 

premenopausal women [157, 161, 171, 173, 174]. In general, RT has been observed to 

have a greater positive effect on the lumbar spine than the hip [151]. Our results suggest 

that RT can improve both spine and hip sites. We propose that previous non-significant 

responses at the hip may be a function of insufficient loading at the site. High-intensity 

resistance training is described as a weight that cannot be lifted for more than six times, 

which equates to 85% 1 RM [156]. Where studies have shown little to no effect of RT 

on BMD, the intensity of exercise employed was only low to moderate (8-20 reps at 60-

80% 1 RM) [157, 161, 162]. By contrast, although only a 12-week training intervention, 

one study showed promising improvements in aBMD at both the spine and the hip in 

young adult women (18-30 years) utilising only a hack squat exercise at 85 - 90% 1RM 

[168]. Our observations of both cortical and total femoral neck vBMD following high-

intensity RT are aligned with the latter report. Such improvements at the femoral neck 

are likely to be highly clinically significant as variance in femoral failure load is 

predominantly ascribed to volumetric densitometric variables [305]. The improvements 

in cortical vBMD in both the upper and lower extremity following RT, but reduction in 

trabecular bone vBMD at the tibia has previously been observed in a strength training 

study of the upper limb in postmenopausal women [153], where compact bone 

strengthened at the apparent expense of the trabecular bone. The authors suggested a 

possible explanation through a form of ‘steal phenomenon’, where one region of the 

same skeletal segment appeared to sacrifice bone mass for another in response to the 

applied mechanical load. 

Improvements observed in the control group at the spine and the forearm were 

non-intuitive, but have several possible explanations. Firstly, only the intention-to-treat 

analysis found an improvement in spine BMD for the control group. The per protocol 
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analysis, that is, the examination of results based on actual intervention exposure 

revealed that only the two training interventions (IT and RT) elicited a significant 

positive effect. Based on the LSC for spine aBMD in our laboratory (2.94%) [287], the 

improvement observed in the control group from the ITT analysis, although statistically 

significant, was not greater than that which could be attributed to measurement error. 

By contrast, the improvements in IT and RT groups exceeded the LSC for all 

unadjusted and adjusted PP and ITT results. Secondly, we detected a significant change 

in cBPAQ score from baseline to 10-month follow-up in the control group, suggesting 

they initiated a significant amount of osteogenic exercise outside of the program, 

despite regular requests from investigators to avoid doing so. The increase in activity 

above the prescribed low-intensity style program is further highlighted by the 

improvements observed in the CON group for measures of lean mass and physical 

strength, most evidently the improvement in grip strength. Furthermore, calcium intake 

from AusCal score was higher, based on ITT analysis for CON at follow-up than both 

intervention groups, which might have further contributed to the unexpected bone mass 

improvements observed for the CON group. It is also possible (although unlikely) that 

even the modest home program allocated to controls was sufficient to elicit an 

osteogenic effect as a consequence of their extremely sedentary condition prior to the 

trial [108]. A final explanation may be that peak spine aBMD is thought to occur 

between 33 and 40 years in women [25] and 30-34 years at the forearm [306], with 

trabecular BMD at the radius peaking at 40-50 years [307]. As peak hip aBMD is 

reportedly reached by 17 years of age [308], and 99% of hip vBMD is attained by age 

16 [309], the same effect of growth would not have been evident at the hip in our 

cohort. Indeed, FN vBMD declined in the CON group. 
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All three groups improved lean mass and reduced percent fat, however, the RT 

group had a greater reduction in fat compared to the two other groups. While superior 

effects on body composition are to be expected for RT over IT, it is likely that the 

initiation of any substantial exercise program from a previously sedentary lifestyle 

would have positive effects on body composition. All groups improved back and leg 

extensor strength, however, only RT improved grip strength in both hands. Although 

somewhat intuitive that RT should demonstrate superior improvements in both strength 

and body composition, in conjunction with broader effects on bone mass, RT may 

provide a superior training effect, as these outcomes are important considerations for 

overall fracture risk [4].  

Few previous studies have sought to evaluate the comparative efficacy of 

impact-style training and resistance training on bone mass in young adult women [110, 

111]. Those investigations compared semi-supervised structured running against 

supervised moderate-intensity weight training [111], and high-impact step aerobics and 

moderate-intensity strength training [110]. The most recent and comparable of the two 

investigations [110], reported no significant within- or between-group differences in 

DXA-derived spine or hip aBMD for either training modality or non-treatment control. 

Although similarities can be drawn between our investigation and the aforementioned 

study (exercise modality, population and sample size), there were differences in 

outcome measures, the use of upper and lower limb exercises and, most importantly, 

training intensity. Only lower limb impact with a peak vGRF of 4.2 ± 0.5 BW was 

employed [110]. By contrast, our impact protocol involved both upper and lower limb 

loading, with the lower limb impact exercises eliciting peak vGRFs of 7.7 ± 1.3 BW for 

single leg landings and 10.5 ± 0.8 BW for two-legged drop landings [300]. Further 

differences are evident in resistance training intensity between studies. The previous 
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study employed a training protocol of 8-15 repetitions at 65% to 80% 1RM, compared 

to the current study intensity of 85% 1RM. Thus, the differences in results observed are 

likely a product of the differences in training stimulus and intensity. 

Several study limitations warrant acknowledgement. Firstly, our data represents a 

combined sample of participants both on and off hormonal contraceptives. 

Nevertheless, the process of randomisation ultimately produced a relatively even 

distribution of participants on contraceptives in each group. Although numerous types 

of contraception exist, with varying actions and interactions with bone, our limited 

sample prevented stratification on anything more than ‘on’ or ‘off’. Furthermore, oral 

contraception is the most common form and the rate of OC use in participants from 

OPTIMA-Ex (29%) mimics that of the national rate (33%) [310]. Secondly, we did not 

achieve our recruitment target. Nevertheless, we observed intervention effects that were 

greater than the pre-determined minimal detectable change for our primary outcome 

measure (0.030 g/cm
2
), on which our sample size estimate was based. Our sample size 

(n = 51) and drop-out rate (37%) were similar to that of previous investigations in 

young-adult women [110, 111, 134, 143, 144, 162, 171] and highlights the challenges 

of recruiting and retaining this demographic for prolonged exercise trials. Finally, use of 

a ‘positive’ control group (designed to evoke a negligible osteogenic effect but to 

maximise compliance, retention, blinding and the reduction of ascertainment bias) 

appears to have either evoked a treatment effect, or triggered an increase in additional 

physical activity outside of the trial activities, thereby reducing our ability to detect 

differences between control and treatment groups.  

In conclusion, the current project represents the first study to directly compare the 

effects of high-intensity resistance training and high-intensity impact loading on 

musculoskeletal and functional performance outcomes in young adult women with 
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lower than average bone mass. Our findings suggest both forms of training have 

beneficial effects on bone with impact training effecting greater changes in trabecular 

bone, and resistance training having stronger effects on cortical bone. Coupled with 

superior improvements in body composition and strength, these results suggest that 

high-intensity resistance training may be the more beneficial exercise modality for 

young adult women with low bone mass.  
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7.1 Abstract 

It is well known that the bone response to physical activity is highly dependent on the 

nature of the loads imposed. Despite this, few direct comparisons of the effect of 

impact-style loading and resistance training on bone have been made. We therefore 

aimed to compare the effects of 10-month, twice-weekly, high-impact loading and 10-

month, twice-weekly, high-intensity resistance training on indices of bone strength of 

both the upper and lower limbs of young adult women. Physically inactive, otherwise 

healthy, young adult women (18-30 years) with below average bone mass (T-score ≤ 0) 

were recruited as part of the OPTIMA-Ex trial. Testing included DXA- and pQCT-

derived measures of bone mass and indices of bone strength and QUS-derived measures 

of bone quality of the dominant (D) and non-dominant (ND) upper (radius) and lower 

limbs (femoral neck, tibia, calcaneus). The present study examined those participants 

who completed the impact training (IT; n = 10) and resistance training (RT; n = 12) 

arms of the trial. Age differed between groups at baseline (IT = 23.2 ± 3.8 years, RT = 

20.5 ± 1.8 years; p = 0.042). Compliance with the training programs did not differ (IT = 

61.4 ± 15.1%, RT = 66.4 ± 11.2%, p = 0.381). Age and baseline differences in bone 

outcomes served as covariates for repeated measures and univariate ANCOVA 

conducted for dependent variables and percent change respectively. IT improved distal 

pQCT-derived bone mineral density (BMD) of the upper limb (ND radius: total BMD = 

8.55 ± 2.26% versus 1.50 ± 2.04%, p = 0.040 and trabecular BMD = 1.86 ± 0.90% 

versus -1.30 ± 0.81%, p = 0.029) and lower limb (ND tibia trabecular BMD = 1.22 ± 

0.55% versus -0.82 ± 0.50%, p = 0.017), more than RT. IT also improved upper limb 

bone strength index (BSI) (ND radius total BSI = 15.35 ± 2.83% versus 2.67 ± 2.55, p = 

0.005) and lower limb BSI (D tibia total BSI = 5.16 ± 1.13% versus 0.37 ± 1.02%, p = 

0.008; D tibia trabecular BSI = 3.93 ± 1.76% versus -2.84 ± 1.59, p = 0.014, ND tibia 
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trabecular BSI = 3.57 ± 1.63% versus -3.15 ± 1.48%, p = 0.009) more than RT. 

Conversely, RT improved DXA-derived cortical volumetric BMD at the femoral neck 

more than IT (3.68 ± 1.99% versus -4.14 ± 2.20%, p = 0.021). Results suggest that IT 

and RT provide differing site-specific effects in both the upper and lower limbs, with 

superior bone responses observed at the distal segment from IT, while RT appeared to 

have greater effect on the shaft of the bone, on indices of bone-strength in young adult 

women.  

Keywords: bone mass, boxing, impact exercise, jumping, resistance training, young 

women 
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7.2 Introduction  

Physical activity is recognised as one of the most important lifestyle strategies to 

maximise peak bone mass during growth [2]. Yet the bone response to different types of 

physical activity is highly dependent on the nature of loads imposed, most importantly 

but not limited to, the magnitude and rate of strain [103]. As the skeletal physiological 

response to mechanical stimuli has been proposed to be threshold driven [72, 311], the 

training variable of intensity, specifically load intensity, is of utmost importance. Both 

gravity-derived loads (impact training) [134, 143, 144] and muscle-derived loads 

(resistance training) [160, 161, 169] have produced positive effects on bone in young 

adult and premenopausal women. While high-impact exercise at accelerations greater 

than 4 g have led to bone benefits in premenopausal women [114], low-or moderate-

intensity impact training below 4 g has not been as effective. Similarly, studies of 

resistance training applying low to moderate loads (i.e. 60% or less of 1 repetition 

maximum (RM)) appear to provide insufficient load intensity to have an effect on bone 

mineral density (BMD) beyond merely maintenance [157, 161], further highlighting the 

important relationship between load intensity and bone response. 

Previously, debate has occurred as to what source of loading provides the most 

effective stimulus – gravity-derived impact loads or muscle forces [5]. Nevertheless, 

few direct comparisons of the effect of impact-style loading and resistance training are 

available, with only two studies in younger women [110, 111] and one in older women 

[177]. However, the loading intensity of the exercises used in the interventions were not 

always comparable, nor always high-intensity, and none specifically targeted the bones 

of the upper limb. Despite upper extremity fractures being relatively common in 

osteoporosis, the upper limb has been largely overlooked as a target for bone health 

interventions. Only a few studies have reported upper limb bone outcomes following 
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impact loading [115, 117, 118], or resistance training [153, 154]. Typical impact 

loading protocols include deliberate falls onto an outstretched arm [115, 118]. 

Observational data of those who participate in fight sports (such as boxing) shows 

greater arm BMD of fighters than controls and other active populations [120-123]. 

Therefore, the efficacy of punch-based upper limb impact exercises on upper limb bone 

health warrants investigation.  

The effect of bone-targeted exercise interventions are commonly evaluated by 

DXA, through the examination of areal BMD, however, the interpretation of areal BMD 

does not account for other structural features of bone such as area, geometry and 

thickness [312]. Other devices such as pQCT provide a more comprehensive account of 

bone density and structure, including measures of volumetric BMD, indices of bone 

strength (area, geometry and thickness), and the independent quantification of trabecular 

and cortical bone. Few studies have looked at the effect of exercise, in this case impact 

loading, on bone strength parameters in young adult women [141, 313]. Thus, further 

examinations of the site-specific responses to different exercise modalities on bone 

strength parameters in this demographic are required.  

To date, the comparative efficacy of true high impact loading and heavy 

resistance training on bone mass and bone strength parameters of the upper and lower 

limbs has not been established. Thus, the aim of the current study was to directly 

compare the effects of a 10-month high-intensity predominantly gravity-derived loading 

intervention (impact training) and a 10-month high-intensity predominantly muscle-

derived loading intervention (resistance training) on indices of bone strength of the 

upper and lower limbs of young adult women. 
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7.3 Methods 

7.3.1 Study design 

The current work represents a re-analysis of data from the OPTIMA-Ex trial, to 

determine the relative site-specific effects of targeted impact training (IT) and resistance 

training (RT) in young physically inactive women with lower than average bone mass. 

The OPTIMA-Ex trial was a single-blinded, single centre randomised controlled 

exercise intervention trial. The trial was registered on the Australian and New Zealand 

Clinical Trials Registry (Trial number ACTRN12616001444471) and ethical approval 

was granted by the Griffith University Human Research Ethics Committee (GU Ref: 

2015/775).  

 

7.3.2 Participants 

Physically inactive, otherwise healthy, young adult women (18-30 years) with 

below average bone mass (BMD T-score less than or equal to 0 at the lumbar spine and 

hip) were recruited. Exclusion criteria included musculoskeletal or medical conditions 

affecting the ability to participate in high-intensity physical activity, medications and 

medical conditions known to effect bone health, change of contraceptive medication in 

the past twelve months, cancer, uncontrolled cardiovascular disease, excessive radiation 

exposure and current regular participation in exercise programs known to influence 

bone, as previously published [287]. Participants were withdrawn from the trial if 

consent was withdrawn, a change in medication of relevance to bone occurred, injury or 

illness prevented further participation, they were advised to cease training by a medical 

professional, or the investigators became aware that additional exercise was commenced 

during the trial. 
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7.3.3 Exercise interventions 

7.3.3.1 High-intensity progressive impact training program 

Participants in the IT group attended two, 40 - 45 minute instructor-led exercise 

sessions per week on non-sequential days over a 10 month intervention period. Each 

session was comprised of three fundamental upper limb punching exercises (jab, cross, 

hook) and three fundamental lower limb landing exercises (jump, hop, drop jump). The 

program consisted of a one-month familiarisation period with lower load variants to 

ensure correct technique and safe movement patterns were established for the upper and 

lower limb impact exercises. Punching exercises were performed in both orthodox and 

southpaw stance, to ensure that both limbs were receiving comparable loading 

opportunities, participants changed from gloves to hand wraps after the familiarisation 

phase (week 4), with the punching combinations progressed every seven weeks. 

Furthermore, punch kinematics were measured at week 2, 4, 12, 24 and 36 using a 

GymAware device (Kinetic Performance, Canberra, Australia), utilising a previously 

validated method [301]. Lower limb loading impact exercises were also progressed 

every seven weeks and participants progressed from shod to barefoot after week 4. The 

complexity of jumps and hops was achieved with increases in hurdle height, changes in 

direction, and progressively increased drop jump heights from 15 cm to 80 cm. Jump 

and hop exercises could be classified under two sub categories – unidirectional and 

multidirectional movements. The high-intensity and progressive nature of the lower 

limb impact program has been quantified previously [300].  
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7.3.3.2 High-intensity progressive resistance training program 

Participants in the RT group attended two, 40 - 45 minute instructor-led exercise 

sessions per week, on non-consecutive days over a 10 month intervention period. The 

sessions were comprised of progressive high-intensity RT exercises for the upper and 

lower limb. Six fundamental exercises were undertaken throughout the duration of the 

program, with three upper limb exercises (bench press, over-head press and bent over 

row) and three lower limb exercises (deadlift, squat and calf raise) using Olympic 

weights. The program consisted of a one-month familiarisation period utilising low-load 

exercise variants with a focus on controlled movement to ensure that participants could 

demonstrate safe lifting technique. The weight of the six fundamental exercises was 

progressively increased to maintain a minimum of 85% 1 RM for 5 sets of 3-5 

repetitions, with calf raises performed for 5 sets of 10 repetitions. Strength was 

measured for the upper limb and lower limb every 12 weeks through 1RM tests of 

bench press and deadlift.  

 

7.3.4 Data collection 

Participants attended two testing sessions at the Bone Densitometry Research 

Laboratory at Griffith University Gold Coast campus; one at baseline (T0) and one at 10 

months (T10). All measures were performed by a single unblinded investigator. 

 

7.3.4.1 Anthropometrics and lifestyle characteristics  

Measurements of height (cm) and weight (kg) were determined using a wall-

mounted stadiometer (Seca, Hamburg, Germany) and mechanical beam scale (Seca, 

Hamburg, Germany). Subsequently, body mass index (BMI) was calculated as per the 

accepted formula (BMI = weight/height
2
, kg/m

2
). The Bone‐Specific Physical Activity 
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Questionnaire (BPAQ) was used to derive bone‐relevant lifetime (tBPAQ) physical 

activity participation [259]. The BPAQ was scored using a custom-designed program 

(http://www.fithdysign.com/BPAQ/) to derive a bone-specific score based on 

algorithms that rank and weight activities based on rates and magnitudes of loading. 

The AusCal, a calcium-focused diet questionnaire specific to the Australian diet [261], 

was used to estimate calcium intake, including supplementation, to establish daily 

calcium intake (mg/day) and was scored using a custom-written FoodWorks software 

(Version 7, Xyris Software, Brisbane, Australia).  

 

7.3.4.2 Bone strength indices 

DXA (Medix DR, Medilink, Perols, France) was utilised to scan both the 

skeletally dominant and non-dominant proximal femur (femoral neck, FN), and forearm 

(distal radius, 1/3 RAD) to obtain areal bone mineral density (aBMD; g/cm
2
). Bone 

mineral content (BMC; g), volume (Vol; cm
3
), and volumetric bone mineral density 

(vBMD; g/cm
3
) of the FN were estimated using 3D hip analysis software (Version1.0, 

DMS Group, Mauguio, France). The coefficient of variation (CV) for 3D hip outcomes 

at the FN for young adult women aged 18-30 in our laboratory range from 1.84% to 

6.66%. Both dominant and non-dominant tibiae and radii were scanned using peripheral 

quantitative computed tomography (pQCT, XCT-3000, Stratec Medizintechnik GmbH, 

Pforzheim, Germany) to determine total and trabecular content (mg), density (mg/cm
3
), 

area (mm
2
) and bone strength index (BSI; g

2
/cm

4
) at the distal (4%) site. Cortical 

content (mg), density (mg/cm
3
) and area (mm

2
), cortical thickness (mm), periosteal and 

endosteal circumference (mm), polar section modulus (mm
2
) and weighted polar section 

modulus (mm
3
) were measured at the tibial (38%) and radial shafts (66%). For pQCT-

derived bone outcomes the CV ranges from 0.74% to 2.71% at the 4% tibial site; 0.21% 

http://www.fithdysign.com/BPAQ/)
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to 1.40% at the 38% tibial site; 0.96% to 5.05% at the 4% radius site; and 0.62% to 

3.27% at the 66% radius site. Finally, quantitative ultrasound (QUS) (Lunar Achilles 

InSight™, GE Healthcare, Wisconsin, USA) was used to obtain calcaneal broadband 

ultrasound attenuation (BUA) (db/MHz), speed of sound (SOS) (m/s), and stiffness 

index (SI) (unitless). The CV for QUS-derived outcomes at the calcaneus range from 

0.30% to 2.44%. Skeletal dominance was determined from functional dominance, 

where the functionally dominant leg was deemed the skeletally non-dominant side 

[302]. 

 

7.3.4.3 Compliance 

Program compliance was recorded with attendance logs where 100% 

compliance is defined as completion of 88 sessions over 44 weeks or 10 calendar 

months.  

 

7.3.5 Statistical analysis 

Statistical analysis was undertaken using SPSS statistical software (Version 24.0; 

IBM Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Descriptive statistics were generated for participant 

characteristics, biometrics, and all dependent variables. Per protocol analyses were 

conducted. One‐way ANOVA was used to examine differences between IT and RT at 

baseline. Repeated measures ANCOVA was used to determine main effects for 

dependent variables and univariate ANCOVA was conducted to analyse percent change. 

Age and values that differed between groups at baseline were applied as covariates. 

Bonferroni-adjusted pairwise comparisons were applied to the repeated measures 

ANCOVA results. Group percent change was calculated as the mean of the individual 
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percent changes. Participant characteristics are presented as mean ± SD with all other 

results displayed as adjusted change ± SE unless otherwise stated. Statistical 

significance was accepted at p ≤ 0.05. 
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7.4 Results 

7.4.1 Participant characteristics 

A total of 34 participants were randomised to the supervised training groups (IT 

= 17, RT = 17), and 22 (IT = 10, RT = 12) completed the supervised training arms of 

the OPTIMA-Ex trial (age = 21.7 ± 3.2 years; height 164.5 ± 6.4 cm; weight 55.9 ± 7.1 

kg). Compliance to the training programs did not differ between groups (IT = 61.4 ± 

15.1 %; RT = 66.4 ± 11.2%; p = 0.381). At baseline, the IT group were older than the 

RT group (23.2 ± 3.8 years versus 20.5 ± 1.8 years; p = 0.042), however, there were no 

other differences between groups in anthropometric characteristics, daily calcium, or 

bone relevant physical activity at baseline (Table 18). No difference was seen for Z-

score for either dominant FN (IT = -0.61 ± 0.57; RT = -0.72 ± 0.62; p = 0.660) or non-

dominant FN (-0.42 ± 0.69, RT = -0.52 ± 0.56; p = 0.721) and contraception use was 

similar for IT (Non HC = 5, HC = 5) compared to RT (Non HC = 5, HC = 7). However, 

differences were observed between IT and RT at baseline for dominant FN cortical 

BMC (1.21 ± 0.37 g versus 0.93 ± 0.16 g; p = 0.032) and volume (1.89 ± 0.39 cm
3 

versus 1.56 ± 0.27 cm
3
; p = 0.031), non-dominant BUA (109.10 ± 9.19 db/MHz versus 

121.07 ± 10.64 db/MHz; p = 0.018) (Table 19), non-dominant radius trabecular density 

(182.33 ± 20.78 mg/cm
3 

versus 205.39 ± 17.78 mg/cm
3
; p = 0.011) and BSI (0.06 ± 0.01

g
2
/cm

4 
versus 0.07 ± 0.01 g

2
/cm

4
; p = 0.004) (Table 20).
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Table 18: Baseline participant characteristics, mean ± SD (n = 22)  

Parameter IT (n = 10) RT (n = 12) p 

Age (years) 23.2 ± 3.8 20.5 ± 1.8 0.042* 

Height (cm) 165.7 ± 6.5 163.5 ± 6.5 0.427 

Weight (kg) 55.6 ± 9.0 56.9 ± 5.5 0.872 

BMI (kg/m
2
) 20.1 ± 2.4 21.0 ± 1.8 0.370 

Right forearm length (mm) 263.5 ± 12.8 257.5 ± 13.4 0.300 

Left forearm length(mm) 262.2 ± 12.4 257.4 ± 12.7 0.408 

Right shank length (mm) 374.4 ± 24.8 368.5 ± 21.7 0.565 

Left shank length (mm) 374.6 ± 24.4 369.2 ± 21.7 0.588 

Age of menarche (years) 13.7 ± 2.1 12.9 ± 1.4 0.309 

tBPAQ 18.6 ± 18.5 18.7 ± 23.0 0.995 

Dietary calcium (mg/day) 381.5 ± 235.4 390.3 ± 133.2 0.914 

Hormonal Contraception    

     None 5 5 - 

     OC 5 4 - 

     Implanon 0 1 - 

     Merina 0 2 - 

BMI = body mass index; tBPAQ = total bone‐specific physical activity questionnaire 

score; OC = oral contraceptive. * Between‐group difference (p < 0.05)  
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Table 19: Baseline participant characteristics for DXA, mean ± SD (IT = 10, RT = 12, 

n = 22), and QUS, mean ± SD (IT = 9, RT = 10, n = 19) 

Parameter IT  RT p 

D 1/3 RAD aBMD (g/cm
2
)  0.72 ± 0.10 0.73 ± 0.06 0.918 

ND 1/3 RAD aBMD (g/cm
2
)  0.74 ± 0.11 0.75 ± 0.03 0.744 

D FN aBMD (g/cm
2
)  0.85 ± 0.07 0.84 ± 0.07 0.647 

ND FN aBMD (g/cm
2
)  0.88 ± 0.09  0.86 ± 0.07 0.720 

D FN trabecular BMC (g) 2.62 ± 1.59 2.00 ± 0.37 0.207 

ND FN trabecular BMC (g) 2.06 ± 0.52 1.94 ± 0.28 0.500 

D FN cortical BMC (g) 1.21 ± 0.37 0.93 ± 0.16 0.032* 

ND FN cortical BMC (g) 0.91 ± 0.26 0.94 ± 0.20 0.744 

D FN total BMC (g) 3.83 ± 1.95 2.94 ± 0.49 0.139 

ND FN total BMC (g) 2.97 ± 0.68 2.89 ± 0.42 0.717 

D FN trabecular volume (cm
3
) 10.18 ± 6.05 7.89 ± 1.36 0.215 

ND FN trabecular volume (cm
3
) 8.00 ± 2.24 8.28 ± 1.33 0.720 

D FN cortical volume (cm
3
) 1.89 ± 0.39 1.56 ± 0.27 0.031* 

ND FN cortical volume (cm
3
) 1.48 ± 0.45 1.56 ± 0.32 0.640 

D FN total volume (cm
3
) 12.08 ± 6.33 9.46 ± 1.51 0.179 

ND FN total volume (cm
3
) 9.48 ± 2.60 9.84 ± 1.56 0.693 

D FN trabecular vBMD (g/cm
3
) 0.26 ± 0.03 0.25 ± 0.03 0.771 

ND FN trabecular vBMD (g/cm
3
) 0.26 ± 0.04 0.23 ± 0.03 0.111 

D FN cortical vBMD (g/cm
3
) 0.63 ± 0.07 0.59 ± 0.03 0.185 

ND FN cortical vBMD (g/cm
3
) 0.62 ± 0.06 0.60 ± 0.03 0.460 

D FN total vBMD (g/cm
3
) 0.32 ± 0.03 0.31 ± 0.04 0.556 

ND FN total vBMD (g/cm
3
) 0.32 ± 0.04 0.29 ± 0.03 0.160 

D FN cortical thickness (mm) 1.16 ± 0.17 1.05 ± 0.16 0.123 

ND FN cortical thickness (mm) 1.01 ± 0.18 1.04 ± 0.14 0.607 

D BUA (dB/MHz) 122.17 ± 13.85 118.78 ± 13.05 0.300 

ND BUA (dB/MHz) 109.10 ± 9.19 121.07 ± 10.64 0.018* 

D SOS (m/s) 1587.69 ± 22.71 1593.95 ± 26.86 0.592 

ND SOS (m/s) 1586.33 ± 27.67 1591.26 ± 27.23 0.700 

D SI 99.22 ± 12.05 105.30 ± 13.38 0.315 

ND SI 99.52 ± 8.47 106.00 ± 11.64 0.188 

D = skeletally dominant; RAD = radius aBMD = areal bone mineral density; ND = 

skeletally non-dominant; FN = femoral neck; BMC = bone mineral content; vBMD = 

volumetric bone mineral density; BUA = broadband ultrasound attenuation; SOS = 

speed of sound; SI = stiffness index. * Between‐group difference (p < 0.05) 
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Table 20: Baseline participant characteristics for pQCT, mean ± SD (n = 22) 

Parameter Dominant Non-dominant 
Upper limb IT (n = 10) RT (n = 12) p IT (n = 10) RT (n = 12) p 

  4% Total content (mg) 77.86 ± 11.67 78.40 ± 3.81 0.895 75.72 ± 11.15 80.30 ± 3.91 0.252 

  4% Total density (mg/cm
3
) 303.89 ± 47.75 305.63 ± 43.64 0.930 292.17 ± 55.25 310.92 ± 35.84 0.349 

  4% Total area (mm
2
) 259.65 ± 39.98 260.92 ± 41.31 0.943 263.07 ± 36.15 261.87 ± 40.20 0.943 

  4% Trabecular content (mg) 33.90 ± 6.74 36.76 ± 6.17 0.312 34.26 ± 5.00 38.34 ± 5.00 0.072 

  4% Trabecular density (mg/cm
3
) 184.66 ± 28.64 197.52 ± 15.17 0.192 182.33 ± 20.78 205.39 ± 17.78 0.011* 

  4% Trabecular area (mm
2
) 185.47 ± 33.76 187.62 ± 37.04 0.889 190.05 ± 32.47 188.67 ± 34.79 0.925 

  4% Total BSI (g
2
/cm

4
) 0.24 ± 0.06 0.24 ± 0.04 1.000 0.22 ± 0.06 0.25 ± 0.03 0.219 

  4% Trabecular BSI (g
2
/cm

4
) 0.06 ± 0.02 0.07 ± 0.01 0.138 0.06 ± 0.01 0.07 ± 0.01 0.004* 

  66% Cortical content (mg) 82.08 ± 10.61 76.29 ± 9.92 0.201 81.21 ± 9.10 78.51 ± 10.67 0.535 

  66% Cortical density (mg/cm
3
) 113.25 ± 24.35 1103.33 ± 53.49 0.119 1126.98 ± 35.42 1101.03 ± 56.54 0.223 

  66% Cortical area (mm
2
) 72.35 ± 8.47 69.00 ± 7.54 0.338 72.05 ± 7.42 71.12 ± 8.12 0.785 

  66% Cortical thickness (mm) 2.42 ± 0.28 2.30 ± 0.36 0.420 2.42 ± 0.30 2.38 ± 0.37 0.765 

  66% Periosteal circumference (mm) 37.61 ± 2.79 37.64 ± 3.81 0.981 37.61 ± 3.21 37.76 ± 3.57 0.921 

  66% Endocortical circumference (mm) 22.38 ± 3.57 23.15 ± 5.45 0.705 22.37 ± 4.47 22.80 ± 5.08 0.837 

  66% Polar section modulus (mm
2
) 267.59 ± 47.77 257.97 ± 48.32 0.645 263.32 ± 56.62 259.87 ± 46.94 0.878 

  66% Weighted polar section modulus (mm
3
) 249.81 ± 44.83 232.05 ± 41.13 0.345 241.99 ± 46.38 228.18 ± 38.92 0.456 

Lower limb IT (n = 10) RT (n = 12) p IT (n = 10) RT (n = 12) p 

  4% Total content (mg) 240.07 ± 29.89 234.97 ± 23.70 0.660 246.04 ± 31.34 236.52 ± 20.07 0.398 

  4% Total density (mg/cm
3
) 227.87 ± 27.77 282.40 ± 32.67 0.733 285.77 ± 29.82 282.22 ± 34.74 0.802 

  4% Total area (mm
2
) 866.90 ± 99.89 838.83 ± 102.33 0.525 865.75 ± 109.80 846.97 ± 104.07 0.686 

  4% Trabecular content (mg) 162.69 ± 23.54 158.58 ± 22.29 0.679 163.66 ± 25.69 160.74 ± 19.16 0.764 

  4% Trabecular density (mg/cm
3
) 231.64 ± 25.81 234.22 ± 26.23 0.828 234.42 ± 30.42 235.50 ± 25.23 0.928 

  4% Trabecular area (mm
2
) 704.97 ± 83.94 680.50 ± 90.98 0.523 701.57 ± 93.63 687.83 ± 93.66 0.735 

  4% Total BSI (g
2
/cm

4
) 0.67 ± 0.12 0.66 ± 0.11 0.932 0.70 ± 0.13 0.66 ± 0.10 0.475 

  4% Trabecular BSI (g
2
/cm

4
) 0.37 ± 0.9 0.37 ± 0.07 0.892 0.38 ± 0.09 0.38 ± 0.06 0.817 

  38% Cortical content (mg) 280.98 ± 35.62 271.14 ± 23.62 0.447 283.32 ± 39.19 278.91 ± 25.67 0.754 

  38% Cortical density (mg/cm
3
) 1171.33 ± 19.20 1168.39 ± 17.24 0.709 1165.51 ± 15.25 1163.78 ± 17.50 0.810 

  38% Cortical area (mm
2
) 240.17 ± 32.82 232.10 ± 20.35 0.488 243.40 ± 36.00 239.75 ± 22.65 0.775 

  38% Cortical thickness (mm) 5.02 ± 0.54 4.87 ± 0.35 0.459 5.07 ± 0.50 4.99 ± 0.40 0.696 

  38% Periosteal circumference (mm) 63.52 ± 4.01 62.96 ± 3.29 0.720 63.76 ± 4.52 63.75 ± 3.46 0.994 

  38% Endocortical circumference (mm) 31.94 ± 3.47 32.29 ± 3.84 0.826 31.90 ± 3.07 32.37 ± 4.06 0.767 

  38% Polar section modulus (mm
2
) 1284.53 ± 235.87 1249.00 ± 181.19 0.694 1289.81 ± 253.06 1284.32 ± 200.17 0.955 

  38% Weighted polar section modulus (mm
3
) 1248.39 ± 216.88 1214.54 ± 171.14 0.687 1239.42 ± 223.97 1235.80 ± 189.64 0.968 

BSI = bone strength index. * Between‐group difference (p < 0.05) 
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7.4.2 Ten‐month change in indices of bone strength 

7.4.2.1 Upper limb 

For DXA-derived radius aBMD, no percent change differences between IT or 

RT were observed for either the dominant (5.24 ± 2.32% versus 5.13 ± 2.10%, p = 

0.975) or non-dominant (4.75 ± 2.40% versus 2.74 ± 2.17%, p = 0.562) limb, however, 

for the dominant radius both IT (0.033 ± 0.015 g/cm
2
, p = 0.046) and RT (0.037 ± 0.014

g/cm
2
, p = 0.015) stimulated bone improvements (Table 21).
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Table 21: Adjusted baseline and follow-up aBMD and percent change (± SE) in DXA-derived measures at the radius after a 10‐month exercise 

intervention in healthy young adult women with lower than average bone mass (per protocol data, n = 22) p = between-group difference for 

percentage change univariate ANCOVA (Age and values that differed between-groups at baseline were applied as covariates) 

Parameter 
IT (n = 10) RT (n = 12)  

Baseline Follow-up % Change Baseline Follow-up % Change p 

Dominant        

1/3 RAD aBMD (g/cm
2
) 0.704 ± 0.023 0.736 ± 0.021

a
 5.24 ± 2.32 0.751 ± 0.021 0.787 ± 0.019

a
 5.13 ± 2.10 0.975 

Non-Dominant        

1/3 RAD aBMD (g/cm
2
) 0.710 ± 0.020

b
 0.740 ± 0.022 4.75 ± 2.40 0.773 ± 0.018

b
 0.794 ± 0.020 2.74 ± 2.17 0.562 

a 
Within‐group based on adjusted mean difference (p < 0.05) 

b 
Between‐group difference based on adjusted values (p < 0.05)
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For pQCT-derived measures of the distal radius, no between-group differences 

were observed at the skeletally dominant limb, however, the IT group showed superior 

improvements  to RT for distal radius total density (8.55 ± 2.26% versus 1.50 ± 2.04%, 

p = 0.040), trabecular density (1.86 ± 0.90 % versus -1.30 ± 0.81%, p = 0.029) (Figure 

17A), and total BSI (15.35 ± 2.83% versus 2.67 ± 2.55%, p = 0.005) (Figure 17C ) in 

the non-dominant limb. Although no between-group differences were evident for the 

dominant limb, an improvement was seen in total content after both IT (3.65 ± 1.45 mg, 

p = 0.021) and RT (3.29 ± 1.31 mg, p = 0.021). Furthermore, IT stimulated non-

dominant radius improvements in total content (3.90 ± 1.25 mg, p=0.006), total density 

(23.53 ± 6.77 mg/cm
3
, p = 0.003), trabecular density (3.76 ± 1.76 mg/cm

3
, p = 0.046) 

and total BSI (0.03 ± 0.01 g
2
/cm

4
, p < 0.001) (Table 22).

For the proximal radius site (66%), no between-group differences were seen in 

the dominant limb or non-dominant limb (Table 23), with no within-group differences 

observed for the dominant limb. Conversely, in the non-dominant limb, RT improved 

cortical content (2.63 ± 1.08 mg, p = 0.025), density (29.53 ± 7.70 mg/cm
3
, p = 0.001), 

cortical thickness (0.06 ± 0.02 mm, p = 0.019), and weighted polar section modulus 

(10.01 ± 4.79 mm
3
, p = 0.05) (Figure 17B and Figure 17D).
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Table 22: Adjusted baseline and follow-up indices of bone strength and percent change (± SE) in pQCT-derived measures of the distal (4%) 

radius after a 10‐month exercise intervention in healthy young adult women with lower than average bone mass (per protocol data, n = 22) p = 

(Age and values that differed between-groups at baseline were applied as covariates) 

Parameter 
IT (n = 10) RT (n = 12)  

Baseline Follow-up % Change Baseline Follow-up % Change p 
Dominant        

Total content (mg) 74.94 ± 2.52 78.59 ± 2.85
a
 4.95 ± 1.88 ˟ 80.83 ± 2.28 84.12 ± 2.57

a
 4.14 ± 1.70 ˟ 0.763 

Total density (mg/cm
3
) 301.83 ± 15.63 316.11 ± 12.94 5.26 ± 3.19 ˟ 307.35 ± 14.13 310.91 ± 11.70 2.04 ± 2.89 0.484 

Total area (mm
2
) 252.07 ± 13.05 250.90 ± 9.52 0.15 ± 2.75 267.23 ± 11.80 271.69 ± 8.61 2.74 ± 2.48 0.513 

Trabecular content (mg) 33.59 ± 2.21 33.57 ± 1.84 0.66 ± 3.98 37.03 ± 1.99 38.17 ± 1.67 4.36 ± 3.60 0.520 

Trabecular density (mg/cm
3
) 188.69 ± 7.17 191.65 ± 7.36 1.80 ± 1.23 ˟ 194.17 ± 6.48 196.71 ± 6.65 1.28 ± 1.11 ˟ 0.769 

Trabecular area (mm
2
) 180.61 ± 11.82 177.04 ± 8.61 -1.11 ± 3.70 191.68 ± 10.68 194.11 ± 7.78 3.04 ± 3.35 0.439 

Total BSI (g
2
/cm

4
) 0.23 ± 0.02 0.25 ± 0.02 10.16 ± 4.94 ˟ 0.25 ± 0.01 0.02 ± 0.18 6.69 ± 4.47 ˟ 0.626 

Trabecular BSI (g
2
/cm

4
) 0.06 ± 0.01 0.06± 0.01 2.17 ± 5.72 0.07 ± 0.01 0.08 ± 0.01 4.68 ±5.17 0.760 

Non-Dominant        

Total content (mg) 72.68 ± 2.34
b
 76.57 ± 2.86

a,b
 5.11 ± 1.50 ˟ 82.84 ± 2.12

b
 84.82 ± 2.58

b
 2.50 ± 1.35 ˟ 0.227 

Total density (mg/cm
3
) 287.15 ± 15.34 310.69 ± 15.07

 a
 8.55 ± 2.26

c
 ˟ 315.10 ± 13.87 319.11 ± 13.63 1.50 ± 2.04

c
 0.040 

Total area (mm
2
) 257.28 ± 12.65 249.25 ± 12.33 -2.96 ± 3.09 ˟ 266.71 ± 11.43 269.54 ± 11.15 1.53 ± 2.79 0.319 

Trabecular content (mg) 34.13 ± 1.72 32.98 ± 1.90 -3.05 ± 4.17 38.46 ± 1.56 38.47 ± 1.72 0.51 ± 3.77 0.555 

Trabecular density (mg/cm
3
) 194.91 ± 0.00 198.67 ± 1.76

a,b
 1.86 ± 0.90

c
 ˟ 194.91 ± 0.00 192.36 ± 1.57

b
 -1.30 ± 0.81

c
 ˟ 0.029 

Trabecular area (mm
2
) ǂ 186.78 ± 11.42 177.56 ± 10.84 -4.53 ± 3.83 ˟ 191.40 ± 10.33 192.84 ± 9.80 1.42 ± 3.47 0.287 

Total BSI (g
2
/cm

4
) 0.21 ± 0.02

b
 0.24 ± 0.02

a
 15.35 ± 2.83

c
 ˟ 0.26 ± 0.01

b
 0.27 ± 0.02 2.67 ± 2.55

c
 0.005 

Trabecular BSI (g
2
/cm

4
) ǂ 0.07 ± 0.00 0.07 ± 0.00 0.47 ± 5.96 0.07 ± 0.00 0.07 ± 0.00 -0.09 ± 5.31 0.951 

 
a 
Within‐group based on adjusted mean difference (p < 0.05) 

b
 Between‐group difference based on adjusted values (p < 0.05) 

c
 Between-group differences based on adjusted percent change (p < 0.05) 

ǂ Baseline value used as covariate in analysis 

˟ Change observed greater than %CV for given variable 
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Figure 17: Adjusted percent change (± SE) for pQCT-derived (A) trabecular volumetric bone mineral density (4% site for upper and lower 

limb), (B) total bone strength index (4% site for upper and lower limb), (C) cortical volumetric bone mineral density (66% site for upper limb 

and 38% site for lower limb) and (D) weighted polar section modulus (66% site for upper limb and 38% site for lower limb) of the skeletally 

dominant and non-dominant limbs of the upper and lower extremity for IT and RT after a 10-month exercise intervention in healthy young adult 

women with lower than average bone mass (n = 22).  

 

BSI = bone strength index; SSI (p) = weighted polar section modulus; vBMD = volumetric bone mineral density  

+ Indicates within-group difference (p<0.05); * Indicates between group difference (p<0.05) 
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Table 23: Adjusted baseline and follow-up indices of bone strength and percent change (± SE) in pQCT-derived measures of the proximal (66%) 

radius after a 10‐month exercise intervention in healthy young adult women with lower than average bone mass (per protocol data, n = 22) p = 

between-group difference for percentage change univariate ANCOVA time effect of repeated measures ANCOVA(Age and values that differed 

between-groups at baseline were applied as covariates) 

a 
Within‐group based on adjusted mean difference (p < 0.05) 

˟ Change observed greater than %CV for given variable 

 

 

 

Parameter 
IT (n = 10) RT (n = 12)  

Baseline Follow-up % Change Baseline Follow-up % Change p 
Dominant        

Cortical content (mg) 78.38 ± 2.47 78.55 ± 2.63 0.26 ± 1.26 79.38 ± 2.24 80.46 ± 2.38 1.54 ± 1.14 0.483 

Cortical density (mg/cm
3
) 1127.95 ± 14.34 1127.75 ± 13.26 -0.01 ± 0.60 1107.74 ± 12.97 1116.36 ± 11.99 0.83 ± 0.54 ˟ 0.334 

Cortical area (mm
2
) 69.38 ± 1.87 69.57 ± 1.88 0.28 ± 1.18 71.47 ± 1.69 71.90 ± 1.70 0.71 ± 1.07 0.797 

Cortical thickness (mm) 2.37 ± 0.11 2.37 ± 0.12 -0.08 ± 1.22 2.35 ± 0.10 2.35 ± 0.11 -0.31 ± 1.10 0.895 

Periosteal circumference (mm) 36.86 ± 1.05 36.97 ± 1.03 0.32 ± 1.05 38.27 ± 0.95 38.60 ± 0.93 0.94 ± 0.95 ˟ 0.680 

Endocortical circumference (mm) 21.96 ± 1.60 22.07 ± 1.67 0.54 ± 1.99 23.51 ± 1.44 23.85 ± 1.51 1.36 ± 1.80 0.775 

Polar section modulus (mm
2
) 253.21 ± 13.37 256.77 ± 12.93 1.35 ± 1.75 269.97 ± 12.09 266.83 ± 11.69 -0.96 ± 1.58 0.363 

Weighted polar section modulus (mm
3
) 236.14 ± 11.47 237.86 ± 11.67 0.87 ± 2.02 243.45 ± 10.37 244.22 ± 10.55 0.47 ± 1.83 0.892 

Non-Dominant        

Cortical content (mg) 78.26 ± 2.80 79.49 ± 2.15 1.75 ± 2.51 80.98 ± 2.53 83.61 ± 1.94
a
 4.27 ± 2.27 ˟ 0.486 

Cortical density (mg/cm
3
) 1126.96 ± 16.61 1130.98 ± 12.08 0.40 ± 0.84 1101.05 ± 15.02 1130.58 ± 10.92

a
 2.78 ± 0.76 ˟ 0.059 

Cortical area (mm
2
) 69.40 ± 2.00 70.25 ± 1.62 1.36 ± 1.91 73.34 ± 1.81 73.94 ± 1.47 1.35 ± 1.73 0.995 

Cortical thickness (mm) 2.39 ± 0.12 2.42 ± 1.11 1.38 ± 1.27 2.41 ± 0.11 2.47 ± 0.10
a
 2.84 ± 1.15 ˟ 0.427 

Periosteal circumference (mm) 36.83 ± 1.05 36.96 ± 0.95 0.32 ±  1.04 38.41 ± 0.95 38.07 ± 0.86 -0.72 ± 0.94 ˟ 0.491 

Endocortical circumference (mm) 21.85 ± 1.62 21.76 ± 1.56 -0.68 ± 1.61 23.25 ± 1.47 22.54 ± 1.41 -2.59 ± 1.46 ˟ 0.413 

Polar section modulus (mm
2
) 250.58 ± 15.50 252.19 ± 14.78 0.74 ± 2.59 270.50 ± 14.01 268.12 ± 13.36 -0.15 ± 2.35 0.809 

Weighted polar section modulus (mm
3
) 231.07 ± 12.60 235.05 ± 12.65 1.73 ± 3.25 237.28 ± 11.39 247.30 ± 11.43

a
 5.47 ± 2.94 ˟ 0.427 
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7.4.2.2 Lower limb 

No between-group differences were evident for DXA-derived FN aBMD for 

either the dominant (2.80 ± 1.78% versus 4.30 ± 1.61%, p = 0.559) or non-dominant 

lower limb (1.89 ± 1.86% versus 2.23 ± 1.68%, p = 0.901), although a within-group 

aBMD improvement was seen in the non-dominant FN following RT (0.035±0.013 

g/cm
2
, p = 0.017). The RT group improved dominant FN trabecular BMC (9.64 ± 

5.29% versus -10.74 ± 5.86%, p = 0.024), total BMC (8.06 ± 5.22% versus -11.15 ± 

5.77%, p = 0.030), and cortical vBMD (3.68 ± 1.99% versus -4.14 ± 2.20%, p = 0.021) 

more than IT, however, this difference was not seen in the non-dominant FN. 

Significant decreases were observed in dominant FN trabecular BMC (-0.78 ± 0.37 g, p 

= 0.047), total BMC (-1.03 ± 0.48 g, p= 0.046) and cortical vBMD (-0.03 ± 0.02 g/cm
3
, 

p = 0.050) in the IT group. Conversely, no within-group differences were found for the 

non-dominant FN (Table 24). 
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Table 24: Adjusted baseline and follow-up femoral neck morphology and percent change (± SE) in DXA-derived 3D hip outcomes after a 10‐
month exercise intervention in healthy young adult women with lower than average bone mass (per protocol data, n = 22) p = between-group 

difference for percentage change univariate ANCOVA (Age and values that differed between-groups at baseline were applied as covariates) 

Parameter 
IT (n = 10) RT (n = 12)  

Baseline Follow-up % Change Baseline Follow-up % Change p 
Dominant        

FN aBMD (g/cm
2
) 0.857 ± 0.025 0.878 ± 0.019 2.80 ± 1.78 0.847 ± 0.023 0.882 ± 0.017

a
 4.30 ± 1.61 0.559 

FN trabecular BMC (g) 2.83 ± 0.36 2.05 ± 0.10 -10.74 ± 5.86
b
 ˟ 1.84 ± 0.32 2.15 ± 0.09 9.64 ± 5.29

b
 ˟ 0.024 

FN cortical BMC (g) 1.06 ± 0.00 0.99 ± 0.08 -1.88 ± 5.27 1.06 ± 0.00 0.99 ± 0.07 -1.96 ± 4.72 0.992 

FN total BMC (g) 4.06 ± 0.44 3.03 ± 0.14 -11.15 ± 5.77
b
 ˟ 2.76 ± 0.40 3.14 ± 0.13 8.06 ± 5.22

b
 ˟ 0.030 

FN trabecular volume (cm
3
) 10.83 ± 1.37 7.92 ± 0.54 -7.90 ± 6.33 ˟ 7.36 ± 1.24 8.67 ± 0.49 9.26 ± 5.73 ˟ 0.071 

FN cortical volume (cm
3
) ǂ 1.72 ± 0.00 1.58 ± 0.12 -3.64 ± 5.96 1.72 ± 0.00 1.66 ± 0.11 -1.91 ± 5.36 0.845 

FN total volume (cm
3
) 12.70 ± 1.46 9.53 ± 0.62 -8.44 ± 6.12 ˟ 8.95 ± 1.32 10.30 ± 0.56 7.91 ± 5.53 ˟ 0.075 

FN trabecular vBMD (g/cm
3
) 0.26 ± 0.01 0.27 ± 0.01 1.18 ± 4.17 0.25 ± 0.01 0.25 ± 0.01 -0.44 ± 3.77 0.787 

FN cortical vBMD (g/cm
3
) 0.65 ± 0.02 0.61 ± 0.01

a
 -4.14 ± 2.20

b
 ˟ 0.59 ± 0.02 0.61 ± 0.01 3.68 ± 1.99

b
 ˟ 0.021 

FN total vBMD (g/cm
3
) 0.33 ± 0.01 0.33 ± 0.01 0.40 ± 3.38 0.31 ± 0.01 0.31 ± 0.01 -0.49 ± 3.05 0.855 

FN cortical thickness (mm) 1.14 ± 0.05 1.10 ± 0.05 -3.10 ± 5.51 1.08 ± 0.05 1.07 ± 1.05 -1.07 ± 4.98 0.599 

Non-Dominant        

FN aBMD (g/cm
2
) 0.874 ± 0.026 0.886 ± 0.017 1.89 ± 1.86 0.875 ± 0.024 0.893 ± 0.016 2.23 ± 1.68 0.901 

FN trabecular BMC (g) 2.02 ± 0.14 2.01 ± 0.12 -1.46 ± 3.52 1.98 ± 0.12 2.05 ± 0.11 3.92 ± 3.18 0.627 

FN cortical BMC (g) 0.85 ± 0.07 0.87 ± 0.07 2.34 ± 6.83 1.00 ± 0.06 1.00 ± 0.06 0.59 ± 6.18 0.859 

FN total BMC (g) 2.87 ± 0.18 2.88 ± 0.18 0.39 ± 2.55 2.98 ± 0.16 3.05 ± 0.16 2.50 ± 2.31 0.567 

FN trabecular volume (cm
3
) 7.72 ± 0.59 7.90 ± 0.61 4.55 ± 4.73 ˟ 8.53 ± 0.53 8.50 ± 0.55 -0.76 ± 4.28 0.439 

FN cortical volume (cm
3
) 1.39 ± 0.12 1.41 ± 0.12 2.19 ± 6.15 1.64 ± 0.11 1.59 ± 0.11 -2.31 ± 5.56 0.612 

FN total volume (cm
3
) 9.11 ± 0.68 9.31 ± 0.71 3.73 ± 4.41 ˟ 10.17 ± 0.61 10.08 ± 0.64 -1.04 ± 3.99 0.454 

FN trabecular vBMD (g/cm
3
) 0.27 ± 0.01 0.26 ± 0.01 -1.13 ± 4.27 0.23 ± 0.01 0.24 ± 0.01 4.96 ± 3.87 ˟ 0.327 

FN cortical vBMD (g/cm
3
) 0.62 ± 0.02 0.62 ± 0.02 0.05 ± 2.38 0.61 ± 0.02 0.63 ± 0.01 3.10 ± 2.15 ˟ 0.375 

FN total vBMD (g/cm
3
) 0.32 ± 0.01 0.31 ± 0.01 -1.57 ± 3.33 0.29 ± 0.01 0.31 ± 0.01 3.86 ± 3.01 ˟ 0.264 

FN cortical thickness (mm) 0.97 ± 0.05 0.95 ± 0.05 -1.05 ± 5.20 1.08 ± 0.05 1.05 ± 0.05 -1.94 ± 4.70 0.905 

 
a 
Within‐group based on adjusted mean difference (p < 0.05) 

b
 Between‐group difference based on adjusted values (p < 0.05) 

ǂ Baseline value used as covariate in analysis 

˟ Change observed greater than %CV for given variable 
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IT improved pQCT-derived measures of the dominant distal tibia (4%) (Table 

25) more than RT in total content (3.00 ± 0.85% versus -0.18 ± 0.77%, p = 0.016), total

BSI (5.16 ± 1.13% versus 0.37 ± 1.02%, p= 0.008) (Figure 17C) and trabecular BSI 

(3.93 ± 1.76% versus -2.84 ± 1.59%, p = 0.014). IT also improved non-dominant tibial 

trabecular content (2.52 ± 1.22% versus -1.94 ± 1.10%, p = 0.018), trabecular density 

(1.22 ± 0.55% versus -0.82 ± 0.50%, p = 0.017) (Figure 17A) and trabecular BSI (3.57 

± 1.63% versus -3.15 ± 1.48%, p= 0.009) more than RT. Furthermore, IT improved in 

dominant tibia total content (6.91 ± 2.07 g, p= 0.003), total density (5.35 ± 2.20 g/cm
2
, 

p = 0.025) and total BSI (0.04 ± 0.01 g
2
/cm

4
, p < 0.001). Along with significant within-

group improvements evident in the non-dominant tibia for IT in total content (3.97 ± 

1.86 mg, p = 0.047) and trabecular density (2.66 ± 1.15 mg/cm
3
, p = 0.032).
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Table 25: Adjusted baseline and follow-up indices of bone strength and percent change (± SE) in pQCT-derived measures of the distal (4%) 

tibia after a 10‐month exercise intervention in healthy young adult women with lower than average bone mass (per protocol data, n = 22) p = 

between-group difference for percentage change univariate ANCOVA time effect of repeated measures ANCOVA(Age and values that differed 

between-groups at baseline were applied as covariates) 

Parameter 
IT (n = 10) RT (n = 12)  

Baseline Follow-up % Change Baseline Follow-up % Change p 
Dominant        

Total content (mg) 240.10 ± 9.19 247.01± 9.35
a
 3.00 ± 0.85

b
 ˟ 234.95 ± 8.31 234.58 ± 8.45 -0.18 ± 0.77

b
 0.016 

Total density (mg/cm
3
) 280.67 ± 10.36 286.02 ± 10.98

a
 1.93 ± 0.83 ˟ 280.07 ± 9.37 282.13 ± 9.92 0.72 ± 0.75 0.317 

Total area (mm
2
) 857.19 ± 34.26 863.73 ± 32.69 1.19 ± 1.26 846.93 ± 30.98 840.02 ± 29.55 -0.87 ± 1.14 0.263 

Trabecular content (mg) 164.48 ± 7.79 167.44 ± 7.86 2.08 ± 1.44 157.10 ± 7.04 154.15 ± 7.10 -1.88 ± 1.30 0.067 

Trabecular density (mg/cm
3
) 236.21 ± 8.93 238.65 ± 9.39 1.04 ± 0.61 ˟ 230.42 ± 8.07 228.71 ± 8.49 -0.75 ± 0.55 ˟ 0.052 

Trabecular area (mm
2
) 697.49 ± 29.86 701.78 ± 29.03 1.09 ±1.38 686.74 ± 27.00 679.50 ± 26.25 -1.14 ± 1.25 0.270 

Total BSI (g
2
/cm

4
) 0.68 ± 0.04 0.71 ± 0.04

a
 5.16 ± 1.13

b
 ˟ 0.66 ± 0.04 0.66 ± 0.04 0.37 ± 1.02

b
 0.008 

Trabecular BSI (g
2
/cm

4
) 0.39 ± 0.03 0.41 ± 0.03 3.93 ± 1.76

b
 ˟ 0.36 ± 0.03 0.35 ± 0.03 -2.84 ± 1.59

b
 ˟ 0.014 

Non-Dominant        

Total content (mg) 243.54 ± 8.71 247.51 ± 9.14
a
 1.59 ± 0.75 238.61 ± 7.88 238.48 ± 8.26 -0.09 ± 0.68 0.131 

Total density (mg/cm
3
) 289.72 ± 10.92 290.57 ± 11.55 0.32 ± 0.45 278.92 ± 9.87 281.08 ± 10.44 0.71 ± 0.41 0.549 

Total area (mm
2
) 844.85 ± 33.91 854.45 ± 35.90 1.29 ± 0.80 864.40 ± 30.66 859.29 ± 32.46 -0.77 ± 0.72 0.084 

Trabecular content (mg) 163.68 ± 7.70 167.50 ± 7.97 2.52 ± 1.22
b
 ˟ 160.73 ± 6.96 157.84 ± 7.20 -1.94 ± 1.10

b
 0.018 

Trabecular density (mg/cm
3
) 239.76 ± 8.82 242.42 ± 8.91

a
 1.22 ± 0.55

b
 ˟ 231.05 ± 7.98 229.11 ± 8.06 -0.82 ± 0.50

b
 ˟ 0.017 

Trabecular area (mm
2
) 685.12 ± 30.27 692.42 ± 31.81 1.28 ± 0.92 701.55 ± 27.37 695.17 ± 28.76 -1.14 ± 0.83 0.079 

Total BSI (g
2
/cm

4
) 0.71 ± 0.04 0.72 ± 0.04 1.95 ± 0.97 0.67 ± 0.04 0.67 ± 0.04 0.79 ± 0.87 0.408 

Trabecular BSI (g
2
/cm

4
) 0.40 ± 0.03 0.41 ± 0.03 3.57 ± 1.63

b
 0.37 ± 0.02 0.36 ± 0.03 -3.15 ± 1.48

b
 0.009 

 
a 
Within‐group based on adjusted mean difference (p < 0.05) 

b
 Between‐group difference based on adjusted values (p < 0.05) 

˟ Change observed greater than %CV for given variable 
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There were no differences in effect of IT and RT at the tibial shaft (38%) for 

either the dominant or non-dominant limb (Table 26). However, RT improved dominant 

limb cortical area (3.41± 1.31 mm
2
, p = 0.017), periosteal circumference (0.38 ± 0.15 

mm, p = 0.018), polar section modulus (26.96 ± 11.62 mm
2
, p = 0.032) and weighted 

polar section modulus (30.36 ± 9.72 mm
3
, p = 0.006) (Figure 17D), while cortical 

thickness improved for both RT (0.05 ± 0.02 mm, p = 0.021) and IT (0.05 ± 0.02 mm, p 

= 0.047). In the non-dominant tibial shaft, IT increased cortical content (2.99 ± 1.42 mg, 

p = 0.049) and RT improved cortical density (8.75 ± 2.51 mg/cm
3
, p = 0.002) (Figure 

17B). 
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Table 26: Adjusted baseline and follow-up indices of bone strength and percent change (± SE) in pQCT-derived measures of the tibial shaft 

(38%) after a 10‐month exercise intervention in healthy young adult women with lower than average bone mass (per protocol data, n = 22) p = 

between-group difference for percentage change univariate ANCOVA time effect of repeated measures ANCOVA (Age and values that differed 

between-groups at baseline were applied as covariates) 

Parameter 
IT (n = 10) RT (n = 12)  

Baseline Follow-up % Change Baseline Follow-up % Change p 
Dominant        

Cortical content (mg) 280.80 ± 10.21 283.11 ± 10.43 0.82 ± 0.42 ˟ 271.30 ± 9.23 276.30 ± 9.43 1.83 ± 0.38 ˟ 0.103 

Cortical density (mg/cm
3
) 1169.66 ± 6.15 1168.48 ± 6.02 -0.09 ± 0.30 1169.78 ± 5.56 1174.37 ± 5.44 0.39 ± 0.27 ˟ 0.259 

Cortical area (mm
2
) 240.37 ± 9.20 242.48 ± 9.30 0.93 ± 0.59 ˟ 231.94 ± 8.32 235.35 ± 8.41

a
 1.44 ± 0.53 ˟ 0.546 

Cortical thickness (mm) 5.04 ± 0.16 5.08 ± 0.15
a
 0.94 ± 0.41 ˟ 4.87 ± 0.14 4.92 ± 0.14

a
 0.96 ± 0.37 ˟ 0.971 

Periosteal circumference (mm) 63.40 ± 1.25 63.55 ± 1.28 0.23 ± 0.25 ˟ 63.06 ± 1.13 63.43 ± 1.16
a
 0.59 ± 0.23 ˟ 0.313 

Endocortical circumference (mm) 31.75 ± 1.26 32.46 ± 1.14 -0.48 ± 0.28 32.46 ± 1.14 32.54 ± 1.18 0.24 ± 0.25 0.084 

Polar section modulus (mm
2
) 1285.41 ± 71.54 1291.81 ± 73.48 -0.60 ± 0.97 1248.27 ± 64.68 1275.23 ± 66.44

a
 2.08 ± 0.87 ˟ 0.293 

Weighted polar section modulus (mm
3
) 1246.67 ± 66.53 1255.10 ± 69.42 0.69 ± 0.81 1215.98 ± 60.15 1246.33 ± 62.77

a
 2.43 ± 0.73 ˟ 0.146 

Non-Dominant        

Cortical content (mg) 279.76 ± 10.92 282.76 ± 10.60
a
 1.15 ± 0.49 ˟ 281.89 ± 9.88 281.97 ± 9.88 0.08 ± 0.45 0.141 

Cortical density (mg/cm
3
) 1165.42 ± 5.70 1169.02 ± 6.22 0.31 ± 0.24 ˟ 1163.86 ± 5.15 1172.61 ± 5.62

a
 0.75 ± 0.22 ˟ 0.206 

Cortical area (mm
2
) 240.34 ± 9.92 242.16 ± 9.67  0.84 ± 0.66 ˟ 242.30 ± 8.97 240.60 ± 8.74 -0.66 ± 0.59 ˟ 0.121 

Cortical thickness (mm) 5.05 ± 0.16 5.08 ± 0.15 0.68 ± 0.55 ˟ 5.02 ± 0.14 4.99 ± 0.13 -0.51 ± 0.50 0.144 

Periosteal circumference (mm) 63.27 ± 1.33 63.44 ± 1.32 0.28 ± 0.24 ˟ 64.17 ± 1.20 64.01 ± 1.20 -0.25 ± 0.22 ˟ 0.137 

Endocortical circumference (mm) 31.56 ± 1.24 31.54 ± 1.23 -0.08 ± 0.31 32.66 ± 1.12 32.67 ± 1.12 0.06 ± 0.28 0.753 

Polar section modulus (mm
2
) 1262.29 ± 75.23 1274.45 ± 74.15 1.18 ± 0.99 ˟ 1307.26 ± 68.20 1286.63 ± 67.04 -1.50 ± 0.89 ˟ 0.070 

Weighted polar section modulus (mm
3
) 1217.30 ± 69.31 1236.85 ± 71.66 1.70 ± 0.80 ˟ 1254.24 ± 62.67 1249.07 ± 64.79 -0.47 ± 0.73 0.072 

 
a 
Within‐group based on adjusted mean difference (p < 0.05) 

˟ Change observed greater than %CV for given variable 
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No between-group differences were observed in percent change of QUS 

determinants of calcaneal bone quality, although SOS scores for the dominant (22.04 ± 

9.66 m/s, p = 0.042) and non-dominant (21.20 ± 8.96 m/s, p = 0.036) heel were 

significantly higher for IT at follow-up than RT, despite showing no significant within-

group improvements (Table 27).  
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Table 27: Adjusted baseline and follow-up indices of QUS-derived bone quality and percent change (± SE) (per-protocol data, n = 19) 

Parameter 
IT (n = 9) RT (n = 10)  

Baseline Follow-up % Change Baseline Follow-up % Change p 
Dominant        

BUA (dB/MHz) 113.32 ± 4.42 113.46 ± 2.73 1.48 ± 3.71 117.18 ± 4.74 115.36 ± 2.93 -1.38 ± 3.98 0.618 

SOS (m/s) 1590.49 ± 7.49 1602.09 ± 6.41
b
 0.74 ± 0.61 1579.35 ± 8.04 1580.06 ± 6.88

b
 0.06 ± 0.66 0.478 

SI 100.76 ± 3.59 103.83 ± 2.83 3.92 ± 3.70 100.28 ± 3.86 99.19 ± 3.04 -0.70 ± 3.97 0.423 

Non-dominant        

BUA (dB/MHz) ǂ 115.04 ± 0.00 115.91 ± 2.674 0.85 ± 2.32 115.04 ± 0.00 110.86 ± 2.90 -3.39 ± 2.51 0.283 

SOS (m/s) 1591.36 ± 8.72 1600.01 ± 5.94
b
 0.55 ± 0.45 1575.69 ± 9.36 1578.81 ± 6.38

b
 0.21 ± 0.49 0.632 

SI 99.62 ± 2.75 103.14 ± 2.61 3.43 ± 2.52 100.58 ± 2.96 97.99 ± 2.81 -2.09 ± 2.70 0.172 

 
a 
Within‐group based on adjusted mean difference (p < 0.05) 

ǂ Baseline value used as covariate in analysis 
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7.4.3 Training program progression 

7.4.3.1 High-intensity progressive impact training progression 

For the IT group a significant time effect was observed for punch acceleration for those 

who completed the three testing points. The jab acceleration increased for both limbs over the 

duration of the intervention (Left: Week 4 = 41.45 ± 6.50 m/s
2
, Week 12 = 50.18 ± 9.29 m/s

2
, 

Week 24 = 53.58 ± 4.05 m/s
2
, p = 0.016; Right: Week 4 = 44.67 ± 8.53 m/s

2
, Week 12 = 

53.87 ± 7.74 m/s
2
, Week 24 = 54.15 ± 6.82 m/s

2
, p = 0.024). For the cross, a significant time 

effect was also observed (Left: Week 4 = 41.68 ± 7.22 m/s
2
, Week 12 = 52.26 ± 12.37 m/s

2
, 

Week 24 = 57.02 ± 4.63 m/s
2
, p = 0.005; Right: Week 4 = 43.15 ± 9.61 m/s

2
, Week 12 = 

58.64 ± 9.35 m/s
2
, Week 24 = 57.71 ± 8.87 m/s

2
, p = 0.042). For the hook, only the left limb 

demonstrated a significant increase in acceleration over time (Week 4 = 69.08 ± 14.44 m/s
2
, 

Week 12 = 70.32 ± 13.05 m/s
2
, Week 24 = 85.27 ± 9.25 m/s

2
, p = 0.017). 

 

7.4.3.2 High-intensity progressive resistance training progression 

For the RT group, 1RM results demonstrated a significant time effect for both the 

deadlift and bench press over the three measured time points for those who completed the 

trial. For the deadlift 1RM improvements were seen between week 12 (66.6 ± 6.3 kg) and 

week 24 (75.0 ± 7.3 kg, p = 0.012) and week 24 (75.0 ± 7.3 kg) and week 36 (80.3 ± 7.7 kg, p 

= 0.002). The same results were evident for the bench press with 1RM weight increasing 

between week 12 (35.3 ± 5.9 kg) and week 24 (41.8± 4.7 kg, p < 0.001) and week 24 (41.8± 

4.7 kg) and week 36 (44.3 ± 4.1 kg, p = 0.007). 
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7.5 Discussion 

The aim of the current study was to compare the effects of high-intensity impact 

training (predominantly gravity-derived loading) and high-intensity resistance training 

(predominantly muscle-derived loading) on indices of bone strength in both the upper 

and lower limbs of young adult women. The effects of IT and RT differed in both 

outcome- and site-specific ways. RT appeared to exert greater effects on cortical 

measures in the proximal femur and the shafts of long bones of the upper and lower 

limbs, while IT improved indices of bone strength in the distal ends of long bones, 

irrespective of upper or lower extremity. To our knowledge, these findings represent the 

first direct comparisons of targeted upper and lower limb high-intensity impact and 

resistance exercises on indices of bone strength in young adult women.  

The upper limb has exhibited a variety of bone responses to impact training in 

young adult and premenopausal women [115-118]. The most recent upper limb IT 

intervention found falling onto an outstretched arm onto the heel of the hand improved 

ultra-distal radius aBMD 3.9% in premenopausal women [118], while another using a 

similar loading strategy reported no improvement in aBMD at the one-third shaft site of 

the radius [115]. The only other upper limb intervention in young adult women 

evaluated QCT changes and demonstrated a protective effect on ultra-distal trabecular 

vBMD and a reduction in total cortical bone vBMD of the distal radius compared to 

control, from a non-impact but gravitationally-derived mechanical loading strategy, 

suggesting a potential site and structure specific effect [117]. While we observed an 

improvement in DXA-derived aBMD of the radial shaft in the dominant forearm, our 

pQCT-derived results follow a similar pattern to others who have shown upper limb 

impact loading interventions preferentially benefit distal sites. Specifically, the upper 

limb impact loading (punching) intervention in the current study evoked bilateral 
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improvements at the 4% site of the radius in total content and trabecular density, and in 

total BSI for the non-dominant radius. Indeed, in vivo compressive strain at the distal 

radius site in females, for falling onto an outstretched arm (impact-loading) was 

significantly greater than the compressive strain from a chin-up, bicep curl and wrist 

curl exercise all of which are considered muscle-loading based exercises [314]. It is 

likely that these site-specific distal bone adaptations in the upper limb correspond to the 

location of the greatest mechanical load, being closest to the site of impact, while loads 

are attenuated more proximally thereby applying insufficient mechanical stimulus to 

those bony sites.  

For the lower limb, in the IT group we observed a decrease in FN cortical vBMD 

at the dominant hip, despite a non-significant increase in aBMD at the same site. 

Although seemingly unusual, disparity between aBMD and vBMD at the femoral neck, 

specifically cortical vBMD, has been previously been reported [315]. IT has previously 

evoked positive bone responses at the hip in young women [129]; however, most 

previous investigations in young adult women only report aBMD, with one looking at 

DXA-based hip structural analysis [140]. This intervention showed improvements in 

section modulus and cross-sectional area at the FN in response to a 12-month jumping 

and stepping program, however comparisons are somewhat difficult due to differences 

in outcomes reported. Limited investigations of the effect of impact training on indices 

of bone strength in young adult and premenopausal women have been reported [141]. 

No improvements in QCT-derived measures of bone strength or geometry were 

observed at the either the distal (5%) or proximal (67%) tibia following a 12-month 

impact-style intervention utilising stepping, stamping, jumping and running [141]. 

Differences in results to the present study may be owing to the differing training 

parameters applied, scan sites used and outcomes reported (trabecular attenuation alone 
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at the 5% site). On balance, our findings suggest the distal tibia experiences a greater 

bone response to IT than the shaft, notwithstanding an improvement in cortical 

thickness at the 38% site of the dominant tibia. As the distal regions of the tibia undergo 

predominantly compressive forces during gait [316], which is an example of a relatively 

low-intensity activity from an osteogenic loading perspective [193], it is likely that the 

site-specific bone adaptations to IT we observed corresponds to the area subjected to the 

greatest mechanical stains. Again, such loads are likely compressive due to proximity to 

site of impact. Furthermore, previous cross-sectional relationships have been established 

for higher trabecular density of the distal tibia in hurdlers, racquet sport players and 

soccer players [304], all of which experience significant gravitationally-derived loads as 

a feature of their sport, further highlighting the likely site-specific loading response to 

impact-style exercise.  

The findings from previous investigations of young adult women suggest that RT 

provides minimal adaptive stimulation for bone mass, bone geometry and bone strength 

parameters of upper limb bones [154]. By contrast, our results indicate that high-

intensity RT improves indices of bone strength in this population, owing to 

improvements seen predominantly in the shaft of the radius measured by both DXA 

(dominant 1/3 radius aBMD) and pQCT (non-dominant cortical content, density and 

thickness and weighted polar section modulus). The greater effect observed in our trial 

is likely to reflect both the higher intensity of loading applied, and the use of multi-joint 

compound style lifts compared to isolated elbow flexion and extension exercises used in 

previous work. While there are no other trials in young adult women to compare our 

findings with, our positive observations, specifically in cortical bone, correspond to 

those from upper limb resistance training interventions in postmenopausal women [153, 

317]. Indeed, cross-sectional work in young adult women suggest that estimated joint 
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moments based on muscle force production are the strongest determinant of bone 

strength indices for the radial shaft [304], highlighting the important relationship that 

exists between muscle-loading and a site-specific bone response.  

In the lower limb, RT stimulated an increase in aBMD of the dominant FN and a 

superior effect on cortical vBMD than IT. While previous evidence suggests that RT, 

has minimal effect on the hip in young adult and premenopausal women [151], non-

significant responses at the FN are likely a result of insufficient loading stimulus (60% 

or less of 1 RM) [157, 161]. As the bone response to loading is site specific [88, 91], 

our results may be a product of sufficient loading intensity (high-intensity 85% 1RM) 

delivered through exercise that targeted the measured site (i.e. squat). Furthermore, RT 

improved bone in the shaft of the tibia. Such cortical bone adaptations correspond to 

those of a previous investigation that found increases in cortical vBMD, cortical 

thickness and polar stress strain index at the 20% site of the tibia in response to RT in 

young adults [169]. While those results were a part of a combined study of men and 

women, on and off protein supplementation, the authors reported that neither gender nor 

supplementation condition influenced the bone-based outcomes [169]. For comparison, 

larger cortical wall thickness is reportedly observed in competitive weight-lifters who 

also lift at high intensity [170]. External forces from muscle contraction can subject the 

tibia to bending forces, in fact, it has been reported that two thirds of the variation in 

antero-posterior tibial moment of resistance at the one third shaft site can be explained 

by muscle bending moment alone [318]. Although bending moments were not measured 

in the current work, it may help explain the changes we observed at the shaft of long 

bones from our high-intensity RT regime.  

Several limitations of the current work warrant acknowledgement. Firstly, there is 

no control comparison in the present study. This was an omission by design as the aim 
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of this study was to compare the regional bone responses of two osteogenic training 

interventions, IT and RT. Furthermore, the control group used in the OPTIMA-Ex trial 

was that of an ‘active sham’ or ‘positive control’ in an attempt to improve recruitment, 

compliance, retention and blinding of the intervention groups. However, during the 

OPTIMA-Ex trial (results published elsewhere), a significant increase in osteogenic 

physical activity independent of the study was captured through the bone-specific 

physical activity questionnaire in the control group between baseline and follow-up, 

which is likely to have confounded our analyses. Secondly, data in the present study 

represents a composite of participants both on and off hormonal contraceptives. Many 

forms of hormonal contraception are available, with varying possible interactions with 

bone. Due to our limited numbers we were unable to sub-divide the sample further 

based on type of contraception use, however, a relatively even split of participants both 

on and off hormonal contraception was achieved organically through the process of 

randomisation. Finally, we acknowledge that the sample size for this study is relatively 

low, thus, the conclusions that can be drawn are somewhat limited. However, 

significant changes were greater than the coefficient of variance for the corresponding 

measure. Furthermore, young adult women are known to be difficult to recruit and 

retain for bone-targeted exercise interventions [106, 110, 111, 134, 143, 144, 162, 171]. 

While a broad range of factors influence physical activity participation, it is possible 

that barriers exist to participation in bone health related physical activity in this 

population. Nevertheless, we feel this data represents a novel investigation into the 

differential effects of high-intensity IT and RT on site-specific indices of bone strength 

in young adult women.  

In conclusion, IT and RT showed differential site-specific effects in both the upper 

and lower limbs on indices of bone-strength. IT showed greater improvements at distal 
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sites of both the radius and tibia, while RT appeared to have a greater effect on the 

shafts of the radius and tibia and at the femoral neck. The differing bone responses 

stimulated by the two training modalities are likely due to localised adaptation in bone 

structure and distribution at the sites subjected to the greatest strain. Further 

investigations will help to clarify the mechanisms responsible for bone adaptations to 

the differing mechanical loads in this novel investigation into the comparative effect of 

high-intensity IT and RT in young adult women.  
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8.1 Abstract  

Issue addressed: Osteoporosis presents a serious public health issue and physical 

activity is recognised as the most effective modifiable risk factor for the condition. The 

reasons behind physical activity participation, however, are complex. We therefore 

aimed to explore the experiences related to a bone-targeted exercise intervention, 

determine enjoyment and acceptability of each exercise mode, and identify barriers and 

facilitators to osteogenic exercise for young adult women. Methods: The present study 

was conducted within the OPTIMA-Ex trial, a three-arm RCT comparing 

musculoskeletal outcomes from two supervised, high-intensity, exercise programs 

(impact and resistance training) with an unsupervised low-intensity exercise control. A 

mixed-methods approach was used, including quality of life and physical activity 

enjoyment questionnaires and qualitative content analysis of semi-structured interviews 

to determine participant experiences. Results: All groups had improvements in the 

‘mental health’ domain of the quality of life measure; however, the two supervised 

exercise groups had greater levels of physical activity enjoyment. The qualitative 

analysis revealed that overall the trial activities were viewed in a positive way, yet the 

two supervised groups had ‘richer’ exercise experiences. Motivations for participation, 

barriers to physical activity, and desired continuation of participation differed between 

all three groups. Conclusions: Findings suggest that bone-targeted exercise 

interventions for young adult women must address perceptions of time demands and 

environmental barriers to participation in order to maximise compliance and 

adherence. So what? Physical activity is the most effective modifiable risk factor for 

bone health; however, the barriers to participation warrant greater consideration when 

implementing bone-targeted interventions. Keywords: Acceptability, Adherence, Bone, 

Boxing, Exercise, OPTIMA-Ex, Physical Activity, Resistance training  
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8.2 Introduction 

Osteoporosis affects approximately 200 million women worldwide [319] and 

one in three women over 50 years of age experience an osteoporotic fracture [320]. The 

development of osteoporosis is often attributed to either inadequate accumulation of 

peak bone mass prior to skeletal maturity [11] or to an excessive rate of bone loss 

during ageing [12]. Physical activity is recognised as one of the most effective lifestyle 

strategies to maximise peak bone mass during growth [2]. Therefore, addressing 

modifiable determinants of bone strength, such as adequate physical activity prior to 

skeletal maturity, is imperative in order to maximise peak bone mass and protect against 

future bone loss. As peak bone mass is attained by the end of the third decade [25, 67], 

young adulthood represents an important final opportunity for its optimisation [68].  

Pronounced lifestyle changes occur in the period of young adulthood, often to 

the detriment of physical activity, sports and exercise participation [3]. The recent 

Australian Health Survey 2017-18 revealed that only 15% of adults (aged 18-65 years 

old) meet the current recommended national physical activity guidelines [321]. 

Furthermore, women at all ages are considered less physically active than men [322]. 

With physical activity being one of the most effective modifiable contributors to bone 

health, such low physical activity rates in adult women are concerning when viewed in 

light of osteoporosis risk. 

Understanding the reasons why individuals do not participate in physical activity 

is complex. However, there is consensus that a broad range of factors influence physical 

activity participation spanning psychological, environmental, social, and policy domains 

[211]. From a psychological perspective, women who perceive more benefits from 

exercise and fewer barriers to exercise are typically more active than those who 

perceive more barriers and fewer benefits [212]. Commonly perceived barriers to 
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physical activity participation for Australian women include lack of time, interest and 

enjoyment, social and self-esteem factors as well as financial limitations [213]. For 

older adults with osteoporosis, the most common barriers to exercise participation are 

lack of time and transportation [323]. Conversely, the diagnosis itself is a strong 

motivator and trigger for physical activity participation [221]. However, in a young 

adult population who are at risk of developing osteoporosis and are often unaware of 

their bone health status, waiting for the diagnosis to initiate physical activity may be a 

case of ‘too little too late’. 

It is understood that extrinsic factors often motivate exercise initiation, however, 

intrinsic motivation is key for exercise adherence [214-216]. An individual’s enjoyment 

of physical activity has been linked to intrinsic motivation for exercise, adherence, self-

efficacy and sustained participation in physical activity programs [217, 218]. Physical 

activity adherence is also influenced by the affective responses to exercise intensity, 

where an inverse relationship between intensity and enjoyment has been observed [324, 

325]. Exercise enjoyment is defined as a positive response to the movement experience 

that reflects feelings such as pleasure, liking, and fun derived from the activity [219]. 

Thus, physical activity enjoyment is not simply an affective consequence of exercise, 

but rather, reflects the individual’s feelings about the exercise experience as a whole.  

The OPTIMA-Ex (Osteoporosis Prevention Through Impact and Muscle-loading 

Approaches to Exercise) trial [287] was a three-arm randomised controlled trial 

designed to determine the predominant source of the adaptive bone stimulus – muscle- 

or impact-derived forces – by measuring bone responses to relevant mechanical stimuli 

in young adult women with low bone mass. Specifically, it examined the effect of a 10-

month, twice-weekly, high-intensity supervised impact loading exercise intervention 

and a 10-month, twice-weekly, high-intensity supervised resistance training intervention 
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on bone mass and strength, against a low-intensity unsupervised exercise regime 

(control). The purpose of the current work was to explore the experiences related to 

bone-targeted exercise training, determine enjoyment and acceptability of each exercise 

training mode, as well as identify barriers and facilitators to participation for young 

adult women. 

 

8.3 Methods 

8.3.1 Study design  

An exploration of the enjoyment and acceptability of the OPTIMA-Ex trial was 

undertaken using a mixed-methods approach utilising both questionnaires and content 

analysis of semi-structured interviews. The OPTIMA-Ex trial was a three-arm single-

blinded, single centre randomised controlled trial. Eligible participants were randomised 

to 10-month, twice-weekly, supervised high-intensity impact training (IT), supervised 

high-intensity resistance training (RT) or an unsupervised ‘positive’ control group 

(CON). The trial was registered on the Australian and New Zealand Clinical Trials 

Registry (ACTRN12616001444471) and ethical approval was granted by the Griffith 

University Human Research Ethics Committee (GU Ref: 2015/775). Written informed 

consent was obtained from every study participant. Physical activity enjoyment and 

quality of life outcome measures were collected at baseline and after the 10-month 

training intervention, while semi-structured interviews occurred prior to follow up 

testing for the intervention arms. 
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8.3.2 Participants 

Sedentary, otherwise healthy young adult women (18-30 years) with below 

average bone mass (BMD T-score less than or equal to 0 at the lumbar spine and hip) 

were recruited for the OPTIMA-Ex trial. The full inclusion and exclusion criteria for the 

OPTIMA-Ex trial have been published elsewhere [287]. Only those participants who 

completed the OPTIMA-Ex trial were eligible for the current study.  

 

8.3.3 OPTIMA-Ex exercise programs 

8.3.3.1 Impact  

Participants in the IT group attended twice-weekly, 40-minute, instructor-led 

exercise sessions comprising of progressive high-intensity impact exercises including 

boxing and jumping to load the upper and lower limbs, respectively. Three fundamental 

upper limb punching exercises (jab, cross and hook) were performed throughout the 

duration of the trial in both orthodox and southpaw with the power and complexity of 

punching combinations increased every seven weeks. Additionally, three fundamental 

lower limb impact exercises (jump, hop, drop jump) were also performed and 

progressively increased over the duration of the trial with increases every seven weeks. 

The complexity of jumps and hops was achieved with increases in hurdle height, 

changes in direction, and progressively increased drop jump heights from 15 cm – 80 

cm. Participants progressed from gloves to hand wraps only and from shod to barefoot 

after the familiarisation phase (week 4).  
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8.3.3.2 Resistance 

Participants in the RT group attended twice-weekly, 45-minute, instructor-led 

exercise sessions comprising of progressive high-intensity resistance training exercises. 

Participants performed six fundamental compound exercises (deadlift, back squat, 

bench press, overhead press, bent over row and calf raise) using Olympic weights 

throughout the duration of the intervention period with a focus on progressively 

increasing weight to maintain a minimum of 85% 1 RM for 5 sets of 3-5 repetitions, 

with 1RM tested every 12 weeks.  

 

8.3.3.3 Home  

Participants in the CON group were asked to exercise twice per week for 

approximately 30-45 minutes. The sessions consisted of shadow boxing and low load 

body weight exercises (abdominal crunches, bridges, side planks, front planks, as well 

as upper and lower limb stretches) in a low intensity circuit training format. Participants 

were instructed on how to perform the exercises after baseline testing and were 

provided with a training diary and a handout with photographs of all exercises. 

Participants were also provided with access to the OPTIMA-Ex YouTube channel, 

which provided a step by step instruction of each shadow boxing exercise progression 

so they could follow along at their own pace.  

 

8.3.4 Data collection 

8.3.4.1 Physical activity enjoyment 

Participants’ perceptions of physical activity participation and enjoyment were 

recorded before and after the intervention using the modified Physical Activity 
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Enjoyment Scale (PACES) developed by Mullen and colleagues [217]. For each of the 

eight items on the questionnaire, participants were asked to circle the most appropriate 

number relating to their thoughts of physical activity participation on a 7-point Likert 

scale (1 = unpleasurable; 7 = pleasurable), with higher numbers relating to greater 

perceived enjoyment.  

8.3.4.2 Quality of life 

Quality of life was assessed before and after the intervention using the 

Assessment of Quality of Life questionnaire (AQoL). The instrument has six separately 

scored dimensions, with variable item numbers and response levels to produce a simple 

global ‘utility’ score [262]. The AQoL has high internal consistency (α = 0.81) [263]. 

Unlike other generic utility instruments, a unique feature of the AQoL is that the utility 

weights have been derived from an Australian population sample [264] and norms of 

the Australian population are available [265]. As a utility measure, it has been 

established that the minimal clinically important difference of the AQoL is 0.06 [265]. 

8.3.4.3 Semi-structured interviews 

The initial 20 participants to complete the OPTIMA-Ex trial were invited to 

undertake a semi-structured interview where they were asked a series of 10 questions 

(Table 28). The semi-structured interviews were conducted at the end of the 

intervention period by an interviewer independent of the study that was unknown to 

participants. The interviews were conducted prior to follow-up testing to limit the 

impact of individual health results on participant responses. The questions were 

developed to explore motivation for participation, barriers to previous physical activity 
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participation, experiences related to the exercise intervention, and future considerations 

and recommendations. For each question, the interviewer further prompted the 

participant for deeper explanation by using non-leading prompts, such as “be more 

specific”, “please explain further” and “what was it about … which made you feel like 

…”. 

 

Table 28: Semi-structured interview questions for participants of the OPTIMA-Ex trial 

relating to their motivations, perceptions, and experiences of the exercise program. 

Question 

1: What was your motivation for your participation in the trial? 

2: Have you ever participated in structured exercise training prior to the trial? 

3: What were your experiences related to the exercises during the course of the study? 

4: Do you have any comments about the exercises or structure of the exercise sessions? 

5: How did you feel during and after the exercise sessions? 

6: Have you noticed any changes as a result of the exercise sessions? 

7: Do you intend to continue regular exercise training in the future? 

8: What, if any, changes would you make to the exercise sessions? 

9: Would you recommend this type of exercise to a friend? 

10: Do you have any other feedback or anything else you would like to say? 

 

8.3.5 Qualitative analysis  

All semi-structured interviews were transcribed and the responses for each of the 

10 questions were collated into their respective training groups. Leximancer software 

(Version 4.50.27; Leximancer Pty Ltd, Brisbane, Australia) was used to conduct an 

automated conceptual analysis of responses to the semi-structured interview questions. 
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Leximancer has been validated through comparison with expert manual coding and 

other best practice methods; and has demonstrated face validity, stability and reliability 

[326]. The software uses word association information to identify the main concepts and 

themes from textual data [327]. Visual concept maps and outputs were generated to 

identify relationships between concepts, themes and the training groups. Despite a 

predominantly automated analysis, several technical operations were required to obtain 

interpretable results. Firstly, words with little semantic meaning (e.g. “of”, “the”, 

“probably”) were identified and removed; Secondly, a custom configuration and editing 

concept seed and thesaurus were set up for semantic information; Thirdly, repeated 

steps of examining, exploring and modifying settings to discover the main topics within 

the text was employed; and finally, relevant concepts were combined into themes where 

appropriate. 

 

8.3.6 Quantitative analysis 

Statistical analysis of quantitative data was undertaken using SPSS statistical 

software (Version 22; IBM Inc., Chicago, IL). Descriptive statistics were generated for 

participant characteristics, and all dependent variables. For ordinal variables, Kruskal-

Wallis test and Friedman’s test were employed to examine between-group and within-

group differences for IT, RT and CON. For continuous variables, a one-way ANOVA 

was used to examine differences between IT, RT and CON at baseline, while repeated 

measures ANOVA was used to determine both within- and between-group differences. 

All statistical outcomes were examined against a p-value of 0.05 to determine statistical 

significance. 
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8.4 Results 

8.4.1 Participant characteristics 

A total of 32 participants (IT = 10, RT = 12, CON = 10) completed the 

OPTIMA-Ex trial (Table 29). All 32 participants who finished the trial completed 

questionnaires on physical activity enjoyment and quality of life. The initial 20 

participants (IT = 6, RT = 8, CON = 6) were invited to undertake the semi-structured 

interviews. This sub-group represented 62.5% of participants to finish the trial and no 

differences were observed at baseline between the sub-group and the remaining 

participants to complete the OPTIMA-Ex trial (p > 0.05). Furthermore, there were no 

differences between IT, RT and CON at baseline for height, weight and AQoL-6D 

utility scores (p > 0.05), however RT participants were 4.4 ± 1.5 years younger than 

CON (p = 0.007), and total PACES score was higher in RT than IT (χ
2
(2) = 10.23, p = 

0.006). 

Table 29: Baseline participant characteristics (n = 32) 

Parameter IT (n =10) RT (n = 12) CON (n = 10) p 

Age (years) 23.2 ± 3.8 20.5 ± 1.8 24.9 ± 4.6 0.021* 

Weight (kg) 55.6 ± 9.0 56.1 ± 5.6 60.7 ± 9.2 0.296 

Height (cm) 165.7 ± 6.5 163.5 ± 6.45 163.6 ± 4.8 0.645 

AQOL-6D (Utility score) 0.83 ± 0.08 0.89 ± 0.11 0.84 ± 0.14 0.279 

PACES-8 (Total score)  34.8 ± 4.1 43.1 ± 6.0 37.5 ± 9.3 0.006* 
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8.4.2 Quality of life  

No between-group differences were observed in the AQoL-6D total score, 

however, the CON group improved significantly (p = 0.021), a change that can be 

considered both clinically and statistically significant [265]. When divided into separate 

scoring domains all groups showed a clinically significant (> 0.06) improvement in 

Mental health, with only the IT group showing a 0.06 improvement in the Senses 

domain and CON improving for the Coping domain. Ten-month change in AQOL-6D is 

presented in Table 30. 
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Table 30: Differences in AQOL-6D (± SD) at baseline and after a 10-month bone-targeted exercise intervention in healthy young adult women 

with lower than average bone mass (n = 32); p value indicates time effect of repeated measures analyses.  

* p < 0.05 within-group difference;  ǂ p < 0.05 between group differences

Parameter 

IT (n =10) RT (n = 12) CON (n = 10) 

p 

Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post 

Independent living 0.99 ± 0.01 0.98 ± 0.02 0.98 ± 0.02 0.99 ± 0.01 ǂ 0.91 ± 0.16 0.95 ± 0.12 ǂ 0.519 

Relationships 0.96 ± 0.08 0.99 ± 0.01* 0.98 ± 0.03 0.99 ± 0.01 0.99 ± 0.02 0.99 ± 0.01 0.041 

Mental health 0.58 ± 0.21 0.66 ± 0.19 0.70 ± 0.23 0.80 ± 0.10 0.61 ± 0.22 0.68 ± 0.18 0.009 

Coping 0.82 ± 0.11 0.80 ± 0.15 0.89 ± 0.12 0.91 ± 0.08 0.75 ± 0.23 0.90 ± 0.08* 0.145 

Pain 0.90 ± 0.08 0.86 ± 0.14  0.93 ± 0.13 0.93 ± 0.17 0.95 ± 0.08 0.91 ± 0.10 0.040 

Senses 0.84 ± 0.13 0.90 ± 0.11 ǂ 0.93 ± 0.10 0.95 ± 0.05 ǂ 0.95 ± 0.05 0.96 ± 0.05 0.079 

Utility score 0.83 ± 0.08 0.85 ± 0.11 0.89 ± 0.11 0.93 ± 0.06 0.84 ± 0.14 0.90 ± 0.06* 0.012 
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8.4.3 Physical activity enjoyment 

For physical activity enjoyment, similarly to baseline, total score for PACES-8 differed 

between training groups at follow up (χ
2
(2) = 7.355, p = 0.025). Consistent with the 

initial scores, at follow up the RT group appeared to have the highest scores for physical 

activity enjoyment. Furthermore, follow up scores for the parameters of ‘pleasurable’, 

‘fun’ and ‘gratifying’ also differed between groups (p = 0.014, p = 0.002, p = 0.021). 

No between-group differences were observed for change in PACES from baseline to 

follow up. For total PACES-8 score, only the IT group improved significantly from 

baseline to follow-up. Within-group differences were observed for all groups for change 

in the parameter ‘pleasurable’, however, the RT group also showed improvements in the 

scoring domains of ‘fun’, ‘pleasant’ and ‘invigorating’. Ten-month change in PACES-8 

is presented in Table 31. 
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Table 31: Differences in PACES-8 (± SD) at baseline and after a 10-month bone-targeted exercise intervention in healthy young adult women 

with lower than average bone mass (n = 32); p indicated between group differences for change in PACES scores (Kruskal-Wallis Test). 

* p < 0.05 (Friedman Test - within group differences)  

 

Parameter 
IT (n =10) RT (n = 12) CON (n = 10) 

p 
Pre  Post Pre  Post Pre  Post 

I find it pleasurable;  

I find it unpleasurable 
4.00 ± 1.16 5.10 ± 1.10* 5.17 ± 0.94 6.25 ± 0.75* 3.90 ± 1.37 5.00 ± 1.25* 0.987 

It’s a lot of fun;  

It’s no fun at all 
3.90 ± 0.88 4.90 ± 1.29  5.17 ± 1.19 6.00 ± 0.60* 4.60 ± 1.35 4.40 ± 1.08 0.070 

It’s very pleasant;  

It’s very unpleasant 
3.70 ± 0.48 4.70 ± 1.25* 4.83 ± 1.03 5.92 ± 0.99* 4.20 ± 1.14 4.80 ± 1.69 0.896 

It’s very invigorating;  

It’s not at all invigorating 
4.80 ± 0.79 5.70 ± 0.82 5.75 ± 1.05 6.25 ± 0.87* 4.90 ± 1.52 5.50 ± 0.97 0.530 

It’s very gratifying;  

It’s not at all gratifying 
5.10 ± 0.74 5.90 ± 0.88 5.67 ± 0.65 6.50 ± 0.79 4.90 ± 1.37 5.30 ± 1.16 0.351 

It’s very exhilarating;  

It’s not at all exhilarating 
4.00 ± 0.67 4.60 ± 0.97 5.17 ± 1.03 5.33 ± 0.89 4.50 ± 1.65 4.40 ± 1.35 0.411 

It’s very stimulating;  

It’s not at all stimulating 
4.80 ± 0.79 5.30 ± 1.16 5.58 ± 0.79 6.00 ± 0.85 5.10 ± 0.88 4.90 ± 1.52 0.394 

It’s very refreshing;  

It’s not at all refreshing 
4.50 ± 1.35 5.20 ± 1.32 5.75 ± 0.97 6.33 ± 0.65 5.40 ± 1.08 5.60 ± 1.51 0.528 

Total Score 34.80 ± 4.13 41.40 ± 6.90* 43.08 ± 6.00 48.58 ± 4.66 37.50 ± 9.30 39.90 ± 9.23 0.446 
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8.4.4 Interview findings 

Responses to the 10 interview questions were grouped into four overarching 

topics: ‘motivation for participation’; ‘barriers to previous physical activity 

participation’; ‘experiences related to the exercise intervention’; and ‘future 

considerations and recommendations’. 

8.4.4.1 Motivation for participation 

Thematic analysis revealed differing motivations to commence the trial between 

groups (Figure 18). The major themes that appeared to characterise the groups were 

exercise (30 hits), bone (18 hits) and time (11 hits). The major theme of exercise was 

underpinned by the concepts of doing, wanted, keen and interested. This theme was 

linked most strongly to the RT group, who appeared to be more driven by participating 

in exercise itself. For instance, a RT participant commented:  

“It seemed like a good opportunity to get fit with some free exercise” - HR Resistance 

The theme of bone was related to problems, improve, and training. The impact 

training group seemed to be motivated by the effect the intervention might have on their 

bone mass. For example a participant from the IT group stated:  

“I wanted to become more fit and also I have a family history of osteoporosis so I was 

worried about getting it and thought I could do whatever was available to me to try and 

prevent it”. - KK Impact 
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Finally, the theme time encompassed program, start and easy. The home control 

group appeared to be linked closest to the theme of time, appeared to be less 

intrinsically driven than the two supervised groups, and sought the trial to provide them 

with accountability to exercise. A participant in the home group commented: 

 

“Just trying to stick to a particular exercise as I am not very good at sticking to any 

form of program so it kind of was a good motivational tool to have to know that I am 

coming back in 10 months’ time to see what’s different and if anything has changed” - 

MC Home 
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Figure 18: Concept map of themes relating to motivation for participation in the OPTIMA-Ex 

trial. 
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8.4.4.2 Barriers to previous physical activity participation 

Almost all participants (95%) stated they had never participated in ‘structured 

exercise’. When specifically examining the barriers to participation or reasons why 

participants had not previously taken part in exercise, three major themes emerged, 

including time, exercise and cost (Figure 19). Time (33 hits) was linked to concepts of 

structured, timetable, session and changes. Exercise (15 hits) was underpinned by 

motivation and interested. However, cost (5 hits) as a theme appeared to be linked with 

the concept of opportunity. Interestingly, the aforementioned themes appeared to be 

separately linked to the three different groups. 

Responses from the IT group suggested that interest in the type of exercise and 

overall motivation to exercise were barriers to participation. One IT participant 

commented: 

“I wasn't ever able to really find something that interested me I thought of it looked 

kind of boring. Also it was matter of time and effort. I live in a place which is kind of out 

of the way and not easy to get to, I guess yeah, lack of access as well as no real 

motivation or desire to do so.” - KK Impact 

The RT group seemed to attribute issues of time as well as motivation as the 

largest barriers to exercise participation. For instance: 

“Definitely not as much after uni came in ... time issues and a little bit of self-laziness.” 

- HR Resistance
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Financial barriers were noted as a reason why those in the CON group did not 

previously exercise in a structured way. One participant stated: 

 

“I've never really had the opportunity to. A lot of them do cost a fair bit of money and 

money is never something that I really had floating around for things like that.” - CD 

Home 

 

 

Figure 19: Concept map of themes related to previous participation in structured 

exercise training 
.   
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8.4.4.3 Experiences related to the exercise intervention 

Overall, there was a positive attitude towards the exercises undertaken in the 

respective training programs. The major themes that emerged for all groups from 

question 3 were exercise (44 hits), enjoyed (34 hits) and liked (11 hits) (Figure 20). All 

groups appeared to enjoy the structured and progressive nature of the trial, irrespective 

of training style. The majority of participants in the IT group preferred the boxing 

aspect of the training sessions rather than the jumping exercises. There was also a clear 

notion of achievement from learning new skills. For example: 

“I think it was nice to see, you know like learning a new skill and getting that ability 

and seeing the progression by the week. You know it keeps on moving up and 

changing.” - GC Impact 

This sentiment of skill acquisition and achievement was echoed in the RT group, 

who spoke often about how they enjoyed the challenge of resistance training and how 

they liked the quantifiable progression of weights. Comments included: 

“Overall I think I enjoyed it. I never had worked with weights before so I suppose I was 

interested to learn how to do it and then when I could do it that was really exciting. 

Yeah I never thought that it would be something I could easily pick up but I guess I was 

very surprised.” - CP Resistance 

The CON group, however, typically enjoyed the way in which the program was 

easy to follow as well as its ability to fit well into their lifestyle. For example: 
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“I think they were easy to do. It wasn't too intrusive in my life which was awesome. I 

could pretty much do it whenever I wanted to do it. It was twice a week so that was 

good. I find that like if I'm only doing it once a week, I don't really stay on track and I 

get quite bored. So overall yeah I found it quite good.” - KP Home 

 

Two participants stated it was less intense than what they were expecting, which 

one participant saw as a positive while the other viewed it as a negative. These 

participants stated:  

 

“Well I was expecting it to be more intense but … I liked it, that it was light and I didn't 

feel tired after doing it” - MN Home 

 

“I think it was too easy for me.” - GP Home 
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Figure 20: Concept map of themes related to participant experiences of the exercises during the course of the OPTIMA-Ex trial.  
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For question 4, time was the most common theme (66 hits) and was linked to 

concepts of schedule, Instructor and easy (Figure 21). For the supervised groups (IT 

and RT), the level of supervision provided as well as the progression of the program 

again emerged as a common talking point. Comments from participants in each of the 

groups included: 

“Learning the exercises, it took a while at first because it was completely new to me but 

you definitely got into the swing of it after a couple of weeks, performing the exercises it 

wasn’t difficult and again you know any time you had slight technique issues there was 

someone always there to correct that which was fantastic, you were supervised at all 

times which was really, really good and yeah I enjoyed it.”  - AM Impact 

“I didn't feel like I was pushed or that I was held back, I felt like it was very matched 

which was good. And then you know correction of form as it got heavier and things like 

that that was really good as well.” - TD Resistance 

When probed further about fitting training sessions into their schedule, although 

barriers such as university, work and travel existed, the flexibility of training sessions 

came up regularly in a positive manner for both supervised groups. For instance: 

“I mean he [the instructor] had a few different sessions, he [the instructor] had early 

morning ones and afternoon ones. So yeah, you could really just fit it in with whatever 

you wanted.” - MJ Impact 

“It was like either early in the morning or late in the afternoon” - MD Resistance 
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For the CON program, the shadow boxing component appeared to split the 

group with 50% of participants interviewed stating it was the least enjoyable component 

of the home program. Despite not being supervised in each session, it appeared that 

home group participants still felt as though they were guided throughout the trial with 

the supplementary material provided after the initial assessment session. For example: 

 

“That’s the thing I went through the book and I went through all the exercises the 

instructional videos were awesome, as well as like the print outs that I was given, like it 

was quite easy for me to replicate the things that I had to do and I thought it was good.” 

-  KP Home 

 

As expected, the freedom of the home group was enjoyed by all participants in 

the home exercise program. One participant commented:  

 

“You just do it when you can twice a week and you have a day off or whatever. So that 

was not hard at all.” - MC Home 
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Figure 21: Concept map of themes related to participant comments about the exercises or 

structure of the sessions during the OPTIMA-Ex trial. 
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When participants were asked to express how they felt during and after the 

exercise sessions, the major theme was muscle (35 hits) with minor themes of tired, 

energised and fun. The theme muscle was linked to the concepts of soreness, exercise, 

used and afterwards, displayed in Figure 22. All groups discussed an element of 

muscle soreness, which dissipated over the duration of the trial, which might be 

expected from the commencement of an exercise training program. Comments from 

each group included: 

“At the beginning I was sore but after a while it was good. I felt better, like you always 

feel good after exercise. You know when you don't particularly want to go that week but 

you still go and then you feel good.” - TE Impact 

“In the earlier weeks there was more muscle soreness when I was sort of adjusting to 

the exercises as a whole and then afterwards I suppose there would have been a little 

bit but generally it got less throughout the year as my body got used to the movement.” 

- SK Resistance

“Physically, yeah not too bad. I did get sore muscles for the first month on and off I 

think that was just my muscles getting used to doing those particular exercises. And 

then as months went on it was, I guess, they got used to it and I wasn't as sore as I 

was.” - MC Home 

Surprisingly, the CON group more frequently referenced muscle soreness than 

any other group. Moreover, the CON group often spoke only about the physical effects 

of exercise with only one of the six CON participants interviewed mentioning any 
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perceived positive mental shift. The two supervised groups, however, spoke of 

perceived positive changes in their ‘mental health’. Accordingly, comments from IT and 

RT participants included: 

“I definitely noticed that I am a lot more energetic after the sessions and my 

concentrations better and just generally feel better….(it) took a lot of tension, cleared 

my head, yeah, a lot of pleasant surprises that I wasn’t expecting.” - JD Impact 

 

“I think because you feel like you've achieved something it was like emotionally and 

mentally you felt better.” -TD Resistance 

 

 

Figure 22: Concept map of themes related to how participants felt during and after the training 

sessions during the OPTIMA-Ex trial.  
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When participants were asked about the changes they noticed as a result of their 

participation in the OPTIMA-Ex trial, stronger (20 hits) and better (15 hits) were the 

major themes present, followed by changes (9 hits) and muscle (6 hits) (Figure 23). 

Generally, participant responses were related to feeling stronger and overall feeling 

better. The RT group frequently referenced perceived muscle gain and strength changes. 

For example:  

“Definitely strength, I think I got a lot stronger sort of proud of that in that I felt 

stronger.” - TD Resistance 

Interestingly, IT group participants noted a shift in attitude towards exercise. One 

participant commented:  

“I think my attitude towards exercising probably yeah, I feel like it's less of a chore it's 

more enjoyable. I guess it's just finding what you like really. Yeah a little bit less 

daunted by the idea of having to do physical activities.” - GC Impact 

The CON group, however, mentioned more aesthetic improvements as part of the 

program: 

“I've definitely lost weight since last year, since I was weighed in. And I think that's the 

same thing just having that regularity of having to move and have exercise as a part of 

your weekly regime.” - MC Home 
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Figure 23: Concept map of themes related to changes noticed by participants as a result of the 

exercise sessions from the OPTIMA-Ex trial.  

 

8.4.4.4 Future considerations and recommendations  

When asked if they desire to continue with regular exercise training, the 

thematic analysis revealed gym (28 hits), week (21 hits) and boxing (13 hits) to be the 

emerging themes. Gym was linked to concepts of university, doing, weight/s, and 

sessions. Week was connected to twice, times, continue, program, and classes. The 

theme of boxing was related to concepts of exercise, home, and similar. 

The entire IT group stated that they plan to continue with regular exercise 

training. However, only half of the group interviewed planned on continuing boxing 

training specifically whether at home or in organised classes, with one wanting to trial 

another form of martial arts. One participant reported:  
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“Again it’s trying to find something that is equally as convenient to fit into my work and 

lifestyle but if I can find that then absolutely I would keep going. Somewhere close by 

and probably the same sort of frequency two to three times per week”. - AM Impact 

 

Some participants from the IT group identified some potential barriers to future 

exercise participation such as time and money. For instance: 

 

“The only problem that might stop me is paying for it when it comes to costs because 

my schedule is so chopping and changing, oh yeah that and the timing.” - JD Impact 

 

Similar to the IT group, every participant in the RT group intended to continue 

with regular exercise training. All but one stated they planned to join a gym and 

continue with resistance type exercise. Participants reported they intended to continue 

exercising anywhere from 1 – 3 times per week. In contrast to the IT group, no 

participants identified any major barriers to continuing regular exercise.  

Not all participants in the CON group were interested in maintaining regular 

exercise training, with one unsure if they would continue an exercise regime. Unlike the 

supervised groups, only one participant in the CON group desired to continue with a 

similar training style, while others wanted to take up a different style of training such as 

weight training, reformer Pilates or martial arts.  

When questioned about desired changes to the program, change was the most 

prominent theme with 17 hits and was linked to the concepts of sessions and duration. 

Fun emerged as a secondary theme (7 hits) and was linked to combinations and 

jumping. This theme seemed to be most strongly represented by the IT group. Overall, 

most participants in the IT group enjoyed the duration and frequency of the session, and 
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felt two sessions per week was in fact a facilitator to their regular participation in the 

exercise program. For example:  

 

“I think the duration was perfect like I felt like I got a work out but I wasn't too 

exhausted or anything afterwards. Yeah I'd be happy to do it more frequently but also I 

felt like two was a bit more manageable for scheduling like three would have been a bit 

harder to fit in.” - GC Impact 

 

For the RT group, half of the group stated they would not change the program, 

however, one participant noted they found it “confusing” that there was no formalised 

warm up before resistance training. While most where happy with both the duration and 

frequency of training, 25% of participants in the RT group mentioned that they would 

have liked to have done it more often. One participant commented: 

 

“I mean I could probably have done it three days a week. I was never sore anything 

yeah, so maybe doing it more often.” - CP Resistance 

 

The majority (66%) of the CON group were positive about the exercise program 

with little feedback on changes to the exercises sessions. For instance: 

 

“I don’t really think that I would change them because they were very well paced. You 

start off very light and easy and initially it feels very light and easy and it gradually 

builds up but the progression is in such a way that it feels beneficial and it doesn't feel 

like you're overburdening yourself. So I don't think that I would change anything about 

it.” - CD Home 
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All participants said that they would recommend their particular exercise 

training style to a friend. All but one of the IT group participants declared that they had 

already recommended this type of exercise to a friend. Whereas, every member of the 

RT group openly spoke about how they had recommended the exercise to friends. Three 

participants spoke about how they would recommend it based on the feeling of 

accomplishment associated with resistance training and the visible progress that can be 

made. Others commented they would recommend resistance training because of how it 

made them feel. One participant stated:  

 

“I was really surprised at how good I felt how quickly and how strong …it kind of took 

me by surprise how much I enjoyed it. So definitely would recommend it to friends who 

have never done weight training before.” - SK Resistance 

 

In stark contrast to the supervised groups, only one participant out of six in the 

CON group explicitly stated that they had recommended this style of training to a 

friend. When prompted as to why they would recommend it, the majority suggested 

they would recommend it based upon the ease of the program. For example: 

 

“I think it's great it just fits into your lifestyle quite easily.” - KP Home 

 

8.4.5 Drop out and compliance 

A total of 32 participants (IT = 10, RT = 12, CON = 10) completed the OPTIMA-

Ex trial. Both the IT and CON groups experienced a 41% drop out rate compared to 

29% in the RT group. The reported reasons for dropping out included the time 

commitment of the intervention conflicting with family, work or study (IT n = 6, RT n = 
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3), starting a training program outside of the intervention (CON n = 3), falling pregnant 

during the intervention period (IT n = 1, RT n = 1), no response to investigators (RT n = 

1 and CON n = 3) and having had too many radiation-based scans prior to follow up 

(CON n = 1). Compliance did not differ between the self-reported CON group (78.8 ± 

24.1%) and the supervised groups, IT (61.4 ± 15.1%) and RT (66.4 ± 11.2%) (p = 

0.085). 

 

8.5 Discussion 

The purpose of the current study was to explore the experiences of participants of 

the OPTIMA-Ex trial – a comparison of impact and resistance training exercise to 

improve bone in young adult women with low bone mass. Specifically, we examined 

quality of life, physical activity enjoyment, and acceptability of each exercise training 

mode, as well as barriers and facilitators to participation.  

We observed no differences between groups for changes in quality of life or 

physical activity enjoyment. However, a clinically and statistically significant within-

group improvement was detected for overall quality of life score in the CON group. 

Additionally, clinically significant improvements were observed for all three groups in 

the ‘Mental health’ scoring domain. Overall physical activity enjoyment scores differed 

between groups at follow-up with RT reporting the highest scores, followed by IT and 

CON respectively. The IT group exhibited the greatest change in overall physical 

activity enjoyment, the RT group significantly improved parameters of ‘fun’, ‘pleasant’ 

and ‘invigorating’ and all three groups improved scores in the ‘pleasurable’ domain, 

from baseline to follow up. The qualitative analysis revealed motives for participation 

and barriers to physical activity differed between groups. However, irrespective of 

training mode, all groups enjoyed the structured and progressive nature of the exercise 
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regimes. Interestingly, there were clear differences between groups in terms of their 

willingness to recommend their training mode to a friend and their intention to continue 

the program after the trial period.  

Physical activity in general has been shown to contribute to improvements in 

emotional well-being [328], as well as, a person’s perception of their quality of life 

[329, 330]. Our findings support this notion, as irrespective of training group a 

clinically significant improvement was found in mental health scores. Interestingly, 

only the CON group appeared to have a meaningful improvement in overall quality of 

life, despite a significant time effect for all groups. The overall improvement in quality 

of life score was likely heavily influenced by the large improvement observed in the 

‘Coping’ domain for CON alone. Although not statistically significant, at baseline the 

CON group had a lower ‘Coping’ score than the two intervention groups based on 

clinical significance. Thus, possibly providing greater room for detectable improvement 

in that domain for CON compared to the two supervised intervention groups.  

Enjoyment of physical activity has not only been linked to adherence, self-

efficacy and sustained participation but is also recognised as an intrinsic motivator for 

the initiation of exercise programs [217, 218]. The way people perceive enjoyment is 

both multidimensional and complex. Typically, an inverse relationship exists between 

exercise intensity and perceived exercise enjoyment [324, 325]; however, both high-

intensity supervised groups improved physical activity enjoyment more than the lower 

intensity CON group. The IT group improved overall enjoyment. The RT group 

improved many of the sub-domains of enjoyment and reported the highest overall score 

of physical activity enjoyment at follow-up; however the latter observation was likely a 

function of the higher baseline physical activity enjoyment score in the RT group.  
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Understanding factors that encourage osteoporosis prevention behaviour is 

important for disease management at a population level. In older adults, the diagnosis of 

osteopenia or osteoporosis has been shown to be a strong motivator for undertaking 

physical activity [221]. Young adults, however, typically have a poor understanding of 

osteoporosis and a low perception of susceptibility and seriousness of the disease [331]. 

Despite this, one of the three themes to emerge as a motivator for young adult women to 

participate in the current exercise trial was their bone health status. This concern was 

largely driven by knowledge of a family history of osteoporosis. It has been reported 

that those with a family history of osteoporosis have been shown to have higher 

knowledge scores about the disease, although these scores are still considered ‘low’ 

relative to the possible knowledge points [332]. The notion of accountability needed to 

adhere to an exercise program emerged from the CON group. Although a somewhat 

unexpected trigger for participation in a bone-targeted exercise trial, the act of 

committing to a research study can provide participants with the sense of obligation 

necessary to exercise consistently [333]. However, it is important to consider that 

interviews were conducted only once the intervention period had completed, so it is 

possible the impact of the participant’s experiences during the trial influenced their 

retrospective motivation for participation.  

Although seemingly intuitive, to increase exercise adherence and compliance, 

interventions must leverage the facilitators and limit the barriers to exercise [323]. The 

major barriers identified in the current study for previous physical activity participation 

were a perceived lack of time, interest and finances. Our findings support those of 

previous work that suggests the major barriers to physical activity participation for 

Australian women are lack of time, interest and enjoyment, social and self-esteem 

factors as well as financial limitations [213]. The barriers of time and money were again 
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identified by some in the IT group when discussing plans for future exercise 

participation. Furthermore, when discussing their experiences related to the exercise 

intervention, barriers such as university, work and travel were stated, however, the 

flexibility of training sessions came up regularly in a positive manner for both 

supervised groups. It has been suggested to increase compliance, locations that are 

easily accessible for participants and provide flexible exercise schedules should be 

employed in intervention trials [323]. In fact, the IT group felt that the frequency of 

sessions (twice weekly) was actually a facilitator to their regular participation, while 

expectedly the CON group found the freedom of the home program as a positive to their 

participation. 

A sense of achievement and skill acquisition emerged as a common facilitator 

amongst the two supervised exercise groups (IT and RT). Most definitions of exercise 

enjoyment are limited to expressing enjoyment merely as a positive affective response, 

and often do not take into account two variables that have been shown to be strong 

predictors of enjoyment: the challenge of the activity and the skill of the individual 

performing the activity [334, 335].The IT and RT training groups also enjoyed the level 

of supervision provided by the instructor. Unsurprisingly, the presence of an instructor 

and a group environment have been shown to optimise physical activity enjoyment in 

young adults [336].  

The two supervised training groups often spoke of a perceived positive change in 

their ‘mental health’. In contrast, this improvement was rarely discussed during the 

semi-structured interview by the CON group, despite, all three groups showing a 

clinically significant improvement in the ‘mental health’ scoring domain of the quality 

of life questionnaire. Not all individuals are likely to obtain the same psychological 

benefits across all exercise settings, especially when taking into consideration 
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differences in exercise stimulus such as intensity, type and duration, in addition to the 

social-psychological factors, for instance social interaction, mastery, and distraction 

from stress [337]. Indeed, two participants in the CON group commented on the 

intensity of the intervention, however, one viewed this as a positive and the other a 

negative, further highlighting differing perceptions to the same exercise program. The 

CON training program was designed to be low-intensity in nature, therefore, the 

variances in the aforementioned training characteristics could explain the discordant 

responses in the perceived ‘mental health’ improvements between the supervised groups 

and the CON group detected from the semi-structured interview.  

All participants except one intended to continue with regular exercise training 

after the intervention had finished. All but one of those in the RT group planned to 

continue resistance training, half of the IT intended to continue with impact style 

training, but only one of the CON group intended to continue with a similar training 

program. Furthermore, all participants said that they would recommend their particular 

exercise training style to a friend, however, in contrast to the supervised groups only 

one of the CON group stated that they had already done so. The supervised groups 

reasons for recommending to others were focused on the improvements they had 

noticed, whereas, the CON group participant spoke about the ease of the program. 

Collectively, these findings suggest that RT and IT as exercise interventions may have 

been viewed as more favourable physical activities than CON.  

Fewer participants dropped out of the RT group compared to IT and CON. The 

drop-out rate in the current study is similar to previously reported rates of young adult 

females in long term bone targeted exercise interventions, ranging from 35 – 50% drop 

out [106, 110, 143]. Relatively little is known about why some individuals adhere to 

structured exercise programs and others drop out [338]. In the OPTIMA-Ex trial the 
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most common reason for dropping out was the ‘time commitment’ conflicting with 

family, work or study, a sentiment confined to the supervised groups. Exercise 

motivation and adherence has been shown to be affected by the responsibility felt for 

work and family commitments [338]. Conversely, while failing to respond to 

investigators was a common reason for a lack of follow-up data available for the CON 

group, starting a training program outside of the intervention was the most common 

reasons for drop-out. Moreover, upon completion a participant in the CON group 

discussed that the training program was ‘too easy’, further emphasising the need for 

exercise to be challenging to foster adherence. Outcome expectations that are frequently 

associated with exercise include weight loss, improved appearance, reduced stress, and 

better health [339]. It has been suggested that if these expected outcomes are not 

experienced soon after the initiation of an exercise program, a resultant decrease in 

motivation can occur, in turn impacting exercise adherence [339, 340]. Although 

speculative, it may be that those that initiated a training program outside of the 

intervention felt their expectations were not being met by the CON exercise program 

itself.  

Some limitations warrant acknowledgment. Firstly, only a subset of participants 

from the OPTIMA-Ex trial were interviewed, with only those that completed the 

intervention trial able to be included, as interviews were conducted at the follow-up 

session. Therefore, there may have been other confounding factors that led to 

participants dropping out that were not able to be captured by the investigators due to a 

lack of response from the participants, which may have given a greater understanding of 

other barriers to adherence to a physical activity program. Secondly, only individuals 

who were interested in participating in an exercise program were recruited as part of the 

OPTIMA-Ex trial. Subsequently, the potential barriers and facilitators to bone-targeted 
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exercise participation for individuals who are reluctant to commence an exercise 

intervention have not been captured, thus, the generalisability of the findings are 

somewhat limited. Conversely, by conducting the semi-structured interviews prior to 

the bone-related outcomes at follow-up the influence of bone results of the trial on 

participants perceptions of the exercise program was negated. Furthermore, the mixed-

methods approach used to capture participants perceptions of the exercise trial through 

both quantitative questionnaires and qualitative analysis can be considered as strengths 

of the study. Finally, the utilisation of Leximancer allowed for an automated analysis of 

the conceptual content of the data providing greater reliability and validity to the 

research results [326]. The results from this exploration of enjoyment, barriers and 

motivators of young adult women will have practical applications for future bone-

targeted interventions to enhance exercise adherence. 

The reasons for engaging in osteoporosis preventive behaviours are often viewed 

as complex because they are influenced by personal and social factors [220]. It is well 

known that pronounced lifestyle changes occur in the period of young adulthood, with 

particularly negative effects on physical activity participation [3]. It is therefore 

imperative to understand the factors that encourage osteoporosis preventative behaviour 

in young adults to assist in disease prevention at a population level. Irrespective of 

exercise group, the activities of the OPTIMA-Ex trial were viewed in a positive manner. 

The two high-intensity supervised exercise groups, however, appeared to provide a 

‘richer’ exercise experience with participants discussing shifts in the less tangible 

outcome of their mental health, attitude towards exercise, as well as the enjoyment from 

the mastery of task. For future bone-targeted interventions in young adult women, it 

will be vital to minimise perceived demands on time, and environmental barriers 

related to convenience, accessibility and cost of physical activity participation.  
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9.1 Summary of the OPTIMA-Ex trial 

In Australia, one in three women over the age of 50 are osteoporotic or 

osteopenic [1] and the proportion is expected to rise with the ageing of the population. 

The development of osteoporosis is often attributed to either an inadequate 

accumulation of peak bone mass prior to skeletal maturity around the end of the third 

decade [11] or to an excessive rate of bone loss during ageing [12]. Although bone 

health is influenced by many interrelated factors, physical activity is an effective 

modifiable strategy for its augmentation [2], and young adulthood represents a closing 

window of opportunity. Despite the predominance of osteoporosis in the female 

population, young adult women are an understudied population [112]. As the bone 

response to mechanical loading is largely proportional to the magnitude and rate of 

strain imposed [103], the effectiveness of exercise to stimulate an osteogenic response is 

likely intensity specific. Furthermore, there is ongoing debate as to the most effective 

source of osteogenic loading (muscle or gravity) [5], and consequent gaps in knowledge 

with respect to optimal exercise prescription for the skeleton in the years approaching 

peak bone mass.  

The primary goal of this doctoral work was to compare the skeletal response to 

two bone-targeted loading methods, impact exercise versus resistance training exercise, 

in young women with below average bone mass. The specific aims of the project were 

to 1) validate the methods used to track and monitor the intensity of a novel exercise 

approach to upper limb loading and to determine the mechanical loads experienced 

during the impact training intervention of the OPTIMA-Ex trial; 2) compare the effects 

of high-intensity impact training and high-intensity resistance training on measures of 

musculoskeletal health in sedentary but otherwise healthy young women with below 

average bone mass; and 3) determine satisfaction and acceptability of the different 
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training modalities as well as barriers and facilitators to bone-targeted exercise in 

sedentary otherwise healthy young women with below average bone mass. 

The Osteoporosis Prevention Through Impact and Muscle-loading Approaches 

to Exercise (OPTIMA-Ex) trial was designed to address the above aims to inform their 

translation to wider practice. The OPTIMA-Ex trial was a 10-month, randomised 

controlled, exercise intervention comparing a high-intensity impact training 

intervention, a high-intensity resistance training intervention, and a low intensity active 

control group. The following discussion presents a synthesis of the six manuscripts 

arising from this work. The significance of the research is highlighted, and future 

directions are proposed. 

 

9.1.1 Manuscript one 

The primary aim of publication one was to publish the protocol for the 

OPTIMA-Ex trial according to recommended practice in the conduct of clinical trials. 

To our knowledge, the OPTIMA-Ex trial was the first study to investigate the 

comparative efficacy and safety of a 10-month supervised high-intensity progressive 

impact-derived loading training program versus a 10-month, supervised high-intensity 

progressive resistance training program on determinants of bone health of both the 

upper and lower limbs in healthy young women with lower than average bone mass. 

 

9.1.2 Manuscript two 

The aim of publication two was to establish the validity and reliability of the 

device used to track the progression of the OPTIMA-Ex upper limb impact loading 

intervention. The concurrent validity and reliability of a GymAware linear positional 
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transducer was determined against a Crossbow accelerometer for the quantification of 

punch characteristics in untrained adults, at a self-determined 50% effort and maximum 

effort for a rear hand straight punch. Forty-four healthy young adults aged 18-30 years 

(28 male, 16 female) with no previous boxing experience and no upper limb 

musculoskeletal injuries were recruited. Overall, we found moderate-strong 

measurement validity and good-to-excellent reliability for maximum punch measures 

for both the GymAware and Crossbow accelerometer in untrained young adults. Thus, 

the GymAware linear positional transducer was deemed an acceptable measurement 

tool to monitor and quantify the kinematics of the novel punching based upper limb 

intervention applied in the OPTIMA-Ex trial. Given the importance of load intensity to 

the bone response to exercise, this paper establishes valuable comparative upper limb 

load intensity data for the healthy young adult population for the purpose of informing 

effective future bone-targeted exercise regimes. 

 

9.1.3 Manuscript three 

The primary aim of publication three was to quantify the mechanical loads 

experienced by participants for all lower limb loading exercises as part of the impact 

loading intervention arm of the OPTIMA-Ex trial, to ensure the impact training program 

was indeed progressive and high-intensity in nature. The secondary aim was to compare 

the mechanical loads produced by trained and untrained participants. A randomised 

repeated-measures experimental design was used to quantify and compare the 

mechanical loads (vertical ground reaction forces and rates of landing loads), of all 

OPTIMA-Ex impact exercises, as well as to determine the load intensity for each 

training stage of the impact intervention. Fifteen healthy young adult women aged 18-

30 years (5 trained; 10 untrained) were recruited. Overall, the impact activities at every 
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stage of the OPTIMA-Ex trial not only met the ground reaction force criteria for high-

intensity, and exhibited progressive increases in load for successive stages based on 

both magnitude and rate of loading. Furthermore, we observed that trained participants 

were capable of producing larger and faster impact loads than untrained participants for 

all activities. 

 

9.1.4 Manuscript four  

The primary aim of publication four was to determine the comparative efficacy 

of high-intensity impact loading versus high-intensity resistance training, on the 

outcomes of bone mass, body composition and physical performance of healthy young 

women with lower than average bone mass. A three-arm randomised controlled trial 

was undertaken with participants allocated to either a 10-month, twice-weekly, 

supervised high-intensity impact training, high-intensity resistance training, or 

unsupervised home-based low intensity exercise (active control). A total of 51 young 

adult women were randomised (17 to impact training, 17 to resistance training, and 17 

to control) and 32 participants completed the trial (10 impact training, 12 resistance 

training, and 10 control). Findings suggest that, resistance training may provide a 

broader osteogenic loading stimulus than impact training for young adult women with 

lower than average bone mass, although findings were site-specific. High-intensity 

resistance training improved cortical bone more than the impact protocol, whereas 

impact training provided a greater stimulus for trabecular bone. While all groups 

improved lean mass, only the resistance training group reduced percent fat. Both 

training groups improved muscle cross sectional area; resistance training enhancing 

forearm muscle and impact training improving lower extremity muscle. Improvements 

in back and leg extensor strength were observed in both training groups, however, 
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improvements in grip strength were observed only in the resistance training group. 

Compliance was moderate and not significantly different between groups.  

 

9.1.5 Manuscript five 

Owing to the very large body of data generated from the OPTIMA-Ex trial, 

outcomes were reported in two separate manuscripts. Therefore, the aim of publication 

five was to compare upper and lower limb effects of high-intensity impact and high-

intensity resistance training on indices of bone strength of young adult women with 

lower than average bone mass. A total of 22 participants were included in this analysis, 

representing those participants who completed the intervention arms of OPTIMA-Ex 

trial (10 impact training; 12 resistance training). While upper and lower extremity 

differences were not observed, some site-specific effects were evident from impact 

training and resistance training. Resistance training appeared to have greater effects at 

the proximal femur and the shaft of long bones, while impact training effects were more 

notable in the distal segments of long bones nearest to the sites of impact. While sample 

size limited statistical power, results suggest that impact training and resistance training 

provide differing site-specific effects for indices of bone-strength in young adult 

women.  

 

9.1.6 Manuscript six 

The aim of publication six was to explore OPTIMA-Ex participant experiences 

related to the bone-targeted exercise intervention, determine enjoyment and 

acceptability of each exercise mode, as well as identify barriers and facilitators to 

osteogenic exercise. A mixed-methods design was undertaken, utilising physical 
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activity enjoyment and quality of life questionnaires along with qualitative content 

analysis of semi-structured interviews to determine participant outcomes and 

experiences. Overall, all groups experienced improvements in the mental health domain 

of the quality of life measure; however, the two supervised exercise groups reported 

greater levels of physical activity enjoyment, with resistance training participants 

reporting the highest scores. The qualitative analysis revealed that overall the trial 

activities were viewed positively, however, the impact and resistance training groups 

reported positive shifts in both their emotional and mental well-being. Furthermore, the 

impact and resistance training groups spoke of a sense of achievement owing to skill 

acquisition and successful exercise progression; a sentiment that was not conveyed by 

the home-based exercise group. The motives for participation and barriers to physical 

activity differed between groups and there were clear group differences in terms of their 

willingness to recommend their training mode to a friend and intention to continue the 

program after the trial period, with resistance training participants appearing most 

positive for both outcomes. Finally, findings suggest that bone-targeted exercise 

interventions for young adult women must address perceptions of time demands and 

environmental barriers to participation in order to maximise compliance and 

adherence. 

 

9.2 Synthesis and significance of findings 

The work presented in this thesis contributes to current knowledge on the 

efficacy and acceptability of bone-targeted exercise for enhancing musculoskeletal 

health in young adult women. The outcomes of this work address gaps in the literature 

with respect to comparative efficacy of different exercise modalities, upper versus lower 

extremity responses, and barriers and facilitators to targeted bone exercise. The 
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OPTIMA-Ex trial provides novel findings, suggesting region-specific differential 

effects of impact loading and resistance training on bone, muscle and performance. 

Both interventions were found to be safe and enjoyable by participants.  

The prescription of exercise, in essence is somewhat limitless, through different 

modalities, exercise options, frequencies and intensities. The blueprint for the ‘ideal’ 

prescription for osteogenic exercise, has been mapped out through animal studies, 

showing that exercise for bone must engender strains that are dynamic in nature [86], 

high-intensity/magnitude [95], applied at high rates [98], at high frequencies [97], and 

for a limited number of cycles [86]. The applications of these principles, however, have 

not always been well translated into practice when prescribing exercise for improving 

bone health in humans. Furthermore, the most effective source of loading has not been 

established and the debate over gravity-derived loading versus muscle-derived loading 

remains somewhat contentious [5]. The OPTIMA-Ex trial was the first to make a direct 

comparison of the effect of the two loading approaches with true high-intensity loads in 

young adult women.  

Improvements in bone mass in response to impact-style training have previously 

been confined to the hip in young adult women and premenopausal women [129]. In 

contrast, we found impact training improved DXA-derived bone mass at the spine, but 

had little effect at the hip. The lack of improvement at the hip was unexpected and is 

somewhat difficult to explain, considering the high-intensity nature of the applied 

impact exercises. However, the OPTIMA-Ex trial is not the only impact training 

intervention in young adult and pre-menopausal women that has not shown an 

improvement at the hip [134, 145, 147]. Furthermore, the loading prescription may have 

not been optimal to promote osteogenic changes at the hip as previous impact 

interventions that have demonstrated improvements at the hip had greater frequency of 
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training sessions (i.e. 3 days [136, 142-144] and 6 days per week [135]). Indeed, a dose-

response trial determined that daily high-intensity impact loading elicited the greatest 

effect at the femoral neck in young adult women [146], thus the lack of effect seen in 

the OPTIMA-Ex trial may be the product of inadequate training frequency. The increase 

at the spine observed in the OPTIMA-Ex study, however, might be explained by the 

inclusion of both upper and lower body exercise [91], where previous work has 

typically been either upper or lower limb targeted. Further, while others have observed 

no improvements in bone strength or geometry at the tibia (QCT-derived) in response to 

impact-style loading in young adult and premenopausal women [141], we observed 

benefits for indices of bone strength at the distal tibia. The differences in outcomes 

observed between our study and the previous work is likely a result of the training 

parameters implemented and the outcomes reported at the distal scan site, as trabecular 

attenuation alone was reported for the 5% tibia site in the previous investigation.  

Previous work examining gravitationally-derived mechanical loading for the 

upper limb in the young female adult population has demonstrated a protective effect on 

ultra-distal trabecular vBMD, while a simultaneous reduction in total cortical bone 

vBMD was observed, suggesting a potential site and tissue specific (i.e. cortical versus 

trabecular) effect [117]. While improvements in DXA-derived aBMD of the distal 1/3 

radius in the dominant forearm were observed in the current work, our pQCT-derived 

results follow a similar pattern to the previous investigation. Specifically, the upper 

limb punching-based impact intervention evoked improvements in both volumetric 

density and bone strength indices at the distal radius. Therefore, it could be speculated 

that the site-specific bone adaptations observed as a response to impact training are a 

result of a greater mechanical stimulus at the distal segment of the bone, most likely 

compressive in nature, with possible attenuation of force more proximally. This has 
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previously been demonstrated in an animal model where trabecular bone responded 

more at the distal tibial metaphysis than the proximal tibial metaphysis in response to 12 

weeks of impact-style exercise in the form of treadmill running in rats. Furthermore, the 

exercise did not improve trabecular measures in the spine, suggesting site-specific 

trabecular effects in response to impact-style mechanical loading [341]. Alternatively, 

these findings could be explained by a preferential trabecular bone response to impact 

loading compared to cortical bone. For instance, it has been suggested that trabecular 

bone due to its mesh-like organisation forms a material architecture conducive to the 

absorption of impact loads [342] and demonstrates the greatest strength when a 

compressive force is applied [343], however, further investigation is warranted to 

substantiate this explanation.  

In contrast to impact training, resistance training interventions in young adult 

and premenopausal women have demonstrated greater effects on lumbar spine bone 

mass compared with the hip [151]. Our results suggest that true high-intensity resistance 

training can benefit both spine and hip sites, with significant increases in aBMD at the 

spine, and aBMD and vBMD of the dominant femoral neck observed. We surmise that 

the previous non-significant responses at the hip may be a function of insufficient load 

intensity. At the tibia, previous work has demonstrated improvements in cortical 

vBMD, cortical thickness and polar stress strain index at the 20% tibial site in response 

to resistance training in young adults [169]. Our results are in agreement with this 

investigation as improvements were observed in cortical bone outcomes, specifically at 

the one third shaft site, in response to high-intensity resistance training. From cross-

sectional work, larger cortical wall thickness has been seen in those who compete in 

weight-lifting [170], however, due to self-selection bias in cross-sectional work, 

causality cannot be inferred. Together, these results suggest resistance training could be 
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a preferential loading strategy for the shaft of the tibia and potentially other diaphyseal 

locations. Furthermore, for the upper limb, our results indicate that high-intensity 

resistance training improves indices of bone density and strength at the radial shaft on 

both DXA and pQCT in this population.  

Our positive findings, specifically for cortical bone, are in line with other 

previous upper limb resistance training interventions, albeit, in postmenopausal women 

[153, 317]. Nevertheless, some have reported that resistance training was not beneficial 

for bone mass, geometry, or strength parameters of upper limb bones in young adult 

women [154]. This study differs from the current work, however, in both exercise type 

(i.e. single joint isolated elbow flexion and extension exercise only) and intensity (i.e. 

80% of 1RM). Although a 54% increase in training load was achieved, initial training 

load was only 9 kg for these isolated exercises. Therefore, the greater effects observed 

from resistance training in our trial likely reflect higher intensity training applied 

through compound-style lifts that facilitated higher training loads to be applied to the 

upper limb. 

In addition to the bone findings of the OPTIMA-Ex trial, important changes 

were observed in body composition and physical performance outcomes. Such 

additional factors, combined with measures of bone mass and strength, are considered 

to influence risk of osteoporotic fracture [4]. It is likely that the initiation of any 

exercise program from a previously sedentary lifestyle would elicit positive effects on 

body composition. Indeed, we found all groups improved lean mass; however, 

resistance training reduced fat mass more than impact training. Resistance training also 

resulted in greater strength outcomes than impact training. Changes in body fat and 

muscle strength, however, are likely to be quickly reversed when training is ceased and 

so the benefits may be relatively short term. Nonetheless, the superior effects seen in 
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strength and body composition, in conjunction with a potentially ‘broader’ osteogenic 

effect than impact training, suggests resistance training could offer the more 

comprehensive exercise solution. Long term follow-up studies would determine if the 

benefits to bone and soft tissues can be sustained into later adulthood to ultimately be 

protective against fractures, as it is well understood that both bone and muscle mass 

experience age-related changes. Bone mass is known to decline at a rate of around 3% 

per decade for cortical bone and between 7-11% for trabecular bone per decade after the 

ascertainment of peak bone mass [344-346], with the loss accelerating to around 10% 

over five years around the age of menopause [347, 348], while peak muscle mass is 

typically attained in the mid-twenties and is maintained until the mid-forties and 

subsequently declines thereafter [349, 350].  

Enjoyment of physical activity has not only been linked to adherence, self-

efficacy and sustained participation, but is also recognised as an intrinsic motivator for 

the initiation of exercise programs [217, 218]. Therefore, when designing an exercise 

intervention, ‘enjoyment’ should be an important consideration. Enjoyment, pertaining 

to exercise and physical activity, is complex and has been defined as a positive response 

to the movement experience as a whole, such as feelings of pleasure or fun that is 

derived from the activity [219]. Thus, physical activity enjoyment is not just an 

affective outcome but rather an individual’s feelings about the experience of exercise. 

Overall the OPTIMA-Ex trial was viewed in a positive manner by those that completed 

the trial; however, the two supervised exercise groups had greater levels of physical 

activity enjoyment, with resistance training participants reporting the highest scores. 

This greater level of enjoyment of the exercise experience was further highlighted 

through willingness of participants to recommend to others and desire to continue the 

exercise modality. Both supervised training groups were highly recommended to others, 
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with resistance training appearing the most favourable based on the participants desire 

to continue with that specific style of training.  

Understanding factors that encourage osteoporosis prevention behaviour is 

important for disease management at a population level. The diagnosis of osteoporosis 

has been shown to be a strong motivator for undertaking physical activity in the elderly 

[221], however, the young adult population tend to have a poor understanding of 

osteoporosis and thus a poor perception of susceptibility and seriousness of the 

condition [331]. Our findings are in support of previous work that suggests the major 

barriers to physical activity participation, in our case osteoporosis preventative physical 

activity, are lack of time, interest and enjoyment, social and self-esteem factors as well 

as financial limitations [213]. Previous exercise interventions in young adult and 

premenopausal women have suffered from modest numbers and average compliance 

[106, 110, 143]. Our trial was no exception, despite efforts to address these barriers (i.e. 

limited to 45- minute sessions, twice-weekly commitment, convenient location, group 

training environment). As exercise initiation and adherence are intrinsically linked to 

these barriers, it is vital for bone-targeted interventions in young adults to minimise 

perceived demands on time, improve convenience and accessibility, and reduce 

potential costs of participation for this seemingly ‘difficult’ population in terms of 

recruitment and compliance. There must be a critical point, however, where a trade-

off between barrier reduction and osteogenic effectiveness takes place. Such 

determination warrants further research. 

 

9.3 Future directions 

The OPTIMA-Ex trial was the first to examine the comparative efficacy of high-

intensity impact training and high-intensity resistance training on indices of bone 
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strength, body composition, physical performance and exercise acceptability in young 

adult women. In light of the recruitment challenges faced and the resultant lower than 

expected sample size limiting statistical power, additional investigations are warranted 

to strengthen our conclusions. The recruitment challenges are believed to be two-fold. 

Firstly, as discussed previously, young adult women appear to be a difficult population 

to recruit and retain for interventions studies, particularly exercise interventions. 

Secondly, the OPTIMA-Ex trial was an unfunded project; therefore limited funds were 

available for recruitment drives and publicity or for incentives for participation. 

Furthermore, many funded intervention studies are larger scale team based projects that 

may have dedicated staff for participant recruitment; however, through necessity a 

single investigator ran all aspects of the OPTIMA-Ex trial including recruitment, 

screening, testing, training as well as data management and analysis. Thus, future 

examinations of the most effective loading modality in an adequately powered RCT 

model are recommended, including measures of long-term efficacy. Furthermore, a 

greater understanding of the influence of hormonal contraceptives on the bone 

responses to impact loading and resistance training in this demographic are required as 

such an analysis was unachievable with the limited sample size. Future research 

directions arising from the OPTIMA-Ex trial can be separated into the three areas of 

understanding: 1) site-specific mechanical load determination of both exercise 

interventions; 2) ongoing optimisation of osteogenic exercise prescription; and 3) 

improving translation into practice to improve uptake and adherence.  

The site-specific adaptations that were observed from each intervention 

approach in the OPTIMA-Ex trial warrant deeper investigation of the mechanisms 

underlying the bone response. Specifically, future quantification of the mechanical 

loads incurred at a site-specific level is required to further our understanding of the 
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disparity in bone response. It is suggested that computational biomechanical analyses 

occur in future work. Specifically, the collection of both motion capture data, through 

retro-reflective markers and marker clusters, and ground reaction force data with 

instrumented force plates for all exercises utilised in the interventions. Subsequent 

musculoskeletal modelling incorporating full-body scaled anatomical models would 

facilitate more accurate estimates of the loading conditions of the given exercise. 

Combined with the derived material properties from the scans, these data could also 

help inform finite-element models to compute spatiotemporal strain and stress 

distributions in the bone of interest. Such calculation would make fundamental steps 

toward understanding the internal loading conditions resulting from external loads 

imposed through exercise. 

To further current knowledge of optimal osteogenic exercise for young adult 

women, further work is required on combined interventions, dose-response, and refining 

prescription characteristics such as training frequency and rest periods. As programs 

combining both resistance and impact training have demonstrated positive results in 

bone mass in young adult women [91, 106, 108], the combination of ‘true’ high-

intensity impact and resistance training to augment the bone response warrants 

exploration in this population. Recent work from our laboratory, the LIFTMOR trial, 

utilised a combined program of progressive high-intensity impact and resistance 

training and was found to be both efficacious for improving bone mass and safe in post-

menopausal women [351]. In fact, the same program has been instituted and is nearing 

completion in older men [352], providing a framework to examine this combined 

exercise format in the often overlooked population of young adult women. Furthermore, 

the examination of the effect a true high-intensity combined program on indices of bone 

strength of both the upper and lower limb has not been undertaken in this population. 
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Additionally, investigations into the dose-response of both training approaches are 

required, to determine if greater bone responses would be elicited by both or either 

intervention with the addition of more training frequency. As bone adaptation is largely 

dependent on strain magnitude, rate, loading cycles and temporal separation between 

bouts, the utilisation of strategic rest periods should also feature as an important element 

in future prescription. Furthermore, due to the promising results for indices of bone 

strength at the distal site of the upper limb, additional examination of the novel 

punching based upper limb impact loading intervention should be undertaken to 

determine its effectiveness as an upper limb loading modality. As wrist fractures carry a 

lifetime risk of around 15% in women and tend to occur earlier in life compared to other 

sites of osteoporotic fracture [9], the exploration of this relatively novel upper limb 

loading intervention that was well-received in the current study is warranted.  

Finally, further investigation of the perceived barriers and facilitators for 

osteogenic exercise and thus osteoporosis preventative behaviour in young adult women 

is required. Bone-targeted exercise interventions in this population have often suffered 

from relatively high dropout rates, average compliance and modest numbers of 

participants. Indeed, challenges with recruitment and exercise adherence were 

experienced in the current work. As young adults typically have a poor understanding of 

osteoporosis and a low perception of susceptibility and seriousness of the condition, 

understanding the factors that encourage osteoporosis preventative behaviour in this 

potentially at-risk population of young adult women with lower than average bone mass 

is imperative to assist in disease prevention at a population level. In fact, we 

recommend all future bone-targeted interventions in young adult women consider the 

acceptability of exercise as part of their intervention as the most effective exercise 
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prescription for bone health may not be the most desirable or acceptable and thus its 

effectiveness on a population level will ultimately suffer.  

 

9.4 Conclusion  

The overarching goal of this doctoral work was to compare the bone responses of 

two known osteogenic loading methods, predominantly gravitational-derived loading 

exercise (impact training) versus predominantly muscle-derived loading exercise 

(resistance training) in young women with lower than average bone mass. The current 

work achieved its specific aims through the validation of an innovative method to track 

the intensity of the novel upper limb loading exercise along with the determination of 

the mechanical loads experienced during the impact training intervention, thus, allowing 

a valid comparison of the interventions. Further, our novel investigation was safe and 

efficacious for improving indices of musculoskeletal health in sedentary but otherwise 

healthy young women with below average bone mass. Finally, the novel high-intensity 

training interventions were enjoyable and well accepted and findings identified that the 

management of participant’s perceived time demands and environmental barriers to 

exercise participation must be managed in order to maximise compliance and 

adherence. Due to recruitment challenges with this population in the current work, a 

modest sample size limited the conclusions drawn. Nonetheless, we conclude that both 

impact training and resistance training have important site-specific effects on bone and 

are enjoyable and well received by participants. Resistance training may have the 

broadest effect on bone outcomes along with superior benefits of improved body 

composition, strength and acceptability in young adult women with lower than average 

bone mass.  
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INFORMATION SHEET 
 

Project Title 
 

“A comparison of the bone response to impact loading versus resistance training: a randomised 

controlled trial of upper and lower limb responses.” 
Investigators 
 

Mr Conor Lambert  
BExSc (Hons), MPhty  

PhD Candidate 

School of Allied Health Sciences 

Griffith University, Gold Coast 

Ph: 0404 806 749 

Email: conor.lambert@griffithuni.edu.au 

 

Prof Belinda Beck  
BHMS(Ed), MS, PhD 

Associate Professor 

School of Allied Health Sciences 

Griffith University, Gold Coast 

Ph: (07) 5552 8793 

Email: b.beck@griffith.edu.au  

 

Dr Benjamin Weeks  
BPhty(Hons), BExSc, GCertHigherEd, PhD  

Senior Lecturer  

School of Allied Health Sciences 

Griffith University, Gold Coast 

Ph: (07) 5552 9336 

Email: b.weeks@griffith.edu.au  

 

Background 

The optimum loading regime to improve bone health is not fully understood. This study will examine and compare the bone 

response to different types of exercise. This study forms a component of Mr Lambert’s PhD training.  
 

Method 

Who:  

 Healthy young women between the ages of 18 – 30 who do not currently participate in regular exercise 

What:  

 You will be randomly assigned to either a supervised resistance training program, a supervised impact training exercise 

program (boxing and jump training) or a home exercise group. The exercise program will occur twice a week for  30-40 

minutes over 10 months  

 Before and after the 10-month exercise period you will be asked to complete: 

o Questionnaires regarding your health, diet and the amount of exercise you have done in your life  

o Physical tasks including: standing jump,  simple muscle strength tests 

o Body composition scans using a dual-energy x-ray absorptiometer (DXA), quantitative ultrasound (QUS) and a 

peripheral quantitative computed tomographer (pQCT). Those tests are painless and non-invasive but involve 

either sitting beside or lying still on special scanners for between 3-15 minutes per scan. 

 The total time for each testing session will be approximately 2-3 hours.  

 In the final month of your training program you will be asked to attend a 30 minute interview to discuss your experiences 

throughout the training period 

 We may video or photograph some activities, but you may opt out of those if you wish. 

Where:  

 For the supervised groups, exercise training will take place in G02 School of Allied Health Sciences Building, Griffith 

University, Gold Coast campus. The home exercise program can be undertaken at a location of your choice. 

 Testing will be undertaken in the Bone Densitometry Research Laboratory (G02_2.08) School of Allied Health Sciences, 

Griffith University, Gold Coast campus and other rooms in the same building as required. 

Inclusion Criteria 

You may participate in this study if you are a healthy young woman aged 18 – 30 years of age who is sedentary or does not 

already participate in activities known to influence bone (we can tell you if they do). You must also be willing and able to either 

attend twice weekly exercise sessions at the Griffith University School of Allied Health Sciences, Gold Coast campus for 10 

months or exercise at home twice weekly for 10 months.  
 

Exclusion Criteria 

You may be excluded if any of the following apply to you: 

 Musculoskeletal, cardiovascular, respiratory or other chronic conditions preventing high intensity exercise 

 Use of medications that affect the skeleton 

 Current or previous participation in certain exercises known to influence bone 

 BMD T-score above 0 on either lumbar or femoral neck DXA scans 

 Previous history of limb trauma or congenital abnormality causing altered loading of the limbs 

 More than two x-rays in the past year or radiation treatment 

mailto:conor.lambert@griffithuni.edu.au
mailto:b.beck@griffith.edu.au
mailto:b.weeks@griffith.edu.au
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 Cancer 

 Pregnancy 

 Unwillingness to be randomised to any group 

Risks 

The risks associated with the project are relatively minor. For those unaccustomed to physical activity, it is likely that you will 

experience muscle soreness following any change in exercise routine. There is also a risk of injury during exercise. Such injuries 

are uncommon but may include low back pain, joint sprains, or muscle strains. All physical testing and high-load resistance 

training will be closely supervised by the investigators to help reduce those risks. If you have low bone mass, you are at greater 

risk of fracture during heavy lifting exercises than people with higher bone mass. It will be important to perform the exercises as 

instructed by your trainer to make sure you are doing them safely. In the event of negative side effects to exercise or in the 

unlikely event of an injury you must report this immediately to the investigator. If deemed appropriate, the study investigator can 

refer to the University Physiotherapy and Active Health Centre at a discounted rate (currently $60 for an initial and $50 for a 

review with additional rebates for eligible private healthcare members).  
 

There are also slight risks associated with some of our tests. DXA and pQCT scans are non-invasive and painless, but they do 

involve exposure to small quantities of ionising radiation. The amount of radiation exposure during a chest x-ray is 8 times greater 

than that for either pQCT or DXA tests. The radiation exposure for DXA and pQCT scans is less than 0.01 mSv. For comparison, 

natural background radiation to which individuals living in developed countries are exposed is estimated to be around 2.4 mSv per 

year. The exposure to radiation during plane travel is approximately 0.005 mSv per hour, thus a 14 hour international flight from 

Australia to Los Angeles would expose an individual to approximately 0.07 mSv, or 28 times the radiation from a single DXA 

scan.   
 

Benefits 

Each participant will receive free bone, muscle and fat scans and an estimate of calcium consumption 

Your involvement in this study will help contribute to the understanding of exercise as a treatment strategy for bone health, which 

may help countless individuals suffering from osteoporosis.  

We have a number of small rewards for those who participate and complete the study (for example sports apparel/ equipment, 

water bottle, coupons, vouchers) to compensate them for their time.  

 

Confidentiality 

Results will be kept as confidential as is possible by law and will not be disclosed to third parties without your consent, except to 

meet government, legal or other regulatory authority requirements. All data will be kept in the possession of the investigators in a 

locked file on a password protected computer for a minimum of 5 years. You will not be referred to by name during research 

reports or study discussions. All records will be stored in a locked filing cabinet with restricted access for a minimum of five years 

in a private office. All computer records will be restricted by password. For further information consult the University’s Privacy 

Plan at http://www.griffith.edu.au/privacy-plan or telephone (07) 3735 4375. 

 

Use of video recordings and photography 

We may video or photograph some activities, but you may opt out of those if you wish. Such images or recordings could be used 

for presentations, media coverage and/or publication of research findings.  

 

Contacting the Investigators 

We are happy to answer any questions you may have. For general inquiries please contact Mr Conor Lambert (PhD student 

researcher), on 0404 806 749. If you have any concerns about the study, please do not hesitate to contact either Dr Benjamin 

Weeks, on (07) 5552 9336 or Assoc. Prof Belinda Beck, on (07) 5552 8793. 

 

Feedback 

Following completion of data collection and analysis, we will give you a copy of your results and a brief summary of the 

combined study findings.  

 

Voluntary Participation 

Whether you decide to participate in this study or not, your decision will not prejudice you in any way. If you do decide to 

participate, you are free to withdraw your consent and discontinue your involvement at any time. 

 

Complaints Mechanism 

The University requires that all participants be informed that if they have any complaints concerning the manner in which a 

research project is conducted they may be given to the researcher, or, if an independent person is preferred please contact the : 

Manager, Research Ethics on (07) 3735 4375 or research-ethics@griffith.edu.au  (GU ref no: 2015/775) 

 

Please retain this document for your information. 
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Consent Form 
 

Project Title 

 

“A comparison of the bone response to impact loading versus resistance training: a randomised 

controlled trial of upper and lower limb responses.” 
 

Investigators  
 

Mr Conor Lambert  
BExSc (Hons), MPhty  

PhD Candidate 

School of Allied Health Sciences 

Griffith University, Gold Coast 

Ph: 0404 806 749 

Email: conor.lambert@griffithuni.edu.au 

 

Prof Belinda Beck  
BHMS(Ed), MS, PhD 

Associate Professor 

School of Allied Health Sciences 

Griffith University, Gold Coast 

Ph: (07) 5552 8793 

Email: b.beck@griffith.edu.au  

 

Dr Benjamin Weeks  
BPhty(Hons), BExSc, GCertHigherEd, PhD  

Senior Lecturer  

School of Allied Health Sciences 

Griffith University, Gold Coast 

Ph: (07) 5552 9336 

Email: b.weeks@griffith.edu.au  

 

 
Consent Statement 

By signing below, I confirm that I have read and understood the information package and in particular have noted that: 

 I understand that I will be asked to either undertake a 10-month exercise program, consisting of two 30 – 45 minute 

supervised sessions per week, or a home based exercise program consisting of two 30 minute sessions per week.  

 I understand that will I be randomly assigned to either a high-load resistance training program, an impact training 

(boxing and jump training) exercise program, or a home-based exercise program.  

 I understand that there will be a testing session of approximately 2-3 hours before and after the exercise intervention 

period including dual-energy x-ray absorptiometer (DXA), quantitative ultrasound (QUS) and peripheral quantitative 

computed tomographer (pQCT) scans, muscle strength assessment using a strength dynamometry and measurement of 

height, weight and several questionnaires relating to physical activity and diet;  

 I understand that I will be asked to attend a single 30 minute interview in the final month of my training; 

 I confirm that I do not meet any of the exclusion criteria listed in the information sheet 

 I have had any questions answered to my satisfaction;  

 I understand the risks involved;  

 I understand the benefits of my participation in this research; 

 I understand that my participation in this research is voluntary;  

 I understand that if I have any additional questions I can contact the research team;  

 I understand that I am free to withdraw at any time, without comment or penalty;  

 I understand that I can contact the Manager, Research Ethics, on 3735  4375 (or research-ethics@griffith.edu.au) if I 

have any concerns about the ethical conduct of the project;  and  

 I agree to participate in the project.  

 

 

 

______________________  _____________________   __________________ 

(Participant)       (Participant signature)    (Date) 

 

 

Optional video and photography consent. Please initial: 

  I do not wish to be video recorded in the course of the study for the purposes of presentations, media coverage and publication 

of research findings. ___________________ 

  I do not wish to be photographed in the course of the study for the purposes of presentations, media coverage and publication 

of research findings. ___________________ 

  I consent to being photographed in the course of the study for the purposes of presentations, media coverage and publication 

of research findings if my identity is concealed. ___________________ 
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Appendix 6: High-intensity impact program training log for month 1-2 
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Appendix 7: High-intensity impact program training log for months 2-10 
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Case Report Form - Initial 

OPTIMA-Ex: Osteoporosis Prevention Through Impact and Muscle-loading Approaches to 

Exercise 

Participant Details:   Participant ID:  

Informed Consent:  
Date:  

Name:      

DOB      
 

Address:  

  

  
 

Phone:  Mobile:  

Email:  
 
Race:   

 
 Caucasian  Asian 
 African   Middle Eastern 
 Other, Specify:  

    

Smoking status:    
 

 Current smoker, average number of cigarettes/day_____ for ______ yrs 
 Ex-smoker, average number of cigarettes/day_____ for ______ yrs 
  Never smoked 

  
Dominance:    

 Handedness:  Right  Left  Ambidextrous 

 Footedness:   Right  Left   Ambidextrous 
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Medical History: Participant ID:  

Please list current medical conditions (if applicable): Date:  

 

  
 

  
 

Please list any surgery you have had (if applicable): 

 

 
 

  
 

Please list any medications you’re currently taking (if applicable): 

 

 
 

  
 

Are you currently participating in physical activity? 

 Yes/No    Details (type and times per week):   

  
 

What physical activity have you previously participated in? Details (age, type, times per week and level) 

  

  

  
 

Have you had any fractures? 

 Yes/No         Details (age and area):   

  
 

Exclusion Criteria: 

Are you pregnant, or is it possible that you may be pregnant?  Yes   No 

Have you had two or more X-ray examinations in the past 12 months?  Yes  No 

Have you had a diagnosis of Cancer?  Yes  No 

Do you have any metal implants, piercings or joint replacements?  Yes  No 
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Questionnaires: Participant ID:  
  PARQ 

 PACES  
 AQoL-6D 

 BPAQ 
 AusCal 
 

Date:  
 

 
Anthropometrics: 
 Height:  

  Weight:  

 BP:  /   

 Waist Circumference:      

      
Physical Performance: 
 LL Strength: 1:  2:  3:  Average:  

          
 BES: 1:  2:  3:  Average:  

          
 Hand Grip (R): 1:  2:  3:  Average:  

          
 Hand Grip (L): 1:  2:  3:  Average:  

          
 Vertical Jump: 1:   2:   

 3:   4:   

 5:   6:   

 7:   8:   

       
Body Composition: 

DXA:          Whole Body:   Comments:  

Lumbar Spine:   Comments:  

Proximal Femur: R  Comments:  

 L  Comments:  

Distal Radius: R  Comments:  

 L  Comments:  

pQCT: Tibia: R  Length:  Comments:  

  L  Length:    

 Radius: R  Length:  Comments:  

  L  Length:    

QUS:  Calcaneus: R  Comments:  

  L  Comments:  
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Case Report Form – Follow-up 

OPTIMA-Ex: Osteoporosis Prevention Through Impact and Muscle-loading Approaches to 

Exercise 

 

  Participant ID:  

Participant Details:  
Date:  

Name:   DOB:  

 

Medical History:   

Please list current medical conditions (if applicable):   

   

  

  
 

Please list any medications you’re currently taking (if applicable): 

   

  

  
 

Did you suffer any injuries over the past 10 months 

 
Yes/No           If yes, 
details:  

   
   

Do you have any comments regarding the exercise program (if applicable): 
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Questionnaires: Participant ID:  

  PACES  
 AQoL-6D 

 BPAQ 
 AusCal 
 

Date:  

 
Anthropometrics: 
 Height:  

  Weight:  

 BP:  /   

 Waist Circumference:      

Physical Performance: 
 LL Strength: 1:  2:  3:  Average:  

          
 BES: 1:  2:  3:  Average:  

          
 Hand Grip (R): 1:  2:  3:  Average:  

          
 Hand Grip (L) 1:  2:  3:  Average:  

          
 Vertical Jump: 1:   2:   

 3:   4:   

 5:   6:   

 7:   8:   

Body Composition: 

DXA:          Whole Body:   Comments:  

Lumbar Spine:   Comments:  

Proximal Femur: R  Comments:  

 L  Comments:  

Distal Radius: R  Comments:  

 L  Comments:  

pQCT: Tibia: R  Length:  Comments:  

  L  Length:    

 Radius: R  Length:  Comments:  

  L  Length:    

QUS:  Calcaneus: R  Comments:  

  L  Comments:  
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Appendix 14: Physical Activity Readiness Questionnaire (PARQ) 

Appendix 14: Physical Activity Readiness Questionnaire (PARQ) 
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Appendix 15: Physical Activity Enjoyment Scale (PACES) 
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Appendix 16: Assessment of Quality of Life Questionnaire (AQoL-6D) 
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